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YOUR NAME GOLD STAMPED HERE 

Official 
Radio 

Business -Log 
and Guide 

1931 

I I I S T look -containing over 300 pages -size 
5 x b% inches, bound in green flexible 
leatherette, is a most useful desk tool for 

everybody connected with the Radio Trade. 
The ( )FFICI:AL RADIO BUSINESS -LOG AND 
GI: I DE E has been especially planned and laid out 
for the Radio Man-the Executive, the Engineer, 
the Radio Dealer, the Service Man. 

A \vide variety of radio data, of constant reference 
value to the man engaged in the radio business, has 
been compiled for this first OFFICIAL RADIO 
BL S1 N I:SS -I.( t(; AND GUIDE. It contains, in 
addition, conveniently arranged spaces for listing 
appoinunents, engagements and personal records; 
bush', ss reference;; commercial information ; diary 
and mcnwraulla sheets, etc. 
Here are a few of the features contained in the OFFICIAL 
RADIO BLSINI :SS -LOG AND GUIDE: Census of 
Radio Dealers Population of States and Big Cities- Retail 
Store Operating Fxpenses -list of Radio Set Manufac- 
turers -List of Vacuum Tulle Manufacturers -List of Radio 
Parts Manufacturers- Bookkeeping Information for Radio 
:11en - Underwriters' Rules -Code for Electrical Workers - 
Radio Service \lap's Information -Useful Radio Reference 
Forwa'a> -Ttlbe Data Chart -Tables of Schematic Sym- 
bol, ar.d How to Use -Table of Broadcast Stations - 
l'rincides Underlying Receiver Designs -The Service 
Workbench and "l'est Table -The Service Car -The Busi- 
ne.. End of Servicing -Form Letters for Radio Dealers 
-Tite Radio \Ian's Credo -1931 Calendar -Important 
Holidays in 1931 -- Calendar of 1930 -Calendar of 1932 - 

Postal information -1931 Record of Engagements. Appointments, by Days (182 pages) Place for Keep- 
ing Tab ou 'things to be Done t Memoranda i- -Alphabetical List of Customers' Nantes and Telephone 
Numbers -- Record of \lonthly Income and Expemes- Records of Notes. Dues and Future Expenses- 
Records of Insurance. and Payments -Interest Calculations and U. S. Interest Laws --Cash Discount 
Savings- -'table of Dozen and Single Price. -Table of Tinte Payment flans --etc.. etc. 
There are sample advcrti.emcnts that will give a professional tone to your advertising, and also a chap- 
ter on how tu pep up business the year 'round. 
No Radio Man can afford to be without the book. It will give him knowledge which he cannot get in any other way. It will help him in his business, through the commercial advice and informa- 
tion contained in its pages; and, most important of all, it will stop money losses by providing ample space for recording all business transactions day by day. 

Every item in the OFFICIAI. RADIO BUSI- 
NESS I-( (; AN I) (.I.1DE is compiled with the 
one thought in mind: How can the man engaged 
in the Radio Trade be assisted most efficiently 
How can he slake more money? and How can 
he save money .' 

The (tFFICIAI. RADIO BUSINESS -LOG AND GUIDE is a true assistant, 
a counsellor. and a silent partner to the man engaged in Radio activities. It 
eliminates account books; it becomes his private secretary, time- saver, business 
log and reference book. 
The size of the OFFICIAL RADIO BUSINESS -LOG AND GUIDE -5 x 8% 
inches --is such that it can be slipped in the pocket and carried around wherever you 
go --a real portable office. 

The price of the OFFICIAL RADIO BUSINESS -LOG AND GUIDE is $4.00 postpaid. It will he ready for shipment March 1, 1931. 

Mail Coupon NOW! 
GERNSBACI( PUBLICATIONS. INC.. 
06 -98 Park Plate. New York, N. Y. 

I , h 
I"1'' 1! 111'1\1. 

It.\1,111 I:1 .I\I I ,\Io C., .I.1: 
il.. . .i 

í,,111 1... ai- . (11 VII i.%I.11wnln çi,l.i 
.11r .wNl+ lit "iI.Ci 

Narrte 
I9mi .,rtnU>i 

Address 

1 

Special Offer! 
We will accept your pre- 
publication order at the 
special price of $3.00. 
and we will gold -stamp 
your name on the cover 
of the OFFICIAL RA- 
DIO BUSINESS - LO(. 
AND GUIDE if you 
will mail your order at 
once on the coupon be- 
low. Once the hook is 
published, its price will 
be $4.00. You are saving 
$1.0(1 by ordering now. 
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RADIO NEEDS TRAINED MEN 
Let Us Train You at Home for a Big -Pay Job 

GET into the rich field of Radio via the 
Radio Training Association. Radio man- 

ufacturers, distributors, dealers are all eager 
to employ our members because we train them 
right, and qualify them for the positions that 
require better trained men. 

So great is this demand from Radio employers 
that positions offering good pay and real oppor- 
tunity are going begging. If you want to cash in 
on Radio quick, earn $3.00 an hour and up spare 
time, $40 to $100 a week full time, prepare for 
a $10,000, $15,000, $25,000 a year Radio position, 
investigate the R. T. A. now. 

Special Attention to Radio 
Service Work 

Thousands of trained Radio Service Men are 
needed now to service the new all- electric sets. 
Pay is liberal, promotions rapid. The experience 
you receive fits you for the biggest jobs in Radio. 
The R. T. A. has arranged its course to enable 
you to cash in on this work within 30 days! 

Would you like to work "behind the scenes" at 
Hollywood, or for a talking picture manufacturer? 
R. T. A. training qualifies you for this work. 
Television, too, is included in the training. When 
television begins to sweep over the country, 
R. T. A. men will be ready to cash in on the big 
pay jobs that will be created. 

Expert Supervision 
Lifelong Consultation Service 

As a member of the Association you will receive 
personal instruction from skilled Radio Engineers. 
Under their friendly guidance every phase of Radio 
will become an open book to you. And after you 
graduate the R. T. A. Advisory Board will give 
you personal advice on any problems which arise 
in your work. This Board is made up of big men 
in the industry who are helping constantly to 
push R. T. A. men to the top. 

Because R. T. A. training is complete, up -to -date, 
practical, it has won the admiration of the Radio 
industry. That's why our members are in such 
demand -why you will find enrolling in R. T. A. 
the quickest, most profitable route to Radio. 

Mail Coupon for No -Cost Training Offer 
Memberships that need not -should not -cost 
you a cent are available right now. The minute 
it takes to fill out coupon at right for details can 
result in your doubling and trebling your income 
in a few months from now. If you are ambitious, 
really want to get somewhere in life, you owe it 
to yourself to investigate. Learn what the R.T.A. 
has done for thousands - and can do for you. 
Stop wishing and start actually doing some- 
thing about earning more money. Fill out the 
coupon and mail today. 

Radio Training Association of America 
Dept. RCA -3 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Fill Out and Mail Today! 
RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Dept. RcA3 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, 111. 

Gentlemen: Send me details of your No -Cost Training 
Offer and information on how to make real money in 
Radio quick. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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H. GERNSBACK, President 
S. GERNSBACK, Treasurer 
J. M. HERZBERG, Vice- President 
I. S. MANHEIMER, Secretary 

R. D. WASHBIIRNE, 
Technical Editor 
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VOLUME II 
NUMBER 9 Contents of This Issue MARCH 
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EDI'l'ORIAI.: 
Tomorrow's Radio Set By Hugo Gernsback 

SERVICE MEN'S DEPARTMENT: 
Checking Inaccessible Units By John F. Hider 
Operating Notes for Service Men 

By Bertram M. Freed 
Leaves from Service Mens Notebooks 

1A" It.tmo- CR.trr headers 
The Service Man's Open Forum 
(Luno Sr:RVIEE: D.vr.t Sitzeys: 
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By K. T. Vedder and E. C. Hughes, Jr 
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RADIO CONSTRUCTION ANI) THEORY: 
'l'he Dynatron Oscillator for Testing 

By C. H. W. Nason 
Iuapro%ing the "Hi -Q 29" By Gus Jacobson 
How to Build a Midget Radio Receiver 

By H. G. Cisin 
Improving Detector Efficiency....By R. William 'Planner 
It.toro- Caar-r Kinks 
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By Lewis W. Martin 
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In Forthcoming Issues 
TWO- \-OI.T TUBES FOR SET OPERA'T'ION: A discus- 

sion of tube, receiver and battery problems and methods. 
These new tubes have given new efficiency and economy to 
battery-operated sets. 

"VAR IAIII,F. MU" TUBES. The problems of automatic 
volume control, band -pass selection, and power detection, all 
to be combined with fidelity in a receiver's output, have led 
to the design of A.C. tubes which have normally the amplifi- 
cation factor ("mu") of the '24 type, but are capable of 
changing their characteristics to navet circuit needs; thus 
reducing distortion and cross -talk. 

COI.D- CATHOI)I. 'PUBES. Both in America and in Ger- 
many, inventors have been working on tubes which µill work 
by light, rather than heat. Some interesting ideas will be 
described. 

TES'T'ING APPARATUS: Set analyzers, tulle checkers, modu- 
lated oscillators, meter nnultipliers, and other ;apparatus fur 
the shop and the service kit. 

A HOME-PRACTICE SE'l'. This ingenious apparatus lends 
itself to bell signaling and telephone use, as well as code 
practice. With the aid of a wire line, it gives radio prac- 
tice without requiring ;t wire line. 

And nuulerous articles for the Service Man, the constructor 
and the experimenter. 

RADIO -CRAFT h published monthly, on the fifth of the month preceding that of 
dale; Its subscription price is $2.50 per year. (In Canada and foreign countries, 
$3.00 a year to cover additional postage.) Entered at the postortice at Mt. Morris, 
111., as s et ud-class matter rouler the a rc 'I t of NI , 1870. Trademarks vol 
copyrights by permission of Gernsback Publications. Inc., 9$ Park flare. New 
York City. 

Text and Illustrations of this magaalne are copyright and must not be reproduced ellhout permission ,f the - tyri alit , n rs. We are also gems for WONDER STORIES. WONDER STORIES 111 "A Ira ;lU.Y and E. y Klt'tlt.tY MECHANICS. 
Sub.rriptions to these r may be taken In tcombination with RADIO-CRAFT 
at ...dared Club rates. Write tor b founat Ion. 

Copyright 1971, GraINStIACR PUBLICATIONS, INC. 

Published by 

TECHNI -CRAFT PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
Publication Office: 404 No. Wesley Ave., Mount Morris, Illinois 

Editorial and Advertising Offices Western Advertising Office 
96 -98 Park Place, New York City 737 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

L. F. McCLURE, Western Advertising Representative 
Paris Agent: Hachette & Cie.. 

III Rua Reaumur 
London Agent: Hachette & Cle., 

3 La Belle Saurage, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4 
Australian Agent: Me0111'e Money, 

179 Elisabeth St., Melbourne 
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You Can Have a Good 

ELECTRICAL JOB 
i n 90 Days 

515 

TIP 
No Books -No Lessons 
All actual work in the 

Great Coyne Shops 
Dissatisfied with your present job? 
Not making enough money? Then 
come to Coyne in Chicago and learn 

r Electricity in 90 days -NOT BY COR- 
RESPONDENCE, but by actual electrical work -on huge motors and generators, power plants, 
substations, switchboards, auto and airplane en- 
gines, etc. COYNE HAS BEEN PLACING 
MEN IN BIG PAY ELECTRICAL JOBS 
SINCE 1899! 

R 

Learn to Earn *60 to $200 a Week! 
Every branch of Electricity is calling for more Trained men. 
Thousands of jobs are open, paying $60 a week and up -in Power Plant Work, Armature Winding, Auto Ignition, House Wiring, Radio Service, Refrigera- tion, Welding, Aviation Electricity, etc. You can prepare for one of these fascinating Big Pay Jobs in 90 days. No advanced education or previous experience required. Mail coupon forproof! 
FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

Earn As You Learn 
Don't worry about a job! You get free lifetime employment ser- vice. And if you need part -time work while at school to help pay expenses, we'll gladly help you get it. Mail coupon for my Big Free Book! Get the proof! Find out about my special low tuition offer, my free Radio Service and Auto Electrical Courses. This does not obligate you. Just mail the coupon! 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
H. C. Lewis, President Founded 1899 

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 31 -SI CHICAGO, ILL. 

/REE "EIECTRICAL JOB" "COUPON 
H. C. LEWIS, PRESIDENT 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
500S. Paulina St., Dept. 31.81 Chicago, Ill. 
Gentlemen: Please send me your big Free 
Electrical Book with 151 illustrations. This I 
does not obligate me. 1 

1 

1 

' rinac 

1 

1 

_1 ddress 1 

1 

State 
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The 2nd Supplement 
to the 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
ti 

Is READY for Distribution 

NOW! 
SUPPLEMENTS No. 1 and No. 2 to the 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
are obtainable - 

ONE of the most important achievements in recent radio 
book publishing comes with the completion of the first 
and second Supplements to the OFFICIAL RADIO 

SERVICE MANUAL. These Supplements, now ready for 
distribution, are the beginning of a series which will be pub- 
lished every sixty days during the year. The pages of the Sup- 
plements are printed exactly like those in the OFFICIAL 
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL, and as each Supplement is 
added periodically it will be kept uniform with the original book 
in paper stock, (loose -leaf form) and in make -up. 

The second Supplement to the Manual brings that useful book 
right up -to- the -minute with the diagrams and schematic cir- 
cuits of the latest radio models which have been placed on the 
market during the past few months, as well as with new 
information of sets for 1930 and 1931. 

With each set of Supplements a new index is supplied. The 
pages are numbered to enable one to include the new additions 
in their logical places in the original OFFICIAL RADIO 
SERVICE MANUAL. 

Every owner of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE 
MANUAL will be sure to be up -to -date in radio if he becomes 
a subscriber to the Supplements. The cost -only $3.50 a 
year -is trifling, when it is considered that it is our intention 
to publish enough Supplements during 1931 to make the 
present SERVICE MANUAL more than twice the size it 
is now! 

MAIL 
COUPON 
TODAY! 

GEflNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.. 10- 

96-98 Park Place, New Vork, N. V. 

I Iru'hne $3 .511 for which 3011 : e In enter .ub.rript 
fur lite BupÍeeenls d the OFFICIAI, 

inn 
RADIO SERVICE 

\I ANUAL. It is understood 
llÌd 

that 
c 

Supplements Mggc 
e tt 

lead Ìi:t sduriog the ear ]o Supple- 
ment will b ,old 

Name 

Addle 

LILY State 

Some of the features' 
in the second Supplement 

Completely revised index for the entire OFFICIAL RADIO 
SERVICE MANUAL. 

Table of trade names in alphabetical order -listing the cor- 
responding manufacturers. 

List of Amperite line voltage regulators for standard 
receivers. 

Canadian circuits -circuits for which we have had many re- 
quests since the original publication of the Manual. 

Technical data of a practical testing oscillator. 

LIST OF CIRCUITS PUBLISHED IN 
SUPPLEMENT No. 2 

Splitdorf 
A.C. Dayton 
Majestic 
Kennedy 
Sparks - 

Withington 
Robertson -Davis 
Lincoln 

Canadian Marconi 
Canadian 

Westinghouse 
Sears -Roebuck 
Amertran 
Knapp "A" Power 
Edison 

Priess 
Garod 
Grimes 
R. C.A. -Victor 
Fada 
Silver -Marshall 
Telephone 

Maintenance 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE FOR SUPPLEMENT SERVICE . 

X3.50 A Year 
EACH SUBSCRIPTION STARTS WITH SUPPLEMENT No. 1. 

This is a very small cost when you consider that for the whole year a Supole- 
ment will be mailed to you every other month. Those who already own he 
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL have concrete evidence of what 
can be expected from a $3.50 investment in the Supplements to the original 
book. 
If you are one who has not yet recognized the importance of owning a copy 
of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL, turn to page 553 in this 
issue and learn more about this valuable book. 

Future issues of the Supplements will be ready at the following dates: 

February 1st April 1st June 1st August 1st October 1st 
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bne SuiiWay 

1.613 
AV 

YOU 
MUST 
HAVE 
NRI TRAINING 

strobe cc 
CERTIFIED 
RADIO TRICIAN 

My course is the ONLY 
-one that makes you a 

"Certified R.yDlo -TRt- 
ctAN." The U. S. Gov- 
ernment grants me exclusive 
right to give that distinctive title 
to all who complete my training. 
It will mean valuable recogni- 
tion to you in whatever branch 
of Radio you follow and will 
help open the door to bigger pay. 
Even before you graduate I 
give you business cards and a 

JUNIOR FLAOIO -TRICI AN" card, 
'which many of my students find 
helpful in earning money in L 
spare time. My course has helped hundreds 
of men. It will help you. Send for my free 
book and you'll sec why. 

Seldom Under $100 a Week 
"Dear Mr. Smith: For 

the month of November 1 

made $577 and for Decem- 
ber over $645, and January, 
$465. My earnings seldom 
fall under $100 a week. I'll 

-say the N. R. I. (National 
Radio Institute) course is thorough and complete - 
letter from graduate, E. E. Winbornc, 1414 W. 48th 
Street, Noródk, Va. 

Unlimited Consultation Service 
You can keep yourself posted on new developments 

without extra cost. Radios change and growth bring 
new opportunities for the man who understands them. 
You'll have our whole Staff at your service to keep 
you informed. 

in RADIO 
Send form q Free Book 

See how QuicklylTrainYou atHome 
to Fill a Big -Pay Radio Job 

In Radio more than in any other field, the surest, quickest way 
to get ahead is through training! For Radio is in crying need of 
more well- trained men. Competition is keen among the untrained 
fellows but the way is wide open for men who know Radio! More- 
over, there arc plenty of opportunities to earn while you learn- - 
many of my students make $200 to $1000 in their spare time while 
learning. That is why 1 urge you to mail the coupon below for 
my free book. It tells about the great money- making opportunities 
that Radio offers trained men -and how y'ñu can learn at home to 
become a Radio Expert. 

Many Earn $50 to $100 a Week 
Many of my graduates are earning $S0 to $100 a week. After 

completing my training you, too, should earn as good or even better 
pay. Hundreds of fine jobs arc opening every year. Broadcasting 
Stations pay $1,800 to $5,000 a year to Radio engineers, operators, 

and station managers. Radio manufacturers continually 
need testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, service men, 
buyers, for jobs paying up to $15,000 a year. Shipping 
companies use hundreds of operators, giving them good 
pay plus expenses- Radio dealers and jobbers pay $30 
to $100 a week to trained service men, salesmen, buyers, 
managers. Talking :Movies pay as much as $75 to $200 
a week to men with Radio training. Another way to 
make big money is to open a spare time or full time 
Radio sales and service business Of your own. And any 
day now Television may open the wav to a new world 
of opportunities to men who know Radio. 

My Free Book Tells AU 
Get the whole story. Send for my 61 -page book 

of facts on the many opportunities for trained men in 
Radio today. It has put hundreds of fellows on the 
road to bigger pay and success. It also contains full 
informati011 on the "Eighteen Star Features' of my 
home -study training, including Lifetime l:mployment 
Service to graduates. I back my course with a signed 
creement to refund every penny of your money if, 

liter completion, you are not satisfied with the Lessons 
and Instruction Service I give you. QOon't let lack 
of complete training keep you down. Fill in and mail 
the coupon NOW! 

J.E.Smith,Pres., 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. ICX. 
WASHINGTON 
D.C. xlsd % 

J. E. Sxtlrll, President 
National Radio Institute, Dept. ICX. 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear SIr. Smith: Send me your free book. I 
want to know exactly what Radio ofers trained 
men -and what you offer in home- study Radio 
training. I understand this places me under no 
obligation and that no salesman trill call. 

Name 

eh /dress........ 

Cif' 
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copy is remedy y °'.1 RADIO 
Service Man's HANDYBOOK 
WITH ADDENDA DATA SHEETS 

THIS new book contain: a tremendous 
amount of the most important data 
of every kind - several hundred 

illustrations, wiring diagrams, charts, on 
every conceivable subject pertaining to 
radio sets, tubes, etc. The book is live 
"meat" from start to finish, and contains 
only practical information on which every 
radio man can cash in immediately. 
Just to give you a few subjects contained 
in the book, we mention the following: 

Prescriptions of a radio doctor 
Modernizing old receivers 
Servicing obsolete sets 
Operating notes for Service Men 
Service Men's data 
Servicing automobile radio installations 
Curing man -made static 
Causes and cure of radio interference 
Notes on repairing "B" power units 
Constructional data on laboratory equip- 

ment 

aM 

,,;,t..:.:,, 

i;'tka¡t:: i;,.v,; Os. : 
t. gu` 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. INC. 
96 -98 Park Place, New York City, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 
As per tour «perlai offer, I eneln,e herewith tentittanre f $2.00 (canna m 1 

foreign $2.n -.;I .ddrh paps the entire amount on sur new bok entitled ltAUiO 
SERVICE] .I.t ]S Ba NDYI :OOIC with Addenda Data Sheet;. In lose -leaf furor. 
as deset lbed in RADIO-CRAFT. 

Name 

Street 

City uni st .. . 

A portable radio testing laboratory 
Servicing with the set analyzer 
What and how the Service Man should sell 

Helping the Service Man to make money 

How to become a Service Man 
Servicing broadcast receivers 
All about vacuum tubes, and vacuum -tube 

data 
Special radio Service Man's data 
Dozens of radio sen ice data sheets 
And hundreds of other similar subjects 

The Foremost Radio Service Authorities Have 
Contributed to This Book 

C. W. PALMER CEO. C. MILLER 
LEON L. ADELMAN JULIUS G. ACEVES 
SYLVAN HARRIS C. W. "1-EC'K 
BERIRANI M. FREED P. \l L L. \VELKER 

ff. WEILER 
J. E. DEINES 
F. R. BRISTOW 
and many others 

A NEW DEPARTURE 

FVERY 
Service Mau, every radio man, every 

radio experimenter and every radio pro- 
fessional makes his own notes, draws his own cir- 
cuits and writes down his own observations and 
his own data. For these reasons, the RADIO 
SERVICE MAN'S HANDYBOOK has been 
made in loose -leaf form. There are supplied with 
this book 48 special ledger paper payes, square 
ruled on both sides so that you can take a leaf and 
place it wherever you wish, and write on it your 
own data. If you wish, you can also cut out data 
from other publications and paste it on the sheet - 
placing it in its proper position in the loose -leaf 
book. 

The total number of pages is 200 and the book con- 
tains such a wealth of radio material as you have 
never seen before between two covers. Nothing 
like it has ever been produced. The book is of the 
large size, 9 x 12 inches, and is in the same loose - 
leaf form as the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. 
It has a semi -flexible cover with gold stamping. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY 
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FOR THE 

SERVICE MAN . DEALER . RADIOTRICIAN 

"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio" 
Editorial Offices, 96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

HUGO GERNSBACK 
Editor 

Tomorrow's Radio Set 
By Hugo Gernsback 

THOSE interested in the radio art have con- 
stantly wondered what the future radio set will 
look like, what its efficiency will he and, par- 
ticularly, what progress there will be made as 

far as the radio tubes are concerned. 
Before the questions can be answered, let us look 

into the principles underlying radio reception. Take 
the ordinary aerial atop your roof. Surprising as the 
statement may seem, nevertheless it is perfectly true 
that every radio station in the entire world which is 
broadcasting (or transmitting code, for that matter) 
is represented there, right in your own aerial. It makes 
no difference how far away that station is: Not only 
theoretically, but practically, the waves from a five -watt 
station located 12,000 miles away are impinging on your 
aerial. Of course, you can not hear all these stations. 
for a simple reason only ; and that is, the sensitivity of 
your present set is not sufficiently great though the 
energy is in your aerial, just the sanie. 

When we started out with a crystal detector, its range 
was limited, purely because its sensitivity, as reckoned 
today, was exceedingly small. Next we had the vacuum 
tube anti, when it first came out, its sensitivity, though 
much greater than that of the crystal detector, was still 
comparatively poor. With the newer tubes (such as, 
for instance, the screen -grid and the thyraton) the sen- 
sitivity has been stepped up trementlotusly. It may be 
said that a good modern midget set using only four 
receiving tubes (the fifth tube being simply a rectifying 
device) easily replaces a ten -tube set of four or five 
years ago; that is, as far as sensitivity is concerned. 
And, indeed, our present little four -tube midget set 
gives a power which was undreamed of even three years 
ago. All of this is Clue to the tremendous amplifying 
powers of the modern tubes. 

\ \'hen I use the word "tremendously" I do so only 
in a comparative manner. Certainly, ten years after 
this is written, the present radio tubes with their "tre- 
mendous" amplifying power will be laughed at. It is 
conceivable that, ten years hence, we will have a single 
tube which will do all the work of the four or live tubes 
used today. It will probably be a combination of a 
detector and an amplifier, as well as a rectifier; the 
entire tube probably being no larger than an '80 -type 
tube of today. 

Incidentally. if we measure the future by the past. 
that single tube will be far more sensitive than any- 
thing we have now. And. with a set containing such a 
tube. coast -to -coast reception will be a common every- 
day affair. 

What the future tube will look like, and exactly how 
it is going to operate, no one knows. The chances are 
that it will be a "cold" tube; that is. no heated filament. 
such as we have today, will be used to give us electron 
emission. 

The present tubes are, after all. only a makeshift. 
The introduction inside the tube of the heater element 
always gives rise to hum (created by the current sup- 
ply) which, I am quite certain, will not prevail in the 
future. An interesting patent has just been granted to 
a well -known radio worker, who uses the photoelectric 
principle in a vacuums tube for use in a radio set; 
here a small and entirely separate electric -light bulb, 
which may be quite small, throws light, which gives 
rise to the electronic emission. upon a cathode in the 
new vacuum tube. All the hung, and many other diffi- 
culties, are clone away with by means of such a tube. 
Three or more tubes, when placed around a light- source. 
are thus energized at a considerable saving of current ; 

and better reception is had all around. 
It would appear that the "cold" vacuum tube, which 

I had predicted as much as ten years ago, is now about 
to become a reality; it certainly seems to be a step in 
the right direction. 

The important work of the radio -tube scientists. now, 
is to successfully step up the sensitivity of the radio 
tube. This will, of course, make our radio sets less 
complicated and cheaper to operate; and they will there- 
fore also not get out of order so easily. 

From a service point, this is important. \ \'hen you 
have to service a set that has ten tubes, when some- 
thing has gone wrong with the set. naturally the diffi- 
culties are twofold in such a set when compared to 
one of five tubes. 

The problems under discussion here are of course 
still largely in the future; but the thoughtful radio 
worker, I am sure, would like to know with a reason- 
able degree of certainty what lies ahead of us. 
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Service Men's Department 
This department is about the Service Man, for the Service Man, 
and largely by the Service Man. Its contributors are practical 
men, and we invite every Service Man in the country to tell about 

his own experiences of all kinds. 

CHECKING INACCESSIBLE UNITS 

By John F. Rider 

ARADIO receiver is nothing more than 
a coordinated arrangement of electrical 

units. The electric receiver of today ap- 

proaches, most closely, what may be classed 
as a wholly- interlocked system, wherein 

every part is tied in with the next. This 

condition makes possible the testing of in- 

accessible units; perhaps we should not use 

the word "testing," instead say "checking" 
Tinte and again, it is found difficult to reach 

une or inure units which are located in the 

innermost recesses of the receiver. But, by 

suitable analysis of the receiver wiring 
diagram, it is possible to locate a circuit 
whereof the t to be checked is a part. 
Just how effectively he can check such units, 
depends upon the Service gitan and his 

knowledge of wiring diagrams. 

If we examine a wiring diagram, par- 
ticularly that of an electric receiver of 
modern (late, we cannot help but note that 
the ground terminal is common tu all parts 
of the circuit (at least, the "B -" terminal 
is collation to all circuits). In this con- 

nection we except just one part of the re- 

ceiver, the voice coil of the dynamic speaker. 

In very rare cases, it is also necessary to 

except the aerial circuit; but, hi the major- 
ity of instances, the ground end of the 

aerial circuit terminates at "13 -." 
Starting at the "B-" terminal, we can 

trace continuity to every part of the system 

other than the two mentioned. The number 
of electrical elements present in the system 
between "B -" and the extreme end of the 

tircmit is a matter of design. 'l'hus, in the 

detector circuit of the conventional receiver, 
we may lint the sections of the voltage 
divider, perhaps a litter resistor, the plate 
oupling unit and, niayhap, the radio -fre- 
quney choke in the plate circuit between 

the detector plate and the plate end of the 

coupling unit. 
Of these units, one or mure may be lo- 

cated in the power pack, and thus sep- 

arated from the receiver proper. Iluweser, 
with the receiver wiring diagram as a gaide, 
and the electrical values of the parts marked 
ul the diagram, NAT can (hole not only 
continuity tu the "13 -" terminal, but also 

ilia electrical values of the different sec- 

tions in the divider. This is possible in 
the following manner: 

If the plate coupling unit located in the 

detector plate circuit is a resistor, its elec- 

trical value is ittaurketi upon the diagram. 
If the plate coupling unit is a transformer, 
its resistance may he approximated or de- 
termined by a D.C. voltage test across the 
terminals of the unit. The plate current 
flowing in the detector plate circuit may 

Edited by JOHN F. RIDER 

MR. JOHN F. RIDER, who passes 
upon all the material submitted 

for publication here, in the Service 
Men's Department, is a radio engineer 
of the first rank who has devoted much 
energy to the popularization of tech- 
nical knowledge. None excel him in 
the art of making difficulties clear; he 

is a practical instructor, and the author 
of books known by all Service Men as 

useful guides. Letters, stories, re- 
quests and suggestions for this depart- 
ment may he addressed to him in care 
of RADIO -CRAFT. 

be determined without much trouble. Ap- 
plying (Min's Iaw for resistance, and sub- 
stituting the voltage measured across the 
primary and the current in the plate cir- 
cuit, will determine the resistance of the 
winding. Assuming a fairly low value of 
resistance for the detector R.F. choke 
(about 25 to 30 ohms if it is of the low - 
pass filter -system variety, and about 200 

ohms if it is used as an ordinary choke) 
we find that the resistance measurement be- 

tw,cn "B -" aand the plate of the tithe 
indicates the electrical values of the total 
(lis ider. If the total resistance of the 
dit idcr as recorded dues not check with the 
nuoasnreoant, individual measurement of 
the various sections is possible by checking 
between "I3 -" (which usually is ground) 
and the various ratlio- frequency plate 
circuits. 

It is, of course, impossible to quote every 
test which may be carried out in this 
tas}t ion. Each receiver presents its own 
problems. 'l'ake fur esatiiple, the measure- 
ment of the circuit through the grid -bias 
vuiluuue- control unit. One end of this re- 
sistance is ground and "13 -"; the other 
the cathode of one or more tubes. To 
check the resistance of this control unit, 
the measuring instrument need not be placed 
directly across the control unit, which is 

usually located upon the panel and there- 

fore difficult of access. Check between the 

ground and the cathode. 

With "I1 -" terminal as the common ter- 
minal, we can check every part of a "13" t 
eliminator system. If the "13 -" terminal 
is the most negative upon the eliminator, 
contact between "1t -" and the plate ter- 
minal of the rectifier tube (with the tube 

out of the socket) provides a resistance 
check upon the power transformer's plate 
winding. If the system employs two half - 
wave rectifier tubes, switching from one 

plate to the other permits checking each 

half of the winding. In cases of this na- 

ture, it is not necessary to measure the 

resistance. Both halves of the plate wind- 
ing should show the same value of resistance 
when measured upon a continuity tester. 

With "B -" as the common terminal, it 
is possible to check each ground connection 
to the chassis by checking between the grid 
of each tube and "B -" In work of this 
type, it is necessary to refer to the diagram 
to locate any possible variation from the 

conventional tuned grid system, in order 
to properly locate the circuit prongs for 
the resistance measurement. 

Investigation of a large number of wiring 
diagrams shows that the method of re- 
sistance measurement is preferable to ordi- 
nary continuity testing. This is particularly 
true when high -resistance units are located 
in many circuits; the ordinary continuity 
test, when applied to a high resistance, does 

not serve well to determine the approxi- 
mate resistance in the circuit. In many 
instances, the difference between 50,000 tncl 
100,000 ohms is appreciable, and manifests 
an effect upon the operation of the receiver. 
When it is checked for resistance, the vari- 
ation is immediately evident; when it is 

checked only for continuity, the presence of 
a fairly high resistance is indicated, but 
it means very little. 

The proper application of short -circuiting 
links across various parts of a system 
enables determination of the condition of 
the unit which has been short -circuited. 
Naturally such short- circuiting links should 
not be a iuplied across voltage- reducing 
resistances, where this would tend to greatly 
increase the voltage applied to the tube. 
The sole exception to this statement is the 
grid -bias resistance in the radio -frequency 
end of the receiver, or the bias resistance 
in the detector circuit. A momentary in- 
crease in plate current, in order to find 
out whether or not the grid -bins resistance 
is open, will not injure the tube. Based 
upon the conventional tube circuit, such 
short -circuiting links may consist of a re- 
sistance of about 500 to 1,000 ohms, con- 
nected between the cathode and ground or 

(Con ¡tutted on page 555) 
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Operating Notes for Service Men 
Much of the knack of servicing comes from familiarity with 
certain receiver models. An old -timer communicates his pro- 

fessional experiences for the benefit of the craft. 

By BERTRAM M. FREED 
RECEICTLS-, an Earl "Yodel 21" D.C. 

receiver was checked Its. a Service 
Mao; the complaint being. no recep- 
tion. Use of a set anaul'Rer disclosed 

hut one defect: namely, reversed plate read- 
ing on the first audio and It.F. stages; others 
received proper plate voltages. This fact 
alone vetoed the suggestion of a punctured 
filter condenser. However, when the set 
was taken apart, it was discovered that the 
condenser connected to the set side of the 
"Ii" choke was shorted. The condenser 
block in this model has colored wires emerg- 
ing from the block. The condenser in ques- 
tion has a blue lend, which was clipped at 
the block; and n replacement unit of 2 inf. 
capacity was inserted (Fig. 1). The return 
or common lead is colored black. 

While neutralizing this model, SOW(' Serv- 
ice Dien make a practice of utilizing a 
Stevens \o. 1 "Spintitc." ' l'Iris procedure 
will work, although allowance must he trade 
for the capacity of this metal tool. How- 
ever, care should he taken not to short the 
wrench against the metal chassis; as this 
may blow one of the '01.\ tubes. inci- 
dentally, the '71:\ tubes are in a separate 
lilaunent circuit, and removal of an '01.1 
will not cut nfl or break the series circuit 
of the power tubes. 

Many Kohster '1211" sets on the market 
today are slightly different from their prede- 
cessors. As many k ', this luunlel employs 
grid condensers shunted across the grid 
suppressors. On the later model, a small 
aperture will be noticed at the left of the 

'22 
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d ` 50+ 

...: 
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G 
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A '24 

G 
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/ 50+ -6+1a0 
I.MF,/ _ ¡ V. 

1500 OHMS 

-B- . WHITE 

3.1V. SEC ' r 

Fig. 2 
On repinein, a '22 b.. a 21 in the Freshman 
"Q -16" and similar models (see also RADIO. 
CRAFT for March, 1930) the inereased drain of 
filament narrent will rat down the voltage to the 

proper value. 

first R.F. tube socket (facing rear of set). 
This opening is to allow insertion of as non- 
metallic screwdriver to adjust a varable 
condenser, which is VonnccIed aerc°s the 
grid suppressor, instead of the fornei nixed 
condenser. Adjustment of this condenser 
is not critical, but the 1)X ability of the 
set depends upon the correct setting. The 
condenser should be varied, for maximum 
response at 650 meters, by means of a 
local oscillator or some powerful broad- 
caster at a frequency or wave near this 
figure. 

Atwater Kent has made it a simple task 
to line up the condenser gang in the new 
"Model 70" series Al'. anal D.C. receivers. 
While heretofore, it was necessary to re- 
la :Ise the rotors of the condensers to line 
up the gang, it is now sufficient to adjust 
the screws of the compensating condensers 
to accomplish the same job. These screws 
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G 
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SWITCH CONTACTS 

x 
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Fig. 3 
Details of the automatic switch controlling the 
phonograph motor in Radiola and l'ietar con. 
biaations. It is discussed in the text on page 

554 and necessary adjustments described. 

are located at the top of each section in 
the bathtub gang. The proper screw can 
be identified by the sealing wax over it. 

It seems that maunfartnrers are now tak- 
ing into consideration the fart that their 
sets unlst eventually he serviced. The 
Brunswick \o. 22 . \.('. "I'lIicontrol" shows 
this. Rruanaal of the bottom plate reveals 
all circuits and connections. however, un- 
less the Service Malin knows how, locating 
the line fuses is ;another ueutter. The shield 
can of the power transformer must be 
loosened, by the removal of the four screws 
holding it; and the fuses will be found 
cleverly concealed behind smile insulating 
paper. 'There are two cartridge -hype fuses, 

in either side of the line. 
Intermittent reproduction in 11aajestle 

combination receivers was cured, in nine 
instances out of ten, by replacing the 
"phono" input transformer. The : ia,jestic 
"10011" incorporates this unit in the receiver 
chassis. 
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Fig. 1 
The shorting of the condenser at the right, in a 
"Model 21" D.C, iìarl fi /ter block, reversed 
plate voltage polarities. External replacement 

is easy. 

IIowever, replacement has since been 
found unnecessary. The phono- pickup feeds 
into an input transformer which couples the 
pickup to the detector grid circuit by means 
of the peculiar throw -over switch. One 
side, of both prinaaary and secondary wind- 
ings of this transformer, is grounded al- 
ready. In an effort to determine the cause 
of grounding, of the other side of the sec- 
ondary winding, one of these units was 
taken .apart. 'l'he metal housing of the 
transformer folds over at the bottom and 
holds the cardboard terminal strip. Leads 
from the truosfiwiner come through small 
holes in the cardboard and are soldered to 
lugs; which are fastened to the cardboard 
by means of two flanges which pass through 
and are bent over to hold the lugs in place. 
'Poo maim' times has the Service Man found 
that one of these flanges had not been bent 
over, aand was shorting to the core of the 
transformer. This has been remedied, by 
either bending liver the flange or clipping 
it. Some dispense entirely with the lugs, 
lay lengthening the transformer leads and 
bringing these up through the holes in the 
cardboard. The latter should be replaced, 
and the ends of the can should be bent over 
into plane. 

Early Screen -Grid Models 
It seems that the only way to remedy the 

complaints of 1 on resonance ;and short - 
lived '22 screen -grid tubes, is tu rewire the 
Freshman '(1 -1b set to ose an A.C. '24 
tube. 'l'he first step, of course, is to tear 
eut the I'X socket and replace it with ar t'l' type; the procedure will vary with the 
type of socket empli wed. The s ;nue filament 
leads may he used, though this is a 3.1 volt 
winding (the '29 screen -grid tube is rated 
at 3.3 volts at .132- ampere), for the '24 
will get approximately 2 volts in most in- 
stances (See Fig. 2). In cases where the 
filament voltage under load is lower than 
2 volts, the '24 filament mile he placed in 
parallel with the '27 tube. 'ibis will deliver 
about 1.9 volts in most cases to the '21. 

(rein/limed on page, -554) 
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Leaves from Service Men's Note Books 
The "Meat" of what our professionals have learned by their own 

practical experiences of ,nany years 

By RADIO -CRAFT READERS 

HANDY CONNECTIONS 
By John D. Hayden, Jr. 

THE usual run of test plugs, furnished 
with test sets and other equipment, are 

soldered to the wires and there :Host always 
be four or live wires :dars attached to 
it. If an old four -, and liar old live - 
.prong tube hase, are cleaned out and then 
four or live stiff wires ( about Ni,. 16) are 
soldered to four or live phone -tip jacks, and 
then soldered into the tube base. we have 
a changeable plug. After the jacks are 
soldered the base should he filled with hot 
sealing wax. Yaxley jacks sl Id he used 

as they are practically all enclosed. except 
for two small holes at the bottom which 
should he plugged with a little solder; be 

careful not to get the jack full of solder. 
With this plug, two wires with phone tips 
soldered to their ends can he used, to con- 
nect to the plate, grid or filament leads at 
will. 

\ "ulume and tone of the Silver Marshall 
"750" chassis can be greatly improved by 
the addition of a 1 -m f. bypass condenser 
across the detector "ll +" lead: there is 

room on the top of the chassis for this 
extra condenser. This also lowers the hum 
level of the set, especially when using a 

dynamic speaker. 
.\ 110 -volt D.C. dynamic speaker is some- 

times hard to connect to a set; the Service 
Ian may want to use it with a battery set 

where there is 110 -volt A.C. but no el' '- 
nator to supply the field of the speaker. 
The hook-up shown in Fig. I will often solve 
the problem; some speakers require a big 
filter, and others one of lesser capacity. 
Either an '80, with the plates wired together 
or an '81 rectifier may he used. 

Since the A.C. line gives 110 volts, the 
rectified voltage will be somewhere within 
the limits of suitability; the average speaker 
takes shout 40 mills, the rectifier will de- 

liver it easily. If this arrangement can be 

used, no ether transformer is necessary. 

There are many radio sets of the f:umiliar 
neutralized type on the iii urket today: I 

recently worked um a Silver- \l;nshall of this 
type and experimented a little to find the 
lest setting. 

The set was neutralized at the factory 

Fig. 1 
.4 convenient mea)IS of operating a 110 -volt D.C. 

dynamic speaker from the .4.C. line. 

anti, ,o far as oscillation was concerned, it 
was perfect: but the volume was very low 
in the daytime. The neutralizing screws 
were so set that each Could he turned about 
half -way around before it would oscillate. 
This caused the set to oscillate very easily 
at the lower end of the broadcast band; it 
would not whistle at the upper end at all. 
I finally adjusted the screWS so that it 
oscillated at the middle of the band before 
it (lid at the lower end. When this was 

dune, one of the screws could be turned 
about a quarter round in either direction 
before it would oscillate; but the other 
could he turned only the fraction of an 

inch either way. After this, the stations 
all over the dial came in with very good 
volume and tone. 

A PILOT -LAMP ADAPTER 
By Audie Robertson 

FOR the Service Ian, the device shown 
in Fig. 2 is very convenient when work- 

ing in the dark corners of the set. .\ mini- 
ature socket, to lit a dial -light bulb, and a 

burnt -out bulb, the base of which forms 
the plug.. with two flexible insulated wires 
are the only requisites. 

TWISTED LEADS 

B a LAMP (WC 
' 

SOCKET 
LAMP BASE 

Fig. 2 
The dial-light is unturned into a trouble-shooting 

lamp hy the use of this simple adapter. 

Take the pilot lamp out of the set, put 
it ill the socket of the extension lead; and 

screw the plug of the latter into the pilot 
lamp's socket. The lamp continues to Oper- 

ate from the set's current. Two-foot 
leads are usually enough. 

VICTOR SERVICE NOTES 
By John D. Hayden, Jr. 

OE of the most constant sources of 
trouble, that I have found in the old- 

model Victors, is the breaking of leads to 
the voice coil on the dymmnie. The dia- 
phragm of this speaker is held around the 

edges with very thin rubber, and the dia- 
phragm moves further than in other speak- 

ers of this type. This trouble can be lo- 

cated very easily; there is no sound what- 
ever from the speaker, although the tubes 

light. If these leads are lengthened with 
some flexible wire, the trouble will not oc- 

cur again for some while. 
One of nn customers, who owned a Vic- 

tor. complained that, while in the daytime 
be could not get the stat' s he used to, 

at night be could hear hardly at all. Upon 
examination I found a weak '80. In the 
daytime the light -line voltage was high and. 
though the tube was weak, it gave some 

Fig. 3 
lu rrtiwt I'ictor 
models, a tone rou- 
truf is mau acrd iu 
the park. so that the 
Service 11ät can ad- 
just the set to his 

customer's ears. 
HUM TONE 

current; but at night, when the load on the 

line increased, there was not enough volt- 
age to work the set properly, causing the 
trouble mentioned. 

On this model, there is a tone control 
on the power pack. I lind that many of 
my customers do not know this. and I in- 
struct thon in the method of using it; this 
helps to get their service call. 

'l'hc Victors that are equipped with phono- 
graph often need servicing. if the repro- 
duction sounds low and faint, the trouble 
may be located in the pickup. The arma- 
ture, which is supposed to -e freely, 
sometimes gets out of line, and sticks to 
the side of the magnet or touches it fre- 
quently. By resetting the screws, f 1 in 

the timid of the pickup, this trouble can be 

cured. In one other ease, where there war, 

no sound at all, the trouble w'as located in 
the volume control; the operator had turned 
the control too far, and it had lodged be- 

tween the two stops and remained there. 

RECEIVER COMPARISON PANEL 
By Fred Lichtgarn 

FMONSTRA'1'ING varions radio sets 

on the Header's floor is made more 
convenient by the very simple idea illus- 
trated in Fig. 4, which I have found prac- 
tical and useful. Any receiver may he 

played at will; so that a quick switch fruuu 
(C'ontinued. ou pope 51.2) 
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Fig. 4 
.4n inexpensive arrangement for the display 
room, permitting the demonstrator to turn from 
one set to another to those quality differences. 
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The Service Man's Open Forum 
His Opinions on Conditions and Practices in the Radio Business 

SIMPLE WHEN YOU KNOW HOW 
Edilur, lunar -l'u Air: 

I am extremely sorry to see that so many 
people, including the editor of the Service 
Department, doubt the veracity of my 
:article which appeared in the November 
issue of RASm- CRAr-r, under the heading 
"The Flying Service :ii " 

Not so many years ago, a very eminent 
man proved mathematically that it would 
be a physical impossibility to erect :t struc- 
ture exceeding n height of 21Nt feet. Ile 
slid not, however, foresee the use of struc- 
tural steel, which now carries the full load 
of such it structure, towering to many times 
this height. 

The methods that I use in servicing a 
radio arc radically different front any that 
most Service Men use; this, coupled with 
what I consider the thorough knowledge of 
most circuits :and -I hope -plain common 
sense, enables me to test a set in an almost 
inconceivably short time. 

\1y portable broadcaster, which your Edi- 
tor obligingly called an oscillator, is a bat- 
tery- operated, single -tube, shielded oscilla- 
tor modulated from a record by an elec- 
trical pickup, feeding the set through a 
dummy antenna. This, together with at 
output meter, gives a very thorough final 
test. This circuit is quite standard, cover- 
ing the full broadcast band with no measur- 
able haruii)nies (.'- Servhy Editor). 

The tester, for tube and circuit tests, is 
simplicity itself, once its peculiar features 
are understood. It is unnecessary to place 
an adapter plug in each socket and to place 
each tube in the tester in turn; this is a 
time- waster. The tester is coupled only 
oil rye to the circuit; :and, in this one Iodation, 
fists even a Victor "It E-15" lur a Majestic. 
"92" in a matter of seconds only. 

These three pieces of apparatus were de- 
signed and built by myself, and any enter- 
prising Service Alan could do likewise, if 
he is worthy of the name. 

You will please note that very few repairs 
were made; these were ordered into shop to 
have the work done. 

During the six months between Sept. I, 
1929 and Feb. 28, 1929, I serviced 1,964 
radios by using the above -mentioned ap- 
paratus, and always quit work before 7:00 
p.m.-usually at 6.00- covering 2,324 miles, 
or 1.16 miles per call. 

R. DOUGLAS Ct.r :Ric, 
lVes/nrounl, P. Q., Canada. 

(The Editor of the Service Department 
comments only that he would like to see 
the outfit mentioned; and that he still 
doubts that a single test could be complete 
as described. -Editor). 

ANOTHER "BRONX CHEER" 
Editor, lt.tnun- CRAFT: 

I am certainly sorry that RADIO -CnAr r is 
being relegated into the realms of "liberty." 
The article on page 267 of the November 
issue, by "The Fling Service Man" surely 
reminds me of the "Vox Pop" masterpieces 
( %) I was almost tempted to call him the 

"Flying Dutchman "; but, my respect for 
the Dutch forbids it; though it is popularly 
said that "they don't amount to much" 
May God forbid that this "Speed .lair el" 
shill ever pen his experiences of one of 
"his bigger days." 

'l'he only consolation which WC "Slow 
I)unahcitti" can get foam the perusal of his 
_light -of -hand analyses is that, in one in- 
stance, it required hint a full twenty -live 
minutes to discover that one party was not 
at home. In mnuther instance, he wasted 
fifteen valuable minutes in learning that 
he liad a vrr"ng address; and, in the last 
consolatory incident, he "burned up" twen- 
ty iii ilute; in making his "visual analysis" of 
the fact that one party had not called for 
service. In these incidents, :It least, he is 
not superior to the rest of us. 

Some folks say that certain things im- 
prove with age. Say, Boy!! Won't this fel- 
low be a wander when he grows up!!! 

Yours for faster service, Master Clerk. 
ARNO C. At.nnr:COT, 

3021 Fourth Ave., A'., Billings, Mont. 

SOAKING UP BUSINESS WITH 
BLOTTERS 

Editor, RADto- CRAFT: 
Wishing you, as the publisher of the 

Radio Service 1Ian's best magazine, a 
Happy New Yr:n, I ant sending lure of my 
Matters to slow the way in which I have 
stimulated my business, and made several 
new customers, during the past two months. 

SAM Paley, 
Price's Radio Service, 

Dallas, Terns. 
(The blotter, which 1Ir. Price USA'S to 

attract tittemlio to his service, is repro- 
duced on about half -scale here. It is a 
good quality Mutter, of fair and serviceable 
sire after the coupon is detached.-Editor). 

ON BEHALF OF THE ENGINEERS 
Edit/H., lt.toau- ('R:tr-r: 

\With all chue regard for the men who earn 
a hivelihocul by repairing radio receivers and 
kindred apparatus, it would seem as tlmugh 
the manufacturers of the equipment and 

apparatus involved should be interested in 
obtaining an improved class of service, when 
service is necessary, on their products, by 
encouraging technically- trained engineers to 
enter service work for themselves in the 
various communities over the country, in- 
stead of depending on any person who signs 
for the agency of such -and -such a make of 
receiver to provide service on sante when, 
as n matter of fact the agent has not the 
slightest idea of what is meant by service 
and who labors under the mistaken impres- 
sion that a twenty -dollar- per -week utility 
man can give real service: as it is in this city 
there are numerous concerns who are sell- 
ing radio receivers, and all of them, in some 
form or other, claim to provide service facil- 
ities on the sets they sell at least, if not mi 
other makes as well; as it is, while there are 
some splendid radio men in this community, 
they are not found around the service shops 
as a rule and it is a fact that there is hardly 
an agency or a service shop in this city, 
which has it population in the neighborhood 
of ninety thousand people, into which a per- 
son can go and receive an intelligent answer 
to a question involving technical radio knowl- 
edge. (Our correspondent here conies to a. 

period. -Editor,) 
The University of Nebraska has heel) 

turning out student engineers for many years 
who are in demand by the \Westinghouse and 
General Electric and other large concerns; 
it is a fact that many of these fellows have 
received a considerable amount of practical 
experience in the field of endeavor which 
they have followed up in school, ere they 
have received their diplomas and it may not 
be amiss to suggest that such men designed, 
built and operated the radio station at the 
University of Nebraska during the time it 
was tinder governmental supervision while 
the World War was in progress, and which 
was one of the important radio training 
schools of the day; moreover these sa 

men have planned, constructed and 
operate numerous broadcast s t a t i n U s 
throughout the U. S. A. 

Perhaps it is pertinent to inquire as to 
why such men are not possessed of the quali- 

(Coufiuued on page 556) 
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PHILCO "SCREEN -GRID PLUS" RECEIVERS MODELS 92, 

95, 95E, 96, 96A, 96E, 296, 296A, 296E. 

Perhaps the hest known type of radio receiver 
made by the Philadelphia Storage Battery C1/111. 

pally, Philadelphia, l'a., is f 1 in the line of 
"Screen-Grid Plus" chasses. The circuits used 
in the various models differ as follows: "Model 
92" is a 25 -cycle model; the "Model 95," the 
standard 60- cycle, 110 -volt chassis. which is illus- 
trated below; the "95E" is a 211)- 270 -volt model, 
of the "95 "; "Model 96" adds a tone control: 
the "96 A" is designed for 25 -cycle operation; 
"96 E" is the "96" for 210-270-volt line supply. 
"Model 296" is the "96" in combination with a 

phonograph; "296A," the same for 25 -cycle 
supply: and "296E" is equipped to use a 210- 
270- volt power supply. 

Automatic volume control and the " \l ultiplex" 
linear power detector \'4, which has twocicment 
or "dinde" connection of the type '27 tube 
giving exceptionally fine audio quality character- 
ize these "Screen -Grid Plus" l'hilco models. 

Since the "95" is the foundation circuit, and 
is illustrated in the figure, data directly applica- 
ble to it will be first considered. 

The parts indicated in the diagram have the 
following values: Condensers C are the alig 
condensers; CI. C2, l'3. C4, the tuning capaci- 
ties; ('5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, CII, C17, C22, 
C29, 0.15 -mf.: C12, .0005-mf.; C13, C19, 0.5- 
mf.; C14, ('18..05-ní.; l'15, C20. C27, 1.0 -mf.; 
C16, C28, .0025 -mf.; C21, .01 -mf. (each); C23, 
0.25 -mf.; C24, C26. 2-mf.; l'25, 0.15mf. 

The resistors measure as follows: lt1. 5.000 
ohms; R2, 20 ohms; R3, RIO, I418, 70,000 
ohms; R4, 145, 147, R12, 250 ohms; R6, R11, 

1413, R14, % -meg.; R8, 1419, 13,000 ohms; 149, 

RI0, 1421, 1 /10 -meg.; R15, 1425. Símeg.; 1417, 

25,000 ohms; 1420, 8,300 ohms; R22, R23, 70 

ohms each side; R24, 800 ohms. Choke Ch 
measures 200 ohms. 

Early models of the "95" did not have re- 
sistors R7 and 1412; these units having been 
added shortly after production started. Their 
inclusion in the circuit prevents oscillation when 
using the "Loc." terminal. 

Following are the readings indicated for the 
average set analyzer: filament potentials: VI, 
\'2. \'3, \'4, \'S, \'6, 2.15 volts; \'7, \'8, 2.2 
volts: V9, 4.5 volts. Plate potentials: VI. \'2. 
V3, 155 volts; \4, zero; VS, 27 volts; V6, 85 

ANT ó LI 

R1 O 
Ó 
ó 0 

R2 

l'I 
SW -1 

r--- ------ 

volts; C7, \.8, 250 volts. Control -grid poten- 
tials, \'l, \'2, C3, zero; \4, \'S, 0.5 -volt; C6; 
0.2 -volt to 2.0 volts; \'7, \"8, 41 volts. Screen- 
Grid ;rid potentials, \'I, C2, \'.3, 95 volts. Cathode 
potentials. VI, \'2, \'3. 5.3 volts; \'4, 0.7 -volt; 
\'5, \ -6, 5.5 volts. Plate current, VI, C2, V3, 
4 nia.; V4, \'S, zero; V6, 2.5 ma.; V7. V8, 28 
nia.; V9, 43 ma. per plate. The current drain 
of the screen -grids of \-1, \'2, V3, is 0.8 -nia. 

The color code, or other identification, of the 
resistors is as follows: 141, golden yellow; 142, 

flat wire- wound; 143. R16, KIR. jade green; R4, 
combined with C7; R5, combined with l'8; Ito, 
K 11, R13, battleship gray; 147, combined with 
C11; R8, 1419 Belgian blue; 149. 1210. 1221, sil- 
ver gray; RI5, 1425, white; R17, atito LOT; 
14211, wire wound tube, 6 in. long; 1422, R23, 
flat wire- wound, center-tapped; 1424, wire-wound 
tube, 2 in. long. 

The power transformer's connections may be 

determined by referring to the diagram; observe 
the lugs of huis unit with the chassis inverted 
and the power transformer at the right. Count- 
ing from left to right, the top two are. 1, 2; 
second row, 3, 4, 5, 6; third row, 7, 8, 9, 10. 

Two leads are primary cornice - 

s 

; instead in 
the "96," two Rigs at the left of I and 2 are 
provided. 

In the 25 -cycle models. condensers C24 and 
C26 rate 3 mf.; and condenser C25, 0.3 -mf. 

In the Models "96" and "296," resistor R2 
and switch Sw. 1 are not used; sec the smaller 
diagram (detail :A) at the lower left. .Mso, the 
dynamic reproducer plugs into the circuit at 

XI, X2, X3, X4. The tone control C21 -Sw4 
is found in the "96" and "296." Condensers 
l'2.t are not used in the "Model 96 "; but they 
are retained in the "296." Condenser C22 is 
not found in the "96" and "296" chasses. 

In these last, the pilot light VI0 may be re. 
placed without removing the chassis from the 
cabinet; merely remove the screw fastening the 
lamp bracket to the condenser housing, and 
bring the bracket out over the condenser. 

When taking voltage readings, keep the R.F. 
shields on; and tune to eliminate circuit oscilla. 
tion. The two condensers ('23 are provided to 
reduce the tendency toward circuit oscillation. 

In the diagram. the standard pick -up con- 

licet ion is shown, using a high-impedance pick- 
up. In a few early models of the "296" there 
will be found a low-impedancc pick -up and a 
special matching transformer; the latter is part 
"No. 4145." The lubricant of its turntable 
motor's worm -gear is clear petroleum jelly: and 
of the motor, a few drops of clear. thin oil. 

The "Screen -Grid Plus" receivers are to be 

aligned at some frequency between 1200 and 
14(11) kilocycles; first adjusting the aligning con- 
denser of ( :4. If it is desired to use the meter 
method of aligning. a convenient manner of rank- 

ing the test is to connect the negative side of a 

250 -volt (1000 -ohms -per -volt) meter to the 
chassis; and its positive side, by nuns of an 
adapter plug. to the cathode of V3. Align for 
maximum deflection. 

In detail 11 (lower left) is shown the arrange- 
ment of the c leasers in the filter block "No. 
3754 "; at C, the tube layout. 

Reception may be improved if the position of 
the line plug is reversed: this change will be 

particularly noticeable when the receiver is be- 

ing operated with the connection "I.()C'' (to 
which may be attached any short wire. or a 

had to metallic wall lathing). Ilo not operate 
the receiver without a good ground connection. 

The light -line connection for the turntable 
motor and its switch is in shunt with the pri- 
mary of the power transformer; and is shown 
dotted. 

In some receivers of the "296" model, the 
motor's speed control will be found below the 
motor hoard; it is to be reached from the back 
by a screw -driver. 

"Fuzzy," distorted, or noisy reproduction in 
this model may Inc due to the motor- lioard's hold. 
ing screws being too tight to permit the motor 
to "float" in the guns- rubber washers provided. 
Lack of lubrication may cause the same eiltet. 

Chemically -pure vaseli ne may he used to 
eliminate noise due to the contact arm's rubbing 
on the wire of the volume control. 1414. 

In locations where it is impassible to get a 

low- resistance ground connection. it is advisable 
to dettine slightly the first :dig condenser 
shunted across Cl; about one -eighth of a turn 
is usually sufficient. This will reduce the ten- 
dency toward circuit oscillation. 
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BRUNSWICK MODEI, ß -15 "UNI -SELECTOR" RECEIVER 
This screen -grid receiver, a product of the 

Brunswick Radio Corp., New York City. incur- 
',urates four of the 2 -volt type -'32 screen -grid 
tubes (three R.F. stages and a screen-grid de- 
tector, to obtain high amplification); a type '30 
A.F. amplifier; and two type '31 power tubes in 
push -pull. The completed receiver is designed to 
operate three "I ;" batteries, a "C" battery, and 
2 -volt ".\" battery, particularly the Eveready 
type .\ -600 'Air- CeIl." 

The values of the various construction units 
are itemized in the following list: 

Resistor R1, 750,000 ohms; 1(2, 250,000 ohms; 
123, 500,01)0 ohms; 1(4 (tone- control variable 
resi.tor), 0-50,0011 ohms; 1(5, 2 megs.; 1(6, fila- 
ment current limiting resistor, 0 -6 -ohm. 

The condensers in the "I3-15" have the fol- 

E1111NSW1Cx NODCL-IS 1NTnI1V Antrim 

1.1 ma.; \'4, 0.03-ma.; \'5, 2.4 ma.; VG, \'7, 
6.2 ma. 

Prune consideration of these figures it will be 
noted that the total plate current consumption is 
only slightly over 18 ma. 

The color code of the resistors used in the 
"II.15" is as follows: R1, purple; 122, blue; R3, 
black; R5, green. 

The reproducer is special; this "inductor 
dynamic" unit reprudnces low notes with more 
efficiency than the ordinary magnetic reproduc- 
ers, while it does not require the field- current 
supply used by the regular dynamic reproducers. 

The moving voice-coils of the inductor dy uaunic 
reproducer, like the coils in an ordinary mag- 
netic reproducer, are of the high-impedance type. 

The small tone -e enrol knob is located directly 

AIR CELL BATTERY - -5- 
At left, top view of the Brun. crick "Model B -15," designed fo work with 2 -volt tubes, 
an 'inductor dynam e" reprndo -er, and an air -cell ".1" battery: the last unit, appru.ri- 

mutely the size of a storage battery, will be noted in the sketch at the right. 

lowing designations and respective capacities: 
C. 10 mmf.; Cl. tuning condensers, C2, C3, C4, 
.000425 -nit.; C5 (volume control) variable dual 
condenser, 10 mmf.; C6. C7. 10 mmf.; CH, 
.0002 -mf.; ('9 (".\ +" by-pass to chassis) CIO 
and C12 4 -mf.; CII, 0.14 -mf.; C13, .0002 -mf.; 
('14..1(2 -mf.; C15..1)3 -mf.; ('16 and C17. I mf. 
The A.F. transformer T has a ratio of 2:1. 

In couni-ctiun with the voltage readings ob- 
tained, during analysis at the tube sockets. it 
must be remembered that, because of the large 
resistances in the plate and screen -grid circuits 
of the detector tube, \'4, the reading on most set 
analyzers will be in the neighborhasl of 5 volts; 
whereas, the values indicated, in the list below, 
are the effective operating potentials. 

'l'he potential applied to each tube filament is 
the same -2 volts. The plate potentials applied 
to these vies have various values, depending 
upon the tube's position in the circuit, as fol- 
lows: CI, V2. V3, \'G, V7, 135 volts; V4, 67.5 
volts (note comment above); \'5, 67.5 volts. 
Control-grid potentials: VI, \'2. V3, \'4, V5, .3 

volt:; C6. \'7, 22.5 volts. Screen -grid poten- 
tial , \'l. V2, \'3, V.I. 69 volts. The plate - 
current readings are as follows: VI, \'2, \'3, 

5W1 

CS 

LS 

L 

below the "L'ni- Selector" control, which is, really, 
a combination of two knobs; line of these gov- 
erns the condensers; the others is a mul- 
tiple control. Pushed in, it operates switch 
SW I for "local" station reception; pushed out, 
for distant reception. % %'hen turned to the ex- 
treme left, switch Sw2 is placed in its "off" 
position; tenting it to the right puts it "on," 
and continuing to turn this knob to the right 
increases the volume. 

The arrangement of the tubes in their sockets, 
and the location of the "C" battery, are shown 
in the detail sketch. It will be noted that the 
'.\" battery's terminal reading is 2.5 volts: in 
the set this is reduced to the required 2 volts by 
the drop through resists 126. 

The accessories are specially recommended for 
use in the \label 13-15. The color code for the 
battery leads is as follows: ". \ -," 'Il -" and 
"C +" black; ".\ +." white; "It + 67!,." 
yellow; "12 + 1.15," maroon; "C - 3" (and 
chassis), brown; "C - 221r'' yellow. 

There are a few precautions to be observed 
when checking this receiver; probably the most 
important is not to use any method of testing 
which will put a short circuit across the tube 
filaments, or the "A" supply. 

CS /VOL .CONTROL 

'32 / Ll 32 
, OFT 

C6 LS '32 C7 L4 ; '32 

The re:. el for this is, that if the current 
(lutput of the air -cell "A" battery exceeds the 
value of 11.75 -amp., the carbon electrodes of the 
battery will became tilled with the electrolyte in 
the cells, and cannot again be made to function. 
Service Men accustomed to shorting the ".\" 
circuit (as when a storage battery is used for 
the ". \" supply) cannot use the same test prn- 
Cedure in connection with the air-cell battery 
without permanently damaging the latter. 

Another point to be observed is that this char- 
acteristic of the air -cell requires that no more 
tubes than are shown here be employed in the 
circuit; consequently, a pilot light must not be 

placed in the set as an additional convenience, 
since these lamps usually consume at least ; *- 
amp. 

At the present moment, there is no convenient 
way of determining the life remaining in an 
air -cell battery; except by making a rough esti- 
mation on the basis of its normal life. This 
will be about 1,000 operating hours, when operat- 
ing a receiver of the type exemplified in the 
Brunswick "Model 111 -I5," for three hours per 
day-. A voltmeter of the low -resistance type 
will draw too much current, and will endanger 
the air -cell battery. Also, it probably will lack 
the accuracy required to determine the output 
voltage of the battery at a particular point on 
its discharge curve; although, with a high- 
resistance voltmeter, a certain approximation of 
the "life -expectation" of the air -cell may be ob- 
tained in this manner. 

It is a common practice among service men, 
in an effort to speed the testing of receivers, to 
successively tap the tubes in a receiver. In 
the "I; -15' this is inadvisable, because the dan- 
ger of shorting the elements of a tube, and thus 
destroying the air -cell "A" battery through the 
added current drain. 

About six quarts of water will be required to 
fill the air -cell battery. It is not necessary to use 
distilled water; ordinary drinking water being 
satisfactory. 

This current -supply unit is of the "primary" 
type; that is, it generates its own current. Con- 
sequently, it cannot be charged like a storage or 
"secondary" battery. Also. unlike other primary 
batteries having a liquid electrolyte, this is not 
designed to permit replenishing the elements 
or the solution after the useful life of the 
battery has ended. 

Care should be taken to use only the correct 
tubes in this set, :Is any change probably would 
cause a overload of the ". \" supply. For this 

reason univ tested tubes of rated characteristics 
Arnold be used 

Unlike the average modern radio set, this 
receiver was designed for the use of a long out- 
door aerial. up to a I !red feet, well elevated; 
though its location, and distance from the near- 
est broadcast station, must be controlling. It is 
intended for a distance- getter, having a rated 
sensitivity of 5 microvolts per meter, on the 
standard antenna. 
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How to Use the Service Oscillator 
A Time -Saver for the Serv;ce Man, and Means of Better Work 

By K. T. VEDDER and E. C. HUGHES, Jr.' 
THE details of the construction of 

this oscillator were described in the 
December, 1930, issue of It%nto- ('s.et-r 
(page :336). To increase the flexi- 

bility of the test equipment, it has been so 

designed that it may be operated from either 
the alternating -current house supply lines 
or from batteries. 

When the oscillator is to be operated 
from the 110 -volt alternating current house 
supply, the selector- switch on the right -hand 
side is turned to the "A.C. on Filament" 
position. Before placing the tube in the 
socket, the "A.C. Filament Voltage" switch 
is turned to the proper position to give the 
correct filament voltage for the type of tube 
that is to be used. 

To use a direct- current filament supply, 
the selector -switch is turned to the other 
position, marked "External Filament Sup- 
ply." Batteries, or other suitable source 
of direct current, are then connected to 
the binding posts marked "External Fila- 
ment Supply." 

Care must be taken that the correct 
voltage for the tube being used is applied 
to the filament. This is very important. 

Either A.C. or D.C. for Plate Supply 
Either alternating or direct current may 

be used on the plate of the oscillator tube, 
by turning the selector switch on the left 
to the proper position. In the "A.C. . on 
Plate" position, 110 -volt alternating cur- 
rent is applied to the plate; and in the other 
position, "I).('. on Plate," the supply is from 
the two small 221/2 -volt batteries enclosed 
in the carrying ease. 

It is, of course, possible to use alternating 
current on the filament and direct current 
on the plate, or rice renal ; as well as either 
direet or alternating current on both the 
filament and the plate. Both the filament 
and the plate selector- switches are so ar- 
ranged Hunt it is impossible to put both 
alternating and direct current on the sauce 
circuit at the same time. 

Coupling to Make Test 
In coupling the oscillator to a set for 

test, a lead is taken from the binding post 
marked "Coupling" to the antenna binding 
post on the receiver. In some cases, it will 
be found that the oscillator gives too strong 
a signal when directly coupled to the set. 

Upper left, adjusting the filament voltage before starting; upper right, the oscillator used as a wave- 
meter. Lower left, adjusting the trimming condensers of a set; lower right, calibrating the wavemeter. 

R.C.A. Radiotran Co. 

Sufficient signal strength may then be 

obtained by merely placing the oscillator 
near the set. The strength of the signal 
can be varied by varying the distance be- 
tween the set and the oscillator. 

It will be noted that, on complete alter - 
n..ting current operation, the oscilhitor gives 
a touch stronger signal than on direct -cur- 
rent operation. due to the radio -frequency 
coupling through the 10 -volt power supply 
lines. 

11v changing the resistance of the grid 
leak and the capacity of the grid condenser, 
the pitch of the modulated signal can be 

adjusted. 
Increasing the resistance of the grid leak 

or the capacity of the condenser will lower 
the pitch of the plated note very readily. 

The mill inninteter indicates the plate cur- 
rent drawn by the oscillator tube. Thus the 
test set indicates whether the plate and fila- 
ment connections of a tube are in an Oper- 
ating condition. (Fuuelioniuy. to a liumit.d 
extent. as a tube checker.-Editor.) 

When the oscillator is coupled to a set. the 
millimmm eter will show an increased read- 
ing when the osoihIcitor is brought into reso- 
nance with the set under test. This is clue 
to the fact that the oscillator oscillates less 
strongly. causing the plate current to rise. 

Using Oscillator as Wavemeter 
To use the oscillator as a wavemeter, it 

will first be necessary to calibrate the (ion- 
denser scale of the oscillator. This can be 
done by tuning no receiving set to various 
stations in the broadcast band whose fre- 
quencies are accurately known. 'Then tune 
the oscillator until iitaximnum signal strength 
is heard in the receiver at the sane point at 
which mnxiinuio Signal strength was ob- 
tained from ai broadcast station; care bring 
taken that the receiving set is carefully ad- 
justed too the peak of the broadcast sta- 
tion's waive. The dial setting of the oscil- 
lator is then noted. together with the fre- 
quency of that particular broadcast station. 

By taking several points in this tanner, 
a curve of frequency (or wavelength) 
against dial setting on the oscillator can he 
plotted. It is essential that the same tube 
be used at all times for this purpose; as 
different tubes will cause a change in the 
calibra tion. 

If so desired. the frequencies can be let- 
tered directly on the dial, or a newly cali- 
brated dial .substituted for the old one on 
the oscillator. 

In the absence of broadcast stations the 
oscillator will supply a signal suitable for 
testing at any desired frequency in the 
broadcast band. This band extends from 
500 to 1500 kilocycles. 

It will be found that the steady signal of 
the oscillator, used in conjunction with the 
service motes of the set manufacturer, is of 
great assistance in adjusting compensating 
condensers to obtain maximum signal 
strength. In addition, the oscillator can be 

(Continued on page 564) 
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Favorite Testing Equipment of Service Men 
And methods for its use to the best advantage in and out of the shop 

A DUPLEX TEST PROD 
By Alvin C. Porter 

TITIS device was made by the writer 
while set -testing in a factum', and proved 

itself to be practical, making voltage read- 
ings much less troublesome. Ordinarily two 
punts were used; une for bias voltages, and 
one for screen and plate vintages. lay in- 
corporating a switch in a suitable handle, 
these voltages may be taken with une prod. 

Fig. 1 

II'ith this prod, rradinos eau be token on either 
seal,. ,,f a meter for quiet testily work. 

The switch assembly consists of three 
ph. spoor- Kronur springs mounted to a strip 
of brass, : : :; -inch wide anti 2.o, inches long, 
with a 6/32 nacIhine- screw; they our insu- 
lated from one another and the screw with 
fiber washers. .\ hole is drilled in the brass 
plate to lake a push -button as shown in the 
drawing. The hultoi, is hulled on a lathe, 
or built up front a hakclite roll and a thick 
washer. 'The handle is hollowed out and the 
switch fastened to it with two small wood - 
serows. The hollowing may be dune by 
roughing out with a large drill :Ind finish- 
ing with a pocket knife. The center eou- 
Inet of the switch is connected by a short 
length of insulated wire, to a brass rod 
which is driven into the handle. One wire 
of a two -wire cable, about four feet in 
length, is soldered to the upper contact; 
the other end goers to the high -voltage post 
of the ureter. 'l'he lower ...intact is con- 
nected by the other wire to the low- voltage 
side of the meter. A knot is tied in the 
cable. to prevent it from pulling out of the 
handle. 

In practice, the upper and middle con- 
tacts are always in contact giving high volt- 
ages. By pressing the button, a low voltage 
reading is obtained. The negatk e terminal 
of the meter is connected to the chassis with 
a small dip. 

A SIMPLE TUBE TESTER 
By \'invent Campbell 

FOIL the Service Man who eannnt afford 
much for his testing equipment :nil 1 

think there are quite a few of us 1 think 
this simple and very effective tube tester 
will he of considerable interest. It com- 
bines ideas front tunny s woos with a few 
original ones; and with proper use, will 
justify its trifling cost -a very few dollars. 
The meters may be in..orpurateil into the 
tester or, if the Service Mati has instruments 

of the same hype, he may use open- circuit 
jacks where the meters are indicated, and 
employ his own. 

This circuit will test screen -grid tubes, 
by using the flexible cap lead for grid con- 
nection. 'l'he 1).1'.Ú.T. switch Sw does away 
with any need for two extra sockets; thus 
reducing cost and increasing the simplicity. 
'l'hc tester many be mounted in any form 
that pleases the builder and, since all of 
us have our own ideas in this regard, 1 

hesitate ti) suggest any specific moulting. 
The tulle to be tested is inserted in the 

proper socket, the resistance 13.4 being 
turned completely into circuit with the Ian- 

Sw is set in position 2, and Swl is 
turned on. 1(4 is then turned until the 
tube receives the proper voltage, as real on 
the 0 -15- volt meter V. The first reading 
is then taken on the 0-25-scale millinm- 
meter NIA. 

Then press the push- button K, and take 
the second rending; compare with the table 
reproduced here. (With low-priced, low - 
resistance meters, it would be well for the 

5.S. CAP .>., 

T R4t 

- - 

- o 

- ( o 
vJ 
li', 

I í 
5W 

R1) 
R2+ 

2 

+ /llg5 - 
MA, 

).swlo 0 

1.10-V AC. 

Fig. 2 
an inexpensive !sonne built hohe Checker rehiell 
.rill sure many purposes of the .Service 31.n. 

builder tu prepare his own cart; using 
tubes of known rating.---Editor.) 

For screen-grid tubes, switch Sw is set at 
position I; and the rap of the flexible lead 
is connected tu the cap of the tithe being 
I 'steal. 

The parts purchased by me for the tester 
were as follows: 
One i I.. -volt, 2 -amp., filament transformer, 

'l' (t'I23); 
l'heur l':Icctrad `Type It" resistors: III, 4011 

ohms; 132, 1000 ohms; It:;, 2250 ohms 
($1.50); 

One Cent NI 250 -uhi power rheostat, It, 
typ, "P11250" (75c); 

Two sockets, l'X :nul t'Y type (50e); 
(Me 1). l'.Ú.'l'. switch Sw (25e); 
One line switch Swl, on -off type, 110 -volt 

(25c) ; 

One push -button K (15e); 
One "iteadrite" 0 -15 -volt . \.C. 'ultmeter \' 

($1.50); 
()ne lteaorite II- 25 -un:c. 1).C. milliammeter .\, 

(85e). 
The priers quoted (total $7.0)) are those 

for which the parts were picked up around 
New York City. I am sure that this idea 
will come pleasantly to Service Men who 
have been called upon to test tubes, but 
lacked apparatus. 

Tube Chart 
Milliamperes 

K Open K Closed 7'ype 
'1l -'12 
'26 
'45 
'2F 
'27 
.00 

'21) 

'01A 
'12A 
'12 
'40 
'71 1 

'71\f 
'011:\ 
'10 
'S0 
I have 

Volts 
Filament 

1.1 

1.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
:3.3 

3.3 
3.:3 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

1 -1.5 
1.5 

1 

1.5-2 
1.5 

2.5 -3 
2 
1.7 
2 
2 
.7 

2 -2.5 
4 
11 

2.5 
3-5.5 
3 

5.5 -6 
4-6 
4.5 -5 
6.5 -7 
4 -6 
1.7 

5.0 3.5 -1 12 -13 
5.0 1.5 3.5 
7.5 2 ti 

7.5 :3 10.5 
not data on the new two -volt 

tubes; but thise who conne in contact with 
then!, or other special types. can quickly 
determine with the aid of a few good tubes 
the proper readings. 

AN EXCELLENT OUTPUT METER 
By Roy E. Jessup 

A\ output meter which I greatly favor 
over the vacuum -tube voltmeter is made 

by the use of an output transformer, a 15- 
ohm potentiometer, one double -pule double - 
throw switch, and a Weston "3Iodel 425" 
thernurgalvanun Teter. The device can be 
built into a very small case; it requires no 
batteries, or power supply. 

(Continued ou page 563) 
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Fig 3 
Instead of a Tncorm tube and milliammrtrr a 
lhrcnotralranomrter. which reads eery lore A.C. 
currents, is here used to measure the output of 

a receiver. 
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Location and Reduction of Hum in Electric 
Receivers 

Some causes of this elusive complaint, and trouble- shooting methods 

TAIRE are a great man' possible 
causes of 1111111 in every electric re- 
ceiver. Any engineer who has de- 
signed or assisted in the design of 

a set of this type will appreciate this fact; 
and it is surprising to the writer that more 
information has not heel] published On the 
subject. 

A certain amount of limn, present in 
every electric set, is due to the tithes them- 
selves; and the engineer who designs the 
set, of course, has no means of reducing 
this hum voltage. However, the use of 
heater -type tubes, in all stages except the 
last, has contributed much toward the elim- 
ination of this trouble; and it is hoped 
that in the futur, tube design will be im- 
proved Considerably, in the reduction of 
hum and also in the matters Of length Of 
life and efficiency 

The 1111111 WI1ICII is produced by induction, 
in electric receivers of prisent design, is 
an important item, und clue mainly to the 
fact that standard design requires that the 
power supply 't he incorporated in the 
same chassis as the set. Yet, suppose we 
have a receiver with a separate power unit; 
In the installation, it is unwisely mounted 
in the top of au console cabinet with the 
power unit directly below it. The chances 
of as strong inductive pick -up from such an 
arrangement are much greater than in :L 

correctly- designed set with the power unit 
enclosed. 

Induction pick -ups nay he divided into 
two general classes- Itnlgnetie and electro- 
static. Since each requires a different mode 
of elimination, we will consider then sepa- 
rately. 

By C. W. PALMER 
Magnetic Induction 

The leakage currents built up in the core 
of the 'timer transformer (particularly if 
1, single transformer is used for the fila- 
ment, plate and grid supply) are undoubt- 
edly the worst offenders in the matter of 
induction pick -up. The filter chokes must 
Mat he neglected; especially if an air -gap 
is employed In maintain a high inductance. 
(The average air-gap is equivalent to the 
thickness of a calling card.) Naturally, the 
first choke, carrying the greater percentage 
of A.C. component in the current, must be 
watched most carefully. 

It is easily understood that the first audio 
t i bins former is the most susceptible target 
for magnetic leakage currents. (See Figs. 
2 and 3). .111y limn picked up at this point 
is amplified several hundred times, in a 

good audio amplifier; and a comparatively 
shall hum voltage may he increased to tre- 
mendous proportions in the speaker. 

By the first audio transformer, is meant, 
not only the transformer, rmer, but the associated 
miring and -last but In it least -the tube 
itself. 'Phis point is often neglected, even 
in some sets well designed in other respects. 
The electron stream in the tube is affected 
as readily by magnetic fields outside the 
tithe envelti a Its by those within it and a 

hum may be introduced frt,n outside sources 
as well as by It field set lap in the tihuuent 
or cathode of the tube. This brings to 
mind an experience of the writer, some 
time ago, in designing It receiver. 'l'he (lies 
for stamping the chassis were all made be- 
fore it waS discovered that as strong haul 
was introduced, under certain conditions, 
through the fact that the rectifier and Ile- 
lector tubes were only a few inches apart, 

VD. 
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Causes of hum and places wheir it is likely to orenr, are illustrated in the diagrams above. If 
the gap, shown, in Fig. I has brill shorted. hum urn, rs. In Fig. 2, interchange of Tl and T2 
might reduce hum amplification: in Fig. 3. another cause of feedback is shown; while Fig. 4 

shows ineffective shielding at .1, remedied as at I3. 

although separated by a wall of aluminum 
(A, in Fig. 4.) It was necessary to en- 
close the detector tube completely, as at I3. 

before the hum was finally elimlimted. 
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Above, we sec a cause of hum, in the ncarnes. 
of the power -t If be': grub to as .I.C. lead. Be 
low, shorting tests, to determine the location 

of feedbacks. 

Iligh- quality amplifiers require very great 
care in shielding and isolation, to prevent 
magnetic pickups. A poor amplifier, with 
little or no amilification at frequencies be- 
low 150 or 2013 cycles, is not nearly as criti- 
cal in this respect; because of the poor am- 
plification at the frequencies of the supply 
current and its first few harmonies. 

Trouble with Dynamic Speakers 
.loather source of considerable trouble 

with inductive pickup is the dynamic type 
of speaker, used so universally in modern 
sets. The fact that the field winding of 
such a speaker is supplied with poorly fil- 
tered or unfiltered current is not serious in 
itself. This will cause a low hum, clue to 
the induction in the VOiee coil or coupling 
transformer. 'File main trouble is caused 
by induction between the field winding and 
other circuits in the set; especially the de- 
tector or first audio circuits. \i'heu this 
occurs, the hunt voltage becomes very an- 
noying. 

.'1st,, the usual nethnds of reducing 1 

in these speakers are comparatively poor 
'Pile shading rings and limn -lucking coils 
have an efficiency seldom more than BO% 
and usually much lower; while the 2I00 -mf. 
condenser, so much trusted, does not re- 
duce the hum more than 3o%. These state- 
ments are based on actual tests made by the 
writer, as well as On several reliable authori- 
ties. 'l'here is it very definite field for ini- 
i ruveanent in the dynamic speaker when 
used with it separate power supply. 
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The shorting method of "hum -. shorting 's carr'ed back stage by .tape, from speaker to aerial: 
at the left, the steps from output transformer to the detector; right, working from detector 

through X.F. 

Electrostatic Pickups 
Because the audio -frequency impedance 

between the grids and plates and the 
grounded circuits of a radio -frequency sim- 
plifier is very low, the electrostatic pickups 
:,re limited almost entirely to the detector 
and audio systems of a receiver. 

Unlike magnetic pickups, the electrostatic 
pickup occurs mostly at the higher audio 
frequencies; because the degree of coupling 
(minimally found in an amplifier favors those 
higher frequencies. Thus it is the higher 
harmonics of the supply current which are 
heard front an electrostatic coupling and, 
since these harmonics have a much lower 
voltage than the fundamental and the first 
few harmonics, the difficulties from this 
source of hum are comparatively suall. 

Any unshielded conductors carrying a 
high alternating potential (such as the lends 
from the power transformer to the rectifier 
tube, the leads from the rectifier to the 
first filter choke, and any 110 -volt leads 
from the power line) are possible sources 
of such trouble (Fig. 5). As in the case 
of magnetic pickups, the detector and first 
audio circuits at re the most susceptible; 
although others should not be entirely 
neglected. 

With a set employing grid -current de- 
tection, the detector grid is an extremely 
susceptible p t. However, with the gen- 
eral acceptance of plate -current detection, 
this trouble is not so prevalent in the later 
electric sets. One source of trouble in this 
respect is between the various filament 
windings of a power transformer, particu- 
larly if the detector grid is at a potential 
far removed from ground. Although the 
writer has not tried the following scheme, it 
is believed that an electrostatic shield of 
brass or copper placed between each pair 
of the filament windings and between the 
high -voltage winding and the primary and 

ti filament windings, would be a solution of 
this problem. 

Types of Hum Tones 
While the audible characteristics of the 

three general classes of hum (i.e., magnetic 
induction, electrostatic induction and insuffi- 
cient or incorrect filtering) cannot be de- 
scribed exactly, they are sufficiently indi- 
vidual so that, with as little experience, al- 
most anyone can tell the differences. 

'l'he first (magnetic induction pickup) has 
at low tone, sometimes accompanied by a 
peculiar singing sound. In poorly- designed 
sets, which have little amplification on the 
very- low tones, the singing noise may be 
all that is heard. This singing is the note 
of the higher harmonics of the 60-cycle fre- 
quency. As already explained, this type of 

hum is usually caused by magnetic coupling, 
between the power transformer or filter 
chokes and a circuit in the set. .\ very- sim- 
ilar 1111111 is heard when the filament poten- 
tiometers are incorrectly adjusted, or when 
the center tarp of at transformer s filament 
winding is not at the true electrical center. 

'l'he second type (electrostatic induction), 
while not as common as the first, is more 
easily described. It is higher in tone than 
the magnetic hype, and has been compared 
to the buzzing of at bee close to your ear. 
This buzzing hum is caused by electrostatic 
coupling between the rectifier or input leads 
and the detector or audio amplifier in the 
set. :\ .similar noise is sometimes caused 
by at noisy detector tube; although these 
are not as common as they were some time 
ago. 

The third type (poor filtering) is the so- 
norous steady 12(1 -cycle I , higher than 
the note for magnetic coupling, and without 
the singing sound which often accompanies 
the latter. This may be caused by insuffi- 
cient filtering in the power unit, or incur - 
rect by- passing in the circuits of the set; 
it is much more musical and resonant than 
the other two types. 

Some Simple Tests 
Many hum problems can be solved merely 

by listening to determine the type of audible 
note. However, some simple tests on the 
wiring of the set will disclose the source 
of the sound, regardless of its type; these 
are made with several pieces of wire, and 
uo instruments are required. Later, some 
more thorough tests will 1w explained. 

If the speaker, or the "output" trans- 
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former which couples it to the set, is short - 
circuited (Fig. fi), the hunt which remains 
is due to the speaker itself; this may be 

caused by insufficient filtering of the cur- 
rent supplied to the field winding. Next, 
if the wire is connected across the secondary 
of the transformer between the first and 
second audio stages, in such a way that the 
"C" bias on the Last tube or tubes is not 
disturbed, (Al, Fig. 7) the hum originating 
in the last stage will be added to tlt:tt in 
the speaker; and comparison by ear will 
tell how much hum is originated in this 
amplifier circuit. 1f the first audio trans- 
former's secondary is shorted in the saune 

way (as at A3), the hum in the first audio 
stage will be added. (Shorts A2 and A4 
also are convenient in locating hum.) 

If the hum contes in class one of the above 
definition, the detector and its H.F. coil 
can be shorted in the sauce manner (see 
Fig. 8) to show the hunt in the detector. 
Then, if the I increases when this short - 
circuit is removed, the difference is due 
tu the radio- frequency section of the set. 
In the latter case, the hum may be heard 
only when at station's carrier woe is tuned 
in. If grid detection is employed, and the 
grid leak is short -circuited, most of the 
electrostatic hum in the detector grid will 
be removed. (Ii voltages duc to antenna 
pick -up disappear when a ,jumper is applied 
as at E.) 

BY localizing the hum in this way, the 
exact canuse can be found quite readily. In 
using titis system, it may be found that, 
with certain parts shorted out, the hum 
increase* rather than decreases. Titis is 
clue to what might be called a han -feedback, 
which reduces the over -all hum voltage. 

Complete Hum Analysis 
While the above sinople methods will often 

tell quickly ,just where the source of huts 
may be found, it is advisable, in sonie cases, 
to use measuring instruments to make a 
more detailed study of the various suscep- 
tible points of the set. The following tests 
are based on the use of a vacuum -tube volt- 
meter connected across the speaker's input 
leads. 

1f a speaker of the magnetic or inductive 
(Continued on page 5.58) 
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rpm- left, measuring the hum voltage i a the dynamic, with an output vacuum-tabc volt meter; 
below, a similar test on the set's output. R must equal the impedance of the primary of 7', which 
it replaces: C may be needed to keep the proper D.C. bias on the tube of the meter. At the 

right, batteries substituted for the potter pack, to obtain hum-free current for testing. 
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Radio Programs Guide Planes in Flight 

To 
satisfy an urgent need, Geoffrey G. 

Kruesi, research engineer of the Western 
Air Express, working in collaboration with 
the writer as consulting research engineer 
for that corporation, has designed a new 
directional receiver for airplane use. In 
its Ilse, a pilot is not limited to the bearings 
furnished by the radio beacon system which 

By GERHARD FISHER 
has been developed by the Bureau of Stand- 
ards; but he is enabled to determine his po- 
sition with reference to any radio station 
in operation, whether a beacon, a broad- 
caster of programs, or a transmitter of any 
other type. The system may be utilized in 
the reception of any continuous -wave or 
I.C.W. (telegraph) signals. 

The beacon system hitherto used employs 
n directional transmitter on the ground, 
communicating with an open antenna on 
the plane; it is designed to keep the ship 
on a straight course in a certain radio lane 
(approximately two miles wide) regardless 
of wind -drift. But, with the new system, 
the pilot may leave his narrow airline, to 

Upper left..hfr. Kruesi making the first demonstration: the square loop is only experimental. Upper right, the standard loop, mounted on the cabin of a plane. Louer left, the course indicator, ou the pia Ice's instrument board: lower left. the supplemental equipment, rWhi-li weighs but ten pounds. 'With a standard airplane receiver. In the small panels, large and small radia receiving equipment for mattes. First photo World. 
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fly round a stormy area, for instance: and 
then he may safeiv approach his destination 
from any direction he chooses. The combi- 
nation of the two methods means an enor- 
mous aid to aerial navigation. 

\Ve have developed two types of direction- 
finders: one as an attachment to the stand- 
ard W. E. aircraft receiver; and the other 
as a small unit in which the receiver and 
the radio compass are coudlined. The latter 
uses the new two -volt tithes, operated from 
the "air -cell" type of battery recently in- 
troduced for that purpose, which delivers as 

constant voltage of 2.1 for several hundred 
lion rs. 

Operation is Automatic 
The lighter apparatus, especially designed 

for smaller aircraft, is absolutely self -con- 

RADIO -CRAFT 531 

twined; a loop, mounted either inside or out- 
side the fuselage, is used in connc_tion with 
this. The new system incorporates the 
method of comparing two rather strong sig- 
nal. (instead of sighting at right angles to 
minim am signal: as is marine radio -co nl pass 
work) and matching them against each 
other; the resulting currents are translated 
by the course indicator shown in the illus- 
tration at the lower left. 'l'ha indicating 
device consists of al meter similar to the 
ammeter on the dashboard of an autoual- 
hile; but, instead of "Charge" and "Dis- 
charge," it is engraved "Hight" and "Left" 
with a 'zero reading in the center. 

In practice the indicator needle remains 
on zero, if the plane's nose is pointed toward 
the radio transmitter. If the ship is turned 

to the right, the indicator needle will point 
to the left, indicating that the pilot has to 
slake a left turn to bring the ship back on 
its course; the opposite movement will re- 
verse the indication on the instrument. 

By purposely swinging the plane to right 
or left, the pilot can determine whether 
or not the station is located in front or be- 
I I hint. For instance, on turning the 
plaine to the right, the indicator needle might 
wove to the left; this would give am in- 
fallible indication that the station is ahead. 
By a movement of the indicator needle tu 
the right, it would positively indicate that 
the plaine had passed that particular radio 
station. 

For convenience, there is provided a small 
(Continued On page 571) 

The "Martenot " --A New Radio Musical Instrument 

The scale of the "Martenot," corresponding to a pianoforte: the right hand of the performer is 

on the fingcrpiree controlling the tone, and his left on the rheostatswiteh, which controls the 
timbre and the succession of notes. 

"ra THER MUSIC," as it has been called, li for many years has offered strong at- 
tractions for those who are endeavoring to 
realize the possibilities. evident in modern 
vac uuti-tube circuits and loud speakers, for 
the production of btu uumies beyond the 

mechanical limitations of wind and string 
lustrunu'nts. 

\Ve have had fixed -tone instruments, such 

as the "Pianorad." which gave forth pure, 

fixed musical notes; and others. such as the 

' "l'beremin," in which varying the capacity 
in a timed circuit enabled the performer to 

run the gannet. However, the purity of 
tone which would seem theoretically desir- 
able is far from satisfying to the musical 
ear. 

.\ French musician, M. Maurice Martenot, 
who is also a radio expert, has devised a 

particularly ingenious apparatus, with which 
he is touring the United States; and his 

recitals have exhibited a musical quality 
which exceeds that of previous radio- acoustic 
instruments. In his system, that tube action 
which is commonly called "distortion" is 

converted into an asset; through the pro- 
duction of electrical harmonics which give 
a rich timbre to the notes which are lacking 
in color when produced by circuits of higher 
electrical fidelity. 

As in its predecessor, the Theremin, the 
Martinot apparatus depends upon a change 

of capacity in a tuned radio -frequency oscil- 
lator, which beats against a fixed -tune oscil- 
btor -and thereby produces :audio frequen- 
cies. 'l'h' fundauucntal circuit is shown in 
the accompanying diagram. 

However, as more exact regulation of the 
audible difference- frequency is obtained lw 
the method shown. 'l'he front of the instru- 
ment is built like a standard pianoforte; 
along the front is aI brass strip, into which 

arc turned a. number of screws. These are 
connected to one ter al of the inductance 
1.7; the other lead of which is connected to 
the metal spindle of the spool 1. On this, 
as shown in the detail at the lower right, 
is wound a metallic wire; by unreeling the 
latter, it varying capacity between the wire 
and the screw -heads is created across the 
ends of the coil, thus changing the frequency 
of the oscillator \'2 and, thereby, the out- 
put tone of the apparatus. 

Attached to the Spool, in a separate slot, 
is a rubber cord, which is wound up as the 
wire is drawn out, and vice versa ; a finger - 
piece D joins this to as second cord, which 
in turn is connected to the free end of the 
wire. 'l'he result is a composite endless 
cable, which runs ar 1 the pulleys 1-2-3-4 
(lower left); and the position of the linger- 
piece 1) at any moment indicates the tone 
to which the "\laartenot" is tuned. 

It is possible also to release one end of 
the cord; the performer then stands at a 

distance from the instrument, and plays it 
by pulling out and relea.sii1g the control 
cord. An addit' nl control, attached to 
the fingerpiece, permits l' to run trills as 
he desires. 

'l'he first oscillator \'I is adjusted to a 
fixed frequency by the use of the numerous 
trimming condensers; the spade Sp between 
the coils 1.6 and 1.7 of the second oscillator 

(Continued on page 564) 
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Automatic Radio Alarm 
for Ships 

The "Night Watchman" of the Sea Never Sleeps 

By J. A. DOWIE, 

ON British vessels, automatic appar- 
atus is used which responds only to 

a single 'I: itic signal, called the 
"alarm signal;" used in addition to 

the universal distress signal, "SOS,' for 
sumulaming aid in emergencies. This auto 
alarm is a mechanical device for attracting 
the attention of ships, on board of which 
nu radio watch is being kept, should some 
other vessel in that neighborhood be in 
distress. 

Ile fore this equipment was installed on 
British ships, the most elaborate inspection 
tests showed that no device can be pro- 
duced, which is simple enough to stand up 
to sea conditions, and will record with cer- 
tainty the "SOS" signal without also re- 
sponding a large number of tunes a day to 
accidental combinations of "longs" and 
"spurts;" which may happen to resemble the 
distress signal. Such an arrangement is also 
liable to failure in recognizing calls, due to 
comparatively light interferences. 

Therefore, it is necessary to use some 
form of signal which can be identified by a 
simple and strung selector system, without 
risk of any material number of false calls, 
and in spite of considerable interference. 
It is also necessary that the form of signal 
chosen, tuul the design of the selector, 
should be such that it reasonable amount 
of inaccuracy in the transmission of the 
signal is permissible; that is to say, the 
selector roust he devised so that it will ac- 
cept the chosen signal, or something reason- 
ably like it, without failure and without 
answering false calls, even in the presence 
,.t considerable interference. 

Both practice and theory have shown that 
a signal composed of prolonged dashes, with 
brief periods of silenee between, gives the 
best prospect of satisfying the above re- 
quirement; and further trials have shown 
that a signal composed of dashes of four 
seconds duration, separated by spaces of one 
second duration, gives the requisite degree 
of certainty of operation, coupled with ease 
of sending, no more assistance being re- 
quired than that of a watch %lulu a second 
hand. This form of signal has the further 
advantage of being fairly rapid in its ac- 
tion. Twelve such dashes with their spaces 
can he sent in one minute, and any longer 
dashes or spaces make the signal too slow 
in operation. 

This group of twelve four -second dashes, 
separated by spaces of one second, has 
been adopted for the alarm signal; and 
ships in distress send this signal (on a wave- 
length between 585 and 615 meters) as a 
prat ary to the universal "SOS" signal. 
'l'he selector will then set alarm hells ring- 
ing in all nearby ships which carry the 
apparatus, consisting of the receiver and 
selector. 

'l'he receiver, a regenerative detector with 
two .\.1°. stages, the last a double -grid tube 
(Fig. 1) is connected directly to the ship's 
aerial, when required, by a switch; all other 
apparatus being disconnected; its liluuent 
and plate supplies are put on by the sane 
movement of the switch. The receiving 
circuit is so arranged that it shall be up to 
the required standard of sensitivity, on all 
waves between .585 and 615 meters; between 
these limits the sensitivity is practically the 
same. 
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i n , u u iter designed for the special purpose of working with the relay of Fig. 2, uses tubes of a 
.special British type. I'olucs of parts are not available. 

. - "Chief hief Instructo,, .yatinual Radio Institute. 

This receiver and automatic selector is operated 
by a radio alarm system, on ships' calling ante: 
and only by a special situal. (Illustrations 

courtesy The Marconi Company.) 

Operation of the Receiver 
The function of the receiver is as follows: 

in the absence of any incoming signal, a 
stead- current of about O.î -ma. flows in 
the outer grid circuit of \':3 and thence, via 
the last audio transformer, through the mein 
relay coils (Fig. 2) thus holding the relay's 
tongue in contact with the front stop, 
against the bias of the relay. 

The arrival of an incoming signal makes 
the grid of \':3 more negative, and thus cuts 
down the plate current, permitting the re- 
lay tongue to be released; the tongue is 
pulled back by its bias. 

Any steady reduction in the relay -coil 
current will set up a momentary voltage 
across the ends of the high- resistance wind- 
ing of the last audio transformer; the con- 
nectiuns of the windings are such that the 
change tends to make the grid still more 
negative, and thus sharpens and intensifies 
the action of the ih eomaing signal. 

It will he noticed that there is no grid 
leak for \":3; if there were, the relay would 
Ice operated by the beginning of an incom- 
ing .signal, anti the tube would then remain 
paralyzed by the accumulated charge on the 
grid. This trouble is avoided by connecting 
the grid through the "G" terminal to the 
lack contact of the relay; so that the grid 
is discharged when the tongue of the relay 
falls. The resulting "C" voltage prevents 
a surging current through the last audio - 
transformer winding, which might cause the 
relay to chatter. 

The filament potential is 24 volts; con- 
nection is made through the "No- \'ult" relay 
in the selector, which nets as a tell -tale 
should the filament current fall below the 
mininctnu value necessary to obtain proper 
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emission in each tube. All three tubes are 
supplied from the same plate source (36 
volts above the negative point; 24 volts be- 
ing derived from the "A" battery and 12 

volts being provided by an additional stor- 
age battery). 

Operation of the Selector 

The primary movement of the selector is 
governed by the movement of the relay 
tongue. In the state of rest, the relay 
tongue is held against its front stop, as 
explained before, and the circuit is com- 
pleted through the first magnet, thus hold- 
ing down the primary arin against the ac- 
tion of its spring. When a signal of suffi- 
cient strength arrives, the relay tongue 
falls away from the front stop; the current 
through the first magnet is broken, and the 
selector begins to work. If the incoming 
signal is too feeble, the relay tongue will 
fall back to the front contact, the current 
through the first magnet will recommence, 
and the selector action will be stopped. 

All is now ready for another signal. If 
the signal is of proper working strength, 
the relay tongue will go right across to 
the back stop, and the grid of \-13 will be 
discharged. The plate (outer grid) cur- 
rent will begin again to go through the 
relay coils, and the tongue of the relay will 
start its return ,journey to the front stop. 
If the signal continues, the current in the 
main relay coil will be again reduced, and 
the tongue will he pulled back to the hack 
stop. Therefore. during the continuance of 
an incoming signal of sufficient strength, the 
relay tongue chatters against its back stop; 
anti, all the time, the circuit through the 
first ntagmet is open and the selector con- 
tinues in operation. 

The primary movement of the selector 
consists of an arm having a spring at one 
end and an air dashpot fitted for quick 
recovery at the other. The first magnet 
pulls this arm down against the action of 
the spring; when the current to the first 
magnet is stopped, the spring pulls the 
finm up against the drag of the dashpot. 
If this movement continues long, the arm 
will close the first working contact, known 
as the "D" contact. If the movement con- 
tinues, the arms will also close the second 
working contact, known as the "C" con- 
tact. The dashpot adjustments are perma- 
nent and the position of the "I)" contact 
cannot be adjusted; but the time the arm 
takes to close the "D" contact can be varied 
by altering the tension of the spring. This 
is set at three seconds. The "C" contact 
can he moved bodily, so that the time 
elapsing between the closing of the "I)" and 
"C" contacts can he varied. This should 
he two seconds or, in other words, the "C" 
contact should be closed five seconds after 
the e 'ncement of operation of the 
selector. 

When the "D" contact is closed, a simple 
pawl and pawl -wheel movement is operating, 
which rotates by one tooth of the pawl 
wheel a shaft carrying the ringing contact. 

If the primary arm closes the contact 
"C." both the holding and driving pawls 
are drawn hack out of engagement with 
the pawl wheel by the re- setting magnet; 
and the shaft flies hack to its starting po- 
sition due to the action of the spring. 
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The circuit through the windings of these 
re- setting magnets also closes through a con- 
tact held by the shaft, known as the "Q" 
contact, which opens when the shaft is in 
the starting position; and it is closed as 
soon as the shaft is turned. 

Were it not for this arrangement, the cir- 
cuit through the re- setting magnet would 
be completed through the "G" contact when 
the connector was in the ready position, and 
the pawls would he unable to start the ro- 
tation of the shaft. 

Four -Second Timing 
Thus, it is clear, if the movement of the 

primary arm is governed by the movement 
of the tongue of the train relay (which in 

turn is controlled by the incoming signal) 
the shaft will be advanced by one tooth of 
the pawl wheel if the signal consists of an 
unbroken dash lasting for three seconds; 
and if this dash continues through a total 
of five seconds, the shaft will be returned 
to its starting position. Hence, a five- 
second dash will cause the shaft to advance 
one tooth of the pawl wheel; while an al- 
lowance of practically one second each way 
is made to cover bad sending. 

As soon as this contact "D" closes, it 
also starts the secondary action of the selec- 
tor by energizing the magnet of a secondary 
arm (which is 'gar to the primary arm) 
and so pulling it down against the action 

(Continued on page 5Q1)) 
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Fig. 2 
!his ingenious selective relay distinguishes the four -dash "alarm signal," from all other code recep 

lion, and sets off the alarm system automatically. 
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New Radio Devices for Shop and Home 
In this department are reviewed commercial products of most recent interest. Manufacturers 

are requested to submit descriptions of forthcoming developments. 

DIRECT -COUPLED AMPLIFIERS 
AFTER ma months of laboratory re- n- 

search there finally has been developed 
by 1:leetrad, Inc., a direct -coupled amplifier 
designed to deliver an undistorted output 
of lit watts. In addition to Ibi. number, 
the "l' -250," illustrated in Fig. A, and shown 
in schematic fortu in Fig,. 1, there are now 
available "Model A -250" and "Model A- 

The ".\ -250" puts out 4.6 watts. Other 
characteristics :Ire: input voltage for above 
power output, 0.28 -volt; power consumption, 
85 watts: tulle,, one '21, one '50, and one 
'$l. All are assembled on a metal stub -panel. 

The "A -245" has an undistorted power 
output rating of 1.6 watts; input potential, 
0.25 -volt; power consumption, 411 watts; 
tithes, one '24, one ' +:5, one '$u. This ampli- 
fier is available either in kit form or com- 
pletely assembled and ready for operation. 

Fig. A 
The largest of the Li. d ad Loffin.l f'hite direct - 
coupled amplifiers, dcci,ued for high output and 

quality. 

'l' hr \ludel (' -250" is the most outstand- 
ing of the three; since it incorporates tone 
control in addition tu the built -in power; 
a hunt compensator is part of the circuit 
design. 'l'hc tube requirements are one '24, 
two '50s, and two '81s. It is an ideal in- 
strument for many services, and the techni- 
cian and radio Service Man will do well 
tu consider this instrument for many pur- 
poses requiring exceptionally trite audio re- 
pnaluction at high levels of volume, while 
1, 1 quality is a prime requisite at lesser 
volumes. 

The gain at 50 cycles is 56 db.; at 1,000 
cycles, 60 db.; at 16,000 cycles, .51; db. There 
is provision for the field current of two 

dynamic reproducers; if this is nut utilized, 
the circuit tuay be closed through resistors 
of 2,501) oui The power consumptiun is 
1110 watts. 'l'he line supply is fused. .\ 
single or (linable button microphone, ur the 
output of a radio set way be connected 
through a transformer to the input of the 
power amplifier, the input circuit of which 
is shunted by a tone control. Net weight 
of the "(' -250,' 38 Ils.; dimensions, over all, 
211/.. x 7% x 81 /, inches high. 

'l'he smite considerations anew true of this 
unit as of the older direct- cupled ampli- 
fiers having lesser power output; to wit: 
resistors, power transformer, und fixed con- 
densers must be accurate in rating and 
000struction. 'l'hc slightest deviation foiut 
the rated constants wonhl Ife magnified in 
the associated circuits, and poor perform - 
ance result. The answer lies in obtaining 
either the specific parts or the completely- 
assembled unit (as the case may be) carry- 
ing the guarantee of the manufacturer. 

Of course, those amplifiers may be used 
wlerever audio I sstcuts having these char- 
acteristics arc specified. 

"BUDDY" TEST PRODS 
SOMETHING a hit "different" in test 

prods is offered by Blum the Radio Maim, 
Inc.; it is the "Buddy" prod, illustrated in 
Fig. I). 

Fig. B 
"Buddy.' test prods come in .several combinations. 

'l'he four -foot flexible leads terminate in 
little "chucks;' similar tu those on emit- 
type magneti, reproducers. 'l'hese will gr ) 
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Th.. schematic circuit of the dircrt -eon pled push-pull '50 -type audio amplifier illustrated above. 
;which has a conservative rating of 10 n'atts undistorted output; it works from microphone, pickup, 

or radio tuner input. 

Fig. C 
The comport "(0.11,4111i01,- is a real pnrfn('Ir, 
for use wherever an A.C. light socket if 

available. 

any length or kind of wire or other material 
of the right diameter; and phonograph 
needles are supplied with them. These read- 
ily pierce, without difficulty, the insulation 
of heavy "weather- prnuf" wires, for the 
purposes of taking current readings, test- 
ing for continuity, ete. Because of their 
small diameter, the insulation is not dam- 
aged by their use. 

The handles are mn(le of insulating Ebon- 
ite and measure approximately 3'. in. x h 
in. lung; and are distinguished by the col- 
ors; four of which are available. The leads, 
too, are differently colored, ,uld thus facili- 
tate ready identification. 

By having available several different types 
of points, blades, etc., great versatility is 
obtained with the tool. For carrying, the 
phonograph needle is turned end- fur -end 
when not in use, thus eliminating the danger 
of scratches. The cards are furnished with 
either spade Or phone tips. 

TWO -TUBE ELECTRIC SET 
ANOVELTY recently put on the market 
by the Insuline Corporation is the 

"Companion" receiver, illustrated in Figs. 
C and 1), and consisting of a regenerative 
detector, a current- supply unit, headphones, 
and carrying case (tubes extra); with :t 
circuit designed for a 110 -volt A.C. lighting 
main. . \s its name implies, it is a "com- 
panion" for the traveling man, the bed- 
ridden, and the experimenter; and boys take 
to it like ducks to water. 

That there is it distinct demand for ,just 
such a receiver; and that titis narkct of 
exceptionally low- priced radio sets is only 
now hein_ scratched by the progressive 
dealer, has been evidenced by the influx 
of orders shortly after the release of the 
first publicity. 

Use of the instrument is the acme of 
case. The first step is to plug the 8-foot 
cord into the light -line outlet, with the re- 
ceivers switch in the "off" position. Next, 
the headphones are to be plugged into the 
tip -,lucks provided and indicated by the 
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,anel engraving, "phones." Only then, with 
the two '27'.s (heater tubes) in the sockets, 
's the switch to be turned "on." 

The camncctinns, those of the super-sen- 
sitive "three -circuit tuner." are shown in 
Fig. 2. The regeneration control, "C" in 
the schematic circuit, is the small knob at 
the right in Fig. C. which shows the ex- 
terior of the "Companion" The center 
knob indicates the timing over the engraved 
scale. Three binding posts are provided 
for adapting the receiver to any convenient 
antenna and ground arrangement. Revers- 
ing the light -line plug in the receptacle 

Fig. D 
Thr "Companion's" chassis. re- 
,11-rd from its rase: the tubes, 
when in use, are inserted th rouah 
the large rou ud holes at the left 
of the pond. ' /hr renter knob 
is the tuning dial, that at the 
left the regeneration control. 
The potreu transformer is 

mouu+ted at the loterr right. 

Fig. 2 
(below) 

7-hr simple nail ingeniaa., cir' 
eu it of the re,e ire r illustrated 
above auJ its built -iii power 

supply. 

often eliminates excessive hum. One of the 
'27s fund' s as a detector, and the other 
as a rectifier. 'l'he former, in the circuit 
used, is really an II.F. and an A.F. ampli- 
fier, as well as a detector. The rectifier 
changes the 110 A.C. to Inun -free D.('., to 
supple the plate of the detector. 

('l'he experimenter may he interested to 
read the constructional details of the origi- 
nal A.U. portable recover, which was de- 
scribed :nad illustrated in the I)eceuchrr, 
19311, issue of Everfldny .Mechanics, in the 
article. ",\ Ont -Tube l'ortaldc l:Iectric Set." 

I.'chlnr.) 
The sturdy chassis construction of the 

'('nmp:winli' is worthy of note (Fig. 1)). 
(Continued on gode 50) 
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Practical Hints to Radio Manufacturers 
By 

ADDITIONS OF PHONOGRAPH 
EQUIPMENT- SERVICE CALL 

RECORDS 
TI IF. field for installing phonograph at- 
taehnu'nts to the radio, which the cus- 

tomer has already bought, widens every day. 
Most of the time the cu.stonier would rather 
have the phonograph installed in the top 
of the radio cabinet; but the average radio 
cabinet does not lair. . enough clearance be- 
tween the set and the top of the cabinet 
for a motor with a turntable and repro- 
ducer. \Chy does not the manufacturer 
hinge his lid and leave room in the top for 
the installation of phonograph ecplipment 
at a later date? This would in no way 
hinder the sale of combinations; far the cns- 
toaner who wants a combination when he 
first boys his radio will limy 11111 any way; 
while the set owner who later decides to 
concert his set to a combination would, 
!mist likely, buy the attachments froid the 
manufacturer of the set, if that manufac- 
turer would nutrkct a motor -board and re- 
producer ready to slip into the tap of his 
cabinet. 

For the set owner, who has already pur - 
chased a radio with little room at the top, 
why does not some manufacturer make a 

motor with an extension shaft and turn- 
table mount, which would allow the turn- 
table to he mounted in the customary posi- 
tion with the tor at the side or in the 
bottom of the cabinet? 

Another article which would find it good 
market is ana electric pickup, constructed to 
lie flat on the record and hut a fraction of 
an inch thick. This would permit installa- 
tion in a small space. 

Radio Users and Service Men 

HINTS TO RADIO 
MANUFACTURERS 

Until further notice, each "What the 
Public Wants" suggestion published 
here will he paid for at the rate of 
$1.00; and their practical value, rather 
than their ingenuity or curiosity, will 
determine the selection, since this 
feature is intended to he of educational 
value to the radio industry. This 
means that we ask ideas from our 
readers, not for new inventions, but 
for simple details, often very small 
ones, which they have observed. 

')'hen, tun, an article which would en- 
courage the tabulation of data on a mmul- 
fartcrer's machine would he a Card tacked 
to the inside of the cabinet. with blank 
spaces tu he filled in by the Service ilutn 
at each call. With these complete dota of 
the cost of upkeep and times a set gave 
trouble could he obtained by the manufac- 
turer by calling for the caud. A metal slot, 
tacked tu the inside of al cabinet, would 
entourage the Service .fan to keep an in- 
dex of his own calls. 

MARCUS A. MC('oY, 
:3213 Blackburn S!., ballns, Terns. 

AN INTERFERENCE SET -UP 
AIII NT, for saune manufacturer of 
chokes and condensers, is to put out 

an interference eliminator; whereby the in- 
ductances and capacities could be hooked 
up in series, parallel or series -parallel by 
an easy switching arrangement, for quick 

determination of the liest circuit to use in 

each case. 
After the proper values were aseerta 'd, 

a suitable unit could be constructed in the 
Service Man's laboratory. This would elimi- 
nate a good share of the guesswork and 
experimentation now generally necessary on 
such jobs; and sane the Service Man con- 
siderable time. trouble and expense. 

Reduction of interference would boost the 
soles of radio and increase the popularity 
of Service Men who are instr 'ntal in ac- 
cumplishing the work. 

STAN LEY L ILaecn, 
Route 7, Spokane. ii'tishinglou. 

TROUBLE -LAMP SOCKET 
H\\'li a plane in the rear of the set 

where the Service Man can plug in 
a trouble lamp, to see the hard -to- get -at 
plaices. 

Invixe, Flt.nr.RM Ax, 
8528 11811. Street, Richmond (fill, N. 3'. 
(Service Mon have shown much ingenuity 

ill devising attachments to light miniature 
lucnills from the set's filament circuit; per- 
haps a socket of this kind would find addi- 
tional use :s. -fail or.) 

A TWO -VOLT ADAPTER 
A'Sadapter socket, containing the proper 

resistor in the filanient circuit, wnadd 
make it possible to test the ':30- '31 -':32 tulle 
series with an analyzer or tube tester which 
tocs not supply 2 -volt current. 

IIRx CALLAHAN, 
Bonet Path. So. Carolina. 

(In the meantime, Service Men and Kink- 
era fters can undoubtedly get busy. -Editor.) 
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The Matron Oscillator for Testing 
An explanation of this interesting circuit, and purposes for which 

it may be employed 

By C. H. W. NASON 
I; l'IIOt'GII such knowledge is not es- 

sential to the understanding of the 
practical side of radio, most of us 
are familiar with the characteristic 

curves of vacuum tubes. A knowledge of 
the meaning of the various curves is highly 
desirable if the student is seriously in- 
clined; sire it is only by a thorough under- 
standing of the principles of vacuaut -tube 
Operation that the circuits involved may be 
correctly designed. 

26 
OR. 

'01A 

A+ 
25 V 

FIG.1 
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Dynatron adieu is possible with even a single - 
grid tube. when the voltage ma the arid is 
strong enough to draie back electrons from 

the plate. 

All who have examined the curves of the 
serum -grid tubes must have noted the little 
twist which each takes in its course; and. 
larhaaps, noted also how, in that "dip," the 
plate current actually decreases with in- 
creasing plate voltage This effect MO( milts 
to "negative resistance" It unast not be 

thought that this le of operation is 
peculiar to the conuparativily new screen - 

grid tubes; for it was noted and very care- 
fully investigated in connection with three - 
electrode devices neiny years ago. The first 
mention which came tin the writer's atten- 
tion was that in Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith's 
iiiimnnentad work On radio telephony, pub- 
lished in 1ttlff. 

Reversed Plate Current 
In the normal operatic n of the screen - 

grid lobe, it is quite esser tial that the tube 

3 

never be permitted the doubtful liberty of 
excursions into the negative -resistance or 
"dynatron" region. 'Phis region is found to 
begin at any point where the plate's poten- 
tial (purposely or otherwise) becomes less 

than that of the screen -grill li :im :nnount 
sufficient to cause it secondary ctainsiun of 
electrons from the plate. It is ea. to un- 
derstand this fact, by reference lo the opera- 
tion of a three- electrode tuhe as a dyna- 
tron. 

Electrons emitted from a hot cathode or 
filament, as shown in Fig. 1, are accelerated 
toward the grid by virtue of the positive 
potential On the latter. ilecause of the 
open construction of the grid, some of these 
electrons pass through the grid and cacti 
strikes against the plate with enough force 
to knock loose one or more of the electrons 
bulged on the surface of the plate. Nor- 
mally, these "secondary electrons" would he 

permitted only a brief excursion from the 
surface of the plate; and would then return 
thereto, by reason of the positive potential 
of that electrode. 

In the condition of the dynatron, however. 
the grid is more highly positive; and these 
dislodged "secondary electrons" are there- 
fore accelerated toward the grid. This re- 
sults in two currents in opposing directions; 
if the electrons leaving the plate predomi- 
nate, the current will be negative; and the 
tube can he said to be operating on its 
t' natron characteristic, and is a negative - 
resistance device. 

A typical curve of the dynatron range 
of a `21 tube is shown in Fig. 2. 'Pile nega- 
tive resistance under these conditions can 
be readily determined by means of Ohm's 
law from the data in the figure. 

Utility of the Dynetron 
if a tuned circuit is placed in the plate 

lead of the dynatron, oscillation will result 
when the impedance of the tined circuit is 
greater than, or equal to, the negative re- 
sistance of the tube. 'floe impedan ce is given 

DYNATRON CHARACTERISTICS 
'2 TUBE 

I Ic = 1.5ma. 

1K: Lana. 

IK:.Sma. 

.4:II1III1I Ilullul 111111111 111111111 iulluu 11111 

0 10 20 30 40 50 
Ep. VOLTS 

Fig. 4 
fly plotting the char- 
acteristic coves of a 
screen-grid tube. in 
the manner sucr',, 
and averaging the 
value of the constant 
K for the particular 
rube, as explained 
ill the reset. it is pas 
si NC to calculate the 
resistance of a cir- 
erait, whose capacity 
is known, at the 
high frequency which 
the dynatron ascil. 
lafor is generating. 

by the quantity 1. /C1ì; from which it may 
he seen that the lt.f'. resistance of the coil 
may readily he determined by a simple equa- 
tion when the values of I., C, and the nega- 
tive resistance of the tube at the point where 
oscillation begins, are known. 

This is but one of the many ways in which 
the dynatron proves itself a useful device. 
both as a measuring instrument and as a 

IRON hit of radio equipment. So great are 
the possibilities of the device as an aunpli- 
tier that the writer hesitates to predict its 
future, lest he under -estimate the value of 
the device. 

.' few years ago, J. J. Dowling described 
the use of a screen -grid tube as an audio 
amplifier in the dynatron range of operation. 
At that time, the writer obtained excellent 
results with the tube as an amplifier at 
extremely low input levels; the gain ob- 
tainable is astounding. The difficulty exists 

A dynatron testing unit which will find many 
uses in the laboratory of the radio experimenter; 
as for the measurement of R.F. resistance. 

in the fart that tubes designed for other 
purposes are not uttifornt in their operation 
iv the dgtuatron range. 

There is it particular advantage in oper- 
ating a tube in this tnimntr which seems to 
escape the notice of most investigators. 
The writer claims no credit for the idea. 
which was privately communicated to hint 
by Mfr. Philo T. Farnsworth of the Tele- 
vision Laboratories. Inc. 

It is well known -or should be well 
known -that the effective input capacity- of 
a tube depends upon the grid -lit :uucnt ca- 
pacity; to yyhirli is added a complex quan- 
tity involving the grid- plaste capacity; to 
which is added as complex quantity involv- 
ing the grid-plate capacity- and the effective 
gain through the tube. In the case of the 
dynatron there is no phase reversal of 180 °, 
such as the signal encounters in passing 
through a noratal tube; and the complex 
capacity mentioned above is sul tnietive 
front the grid -filament capacity rather than 
added to it. If by some trick in design the 
complex value is greater than the simple 
grid -filament capacity, a negative rapacity 
obtains in the grid circuit of the tube. 
Now it is fairly plain that a negative ca- 
pacity cran he visualized only ans a positive 
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inductance- strange as the mental image of 
a fictitious inductance may seem. More- 
over, this inductance will increasç with the 
frequency of the signal. This seems to indi- 
cate that a resistance- coupled amplifier may 
be made, not only to operate over a wide 
band of frequencies, but to have a gain - 
frequency characteristic rising toward the 
high -frequency end -where the gain nor- 
mally falls off, because of the circuit and 
tube capacities which shunt the resistance 
elements. (For further data on resistance - 
coupled amplifiers, the writer refers you to 
his own paper on "Amplifying the Tele- 
vision Signal." in the March 1930 issue of 
ItADIo- CRAFT.) 

The above data deal mainly with suppo- 
sitions and hopes which may never material - 
ire. There is, however, a little unit which 
the writer has built which will readily be- 
come the most useful instrument in the ra- 
dio enthusiast's laboratory. It will operate 
as a heterodyne oscillator or wavemeter, 
or it may be used below the point of oscil- 

bU 

lotion to neutralize the 
of any wavemeter and 
setting and accuracy of 

Fig. 2 
The curve of a 

screen -grid tube, over 
a range where the 
screen grid voltage 
exceeds the plate 
voltage, showing the 
dynatron character. 
istic -that is. the re- 
versal of the flow 
of plate current with 
increased plate volt. 
age. This is a nega- 
tive slope of the 
characteristic; corre- 
sponding to a nega- 

tive resistance. 

inherent resistance 
thus sharpen the 
the tuned circuit. 

Measuring R.F. Resistance 

The most useful purpose, for the serious 
experimenter, will be in the measurement 
Of the R.F. resistance of coils. 

'l'he figure of merit "Q" for a coil at 
any particular frequency is determined by 
the value of 6.28:32f I. /lt, when L and It 
are taken in ohms and henries. The pro- 
cedure in measuring the resistance of a coil 
is as follows: 

We know by definition that oscillation 
starts when "r" (the negative resistance of 
the tube) is equal to I. /Clt -the impedance 
of the tuned tircnit. A number of '22 tubes 
should be tried in the circuit, and their 
curves of Ip against Ep plotted as in Fig. 
2, to determine the particular tube of utmost 

sharply- defined dynatron range. 
'l'he circuit arrangement for the testing 

device, shown in Fig. 3, is clue to Paul D. 
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Zothu, and is chosen for its simplicity as 
compared with the method of Iinuma. For 
purposes of accuracy, three curves have 
been plotted in Fig. 4, for three different 
values of the total space current, lk, as 

adjusted by varying the filament voltage. 
Data for the curves should be taken with 

the grid bias, screen -grid potential and 
cathode current held constant. 'l'he slopes 
of the straight portions of the curves are 
rarely parallel, and it is necessary to secure 
an average value in order to simplify cal - 
culations. This is Clone by employing the 
equation r = K /Ik and calculating K (a 
"constant" for the tube) for each curve as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

The slope of the cure "r," is ascertained 
by dividing a given change in plate voltage 
by the corresponding change in plate cur- 
rent. 'Plus, if a change of ten volts resulted 
in a change of 0.8 -ma. (.0008- amp.), the 
negative resistance or slope of the curve 
would be 12,5011, and if the cathode cur- 
rent (Ik) for that particular curve were 
1.5 ma., K would be 18.75. Calculate K 
for all three curves; add the results to- 
gether; and divide by three to obtain an 
average value for the tube. 

Now, with a tuned circuit connected in 
for measurement, we vary the rheostat un- 
til oscillation is indicated by a sudden change 
in plate current; read the value of Ik at 
the point where oscillation takes place; and 
substitute it in the equation r = K /Ik, in 
order to obtain the value of r at the oscil- 
lating point. The R.F. resistance R of the 
coil, at that frequency, is now obtained 
readily by substituting the known values of 
C, 1., and r, in the equation r = I. /RC. 

The approximate value of I, is known 
by calculation. That of C at different dial 
readings may be obtained from the manu- 
facturer of any high -quality condenser, in 
the calibration curve of his product. 'l'he 

(Continued on page 560) 

Improving the Hammar(und- Roberts "Hi -Q 29" 

AA 
extremely popular receiver, the Ham - 

nuarlund- Roberts "Hi -Q 29," was the 
first of the "hand -selector" T.R.F. kits on 
the market for the custom set builder and, 
at the time of its intrmluct , was without 
a doubt a leader in the custom -built field. 

Subsequent developments in circuit design 
and practice offer many interesting and 
practical improvements which, if incorpo- 
rated in this set, will make it the equal in 
many ways of the receivers on the market 
today; and that is a tribute to the sound- 
ness of the fundamental engineering of the 
design. The circuit of the tuner, after al- 
teration, is shown schematically herewith. 

Problems of Band -Selector Construction 
Many constructors of this receiver experi- 

enced difficulty in balancing the tuning con- 
densers to the proper band width. If the 
adjustments had been properly made for 
ten -kilocycle band selection (say at the cen- 
ter of the broadcast sped ) the set 
would, at the ends of the tuning dial, either 
tune so broadly as to give a signal at two 

By GUS JACOBSON 

positions on the tuning dial (as much as 
four to five divisions apart) or tune so 
sharply as to cut the sidebands auui cause 
attenuation of the high audio frequency re- 
sponse. 

The latter was very noticeable in its effect 
on the audio quality; causing a 'narked thin- 
ness or even absence of the higher audio 

frequencies which are so necessary, when 
clear voice and music reproduction is de- 
sired. 

In this design, both the grid and plate 
circuits are tuned and, since the R.F. plate 
coil's "Bi-" terminal goes to the "13" sup- 
ply unit, and its tuning condenser's rotor 

(Continued on page 567) 
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The tuning circuit of the Hammarlund- Roberts "Hi -Q 29" battery model altered to improve the 
band -pass selectivity and to use the new 2 -volt screen -grid tubes in the R.F. and defector stages. 

It may also be advantageous to couple the tuned grid and plate coils by very slight capacities. 
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How to Build a Midget Radio Receiver 
Constructional data for an electric set of the mantel type now popular 

By H. G. CISIN, M.E. 

TIIE widespread popularity of the 
midget" rccoicm I. readily explained. 

A set of this tu pc Lakes up little 
spare, is economical. and gives re- 

markably line performance, obtained thorough 
the application of modern design and, par- 
ticularly, by the utilization of certain recent 
radio engineering developments. The use of 
fewer tubes reduces the number of parts 
required and, therefore. the cost of the set; 
it naturally follows that less space is re- 
qui red. 

This description of how to make a midget 
all- electric radia set includes in its design 
practically- all the latest radio developments. 
The set builder is often able to apply new 
ideas and developments. as in this instance, 
months before they become available through 
the regular factory -hilt sets. 

Reference to the circuit diagram dis - 
closes two tamed stages of screen -grid R.F. 
amplification, a screen -grid detector, and 
a type '4.5 power tube; the latter is resist - 
ance- capacity coupled to the detector. 

Exact dimensions for the cabinet are in- 
cluded, for the benefit of the set builder 
in n position to make his own. 

'l'he mechanical constriction of the chas- 
sis is noteworthy; it is of sheet Moulin inu, 
and furnishes adequate structural support, 
as well as added finish of the completed 
appea rance. 

'l'he shielded R.F. coils are tuned by 
.00035-inf. condensers, ganged to an illumi- 
nated drum dial, and trimmed by small 
equalizers in shunt with cadi. Volume is 
controlled by a potentiometer, regulating 
the screen -grid voltages, which i. conibine I 

in the same unit with the power switch. 
Constant operating conditions are obtained 

1w an Amquerite of the line -voltage control 
type; the control of tube voltages insures 
more even volume rad time quality, and 
lengthens also the life of the tubes. 

Provision is made for the use of a D.C. 
dynamic reproducer, supplied with field- 

excitation current from the power pack; 
the instrinnent specified in the parts list 
is of a small type. though highly efficient, 
which is readily housed in a midget cabinet. 

Assembly of the Receiver 
To save time, it is suggested that the 

aluminum chassis be procured already cut 
and bent to the desired dimen.' s. A 

deck. 'l'he two fixed midgets are also 
mounted as shown. 

The eomhinntian potentiometer and power 
switch should be mounted an the front verti- 
cal wall of the chassis, which is then turned 
right -side up. Time drum dial is mounted 
at the front center; the single condenser 
(1.2) at its right, while the dual condenser 
(4, 8) goes at the left. (If the dual type is 

3 

41 

33 

Fig. 1 

Schematic of the midget's circuit; 
the numbers designate flac parts 
which arc listed on the opposite page. 

number of concerns, which specialize in 
work of this sort, will also supply the chas- 
sis with the sockets riveted in place, pro- 
vided specific directions are given; in fact, 
if so desired. all necessary mounting holes 
nay he drilled at the time the chassis is 
bent. 

After the sockets are mounted, the chas- 
sis should be turned face downward, and 
the parts shown in the underside view 
sI Id 1w fastened in place. 'l'he heavier 
resistors may be mounted at right angles to 
the chassis, using fiber washers to insulate 
them from the aluminum. For greater fa- 
cility in making adjustments, the three trim - 
ming condensers may be mounted on the 
top of the chassis, instead of below t 7e 

Fig. A 
At the left a simply and rcadily.nmstn,cfed cabinet design. suitable for housing the midget 
described above. It presents no difficulty to the builder who has a fete tools: and its lines are 

distinctly modern. :It the right, the dimensions are detailed. 

not available, two single condensers may be 
substituted, using a small coupling between 
them; there is room enough on the chassis 
to permit this.) 'l'he condenser shafts may 
he shortened to save space. Since the 
height of the drum -dial shaft is greater 
than that of the condenser shaft, it will be 
necessary to raise the condensers on suit- 
able washers to the correct elevation. 

'l'he three shielded coils ( :3), (7) and 
(11) are mounted as shown; large holes 
should be drilled in the chassis below them, 
to prevent short -circuiting coil terminals. 

'l'he filament transformer (29) is next 
mounted at the right front corner of the 
chassis, and the power compact (28) di- 
rectly behind this, with the condenser block 
(14, 33, :34, 35, 24, 25, 26) alongside as 
shown. The antenna and ground binding 
posts (1, 2) complete the assembly. 

Test Wiring Procedure 
It is desirable to wire in the switch (32:1) 

and the Amperite (40) first. Break one 
of the connections leading to the power 
transformer's primary, wiring in the switch 
and Anuperite socket in series. An ordinary 
t'X -type socket may be used at (40) for 
the .lmperite; although a special two -prong 
socket is available, if it is desired to im- 
prove the appearance somewhat. 

'l'he next step is to remove the plug from 
the wires leading to the primary of the 
filament transformer (29); shorten the 
leads, and connect them to the primary wires 
coming out of the pack. Be sure to make 
the connect' at the points nearest the 
pack; so that operation of the switch will 
turn "on" or "off' both transformers. 
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Fig. 2 
Left, the umderview of the midget chassis: right, the upper side of the sub -panel after mounting 
the parts which may be identified by the corresponding numbers in Fig. 1 and in the list below. 

'l'he wiring to the power switch and the 
Amperite socket, as well as all filament wir- 
ing, should be twisted. All four tubes and 
the pilot light utilize a 21/2-volt filament 
supply. The center -tap of the filament 
transformer is connected to the 1500-ohm 
biasing resistor (30) and thence to ground. 
The resistor is shunted by the 4 -mf. con- 
denser (:35, which is part of the block.) 

'l'he various grid circuits are wired next; 
these connections should be shielded with 
armored wire and the armor shielding should 
he grounded. Small bell -shaped grounded 
shields should also be used over the caps 
of the tubes; the '24 type listen .5 other- 
wise self -shielded. 

The volume control (32) is wired in at 
this t' ; the plate circuits should be com- 
pleted next, and then the cathode circuits. 

'l'he aluminum chassis itself serves as a 

common negative return. The ground Bind- 
ing post is grounded directly to the chassis, 
whereas the antenna post is carefully insu- 
lated from the chassis. The primary of 
coil (3) is tapped at 13 turns; and a con- 

nection should be made at this 1 t, in- 
stead of at the end of the winding, if the 
set is to be used with a long aerial. If 
desired, the tap may be connected to an 
additional "long" post, while post (1) may 
he used for a short aerial. 

'l'he by -pass condensers should be wired 
in and also the filter condensers (21, 25, 

26); the last designated, being nearest the 
re tiller tube, must be rated to withstand 
the terrific punishment imposed upon it by 

the pulsating D.C. output. (In the con- 
denser block specified, the first 2 -mf. unit 
on the left, facing the label, is made espe- 
cially for this purpose.) 'l'he rectifier fila- 
ment and plates are connected, and the re- 
maining wiring of the power supply is com- 
pleted. Nearly all the wiring is run be- 
neath the deck of the chassis. 

A L'X socket and tule -base plug are 
used for making rapid connections to the 
dynamic reproducer. As shown in the 
schematic diagram, the transformer's pri- 
mary lugs (20.\) and (21A) are soldered 
to the leads going to the plate and grid 
prongs of the tube base; while the field 
terminals (22A) and (23:\) are soldered 
to the leads connected to the filament prongs. 
The socket (20, 21, 22, 23) is wired in the 
set as indicated; so that, when the plug is 
inserted in the socket, the transformer pri- 
mary of the speaker will be in series with 

the plate of the power tube and "B -(- ", and 
the field coil of the dynamic reproducer 
will he connected in series between "13 +" 
and the plates of the I1.F. and detector 
tubes (13). 

It is highly desirable to check up the 
completely -wired receiver with a good set 
tester. First of all, read the filament volt- 
ages. 'l'hese should all be 2.5 volts (no 
load), with the exception of socket (27), 
where there should he 5 cults across the fila- 
ments. The tubes should then he put in 
place and the set fully tested under oper- 
ating conditions. The plate voltage at (19) 
should be 25(1, with ar drop of 50 across re- 
sistor (:30), The detector screen -grid volt- 
age sl Id be al rout 90, with a cathode - 
voltage reading of 9; while the cathode volt- 
age reading on the screen -grid tubes (5) 
and (9) should be about 21/2 volts. The 
screen -grid voltage on these tubes sI Id be 

75 colts (max.), with a plante voltage of 180. 

1 be detector's plate current will be ap- 
proximately one -half to one -quarter of a 
milliampere-much less than that of the 
amplifiers, as its plate voltage is lower. 

List of Parts 

One dual 00035 -mf. Cardwell variable con- 
denser (4, 8), type "217 -CL," and 

One single .00035 -inf. Cardwell variable con- 
denser (12), type "171- C1t'; 

Three Muter or X -I, midget variable c in- 
densers, :3- to 50- f. (4:\, 8:\, 12A): 

One Silver -Marshall ill ' ated drum dial 
(411), type "810 It," and pilot light (41); 

Three Silver-Marshall shielded R.F. coils: 
two (7, 11) type "121 "; and une (3) type 
"124" 

Three Silver- Marshall 1t.. chokes (1.511, : :8, 
39) ; 

Two 400 -ohm Electra.] wire grid resistors 
(6, 10); 

One 1.5(0 -olnn Elect rad "Trunolt" resistor 
(:30), type "13 -15 "; 

Two Electra.] "l'ruvolt" resistors (15, 31), 
type "B -70 "; 

One i' iectrad "Royalty" potentiometer (32), 
type "11" with power switch (:32:\); 

'l'wo 1)urlum metallized resistors: one a'a- 
meg. (16); one 1 -nmeg. (18); 

One Flechtheim condenser block, type "JN- 
45 "; three 2 -ni f. capacities (24, 25, 26): 
three l -mf. (14, :1:1, :34) ; one 4 -mf. (35) ; 

Two Flechtheim "Midget" fixed condensers: 
one .001 -mf. (15A) type "M -E "; one .01- 
uf. (17), type "M -K "; 
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One 'l'hordarson Power Compact (28), type 
"It -480" ; 

One 'l'hordarson filament transformer (29) 
type "'l'- 3660 "; 

One Amperite (40) line -voltage control type 
"5-A-5"; 

One Jensen "Midget" electrodynamic repro- 
ducer (:37) model "1) -11 "; 

One 15! x 171.: -inch sheet, 14- or 16-gauge 
aluminum, for 11!:. x 131/2 -inch chassis, 
two inches high; 

Two binding posts (1,'2); three L'Y 5 -prong 
sockets (5, 9, 1:3); four l-X 4 -prong sock- 
ets (19, 27, 40 and 21-21-22-2:3); and a 
roll of Corwico armored hook -up wire 
with stranded core; 

Three "Ilyvac" self - shielded "I.'Y -224" 
screen -grid tubes (5, 9, 13); one '45 power 
tube (19) and one '813 rectifier (27); 

Wood (three -ply) for cabinet (optional); 
hase 1.2 x 13% x 1i2 -inch; two sides, 1.2 x 
17% x %- inch; two top pieces, .5'/ x 1.2 x 

-inch; one front, 141/2 wide at base by 
18 inches high (shaped as illustrated; sides 
17% inches, tops 5% inches). 

INCREASING DETECTOR EFFICIENCY 
By R. Wm. Tanner 

I1 nearly all receivers which employ the 
grid -leak method of detection, the oper- 

ation may be improved in the following 
simple manner; this is especially true in 
the case of home -constructed sets, where 
any combination of grid condenser -leak that 
was available has been used. 

It is possible to replace the grid leak with 
a radio-frequency choke, having an induct- 
ance of the correct value for the wavelength 
range of the receiver. This offers a com- 
paratively low resistance to the negative 
charge on the grid, but a very high ihuped- 
anee to the R. F. currents. 

'l'he choke should he connected directly 
between the grid and filament, not across 
the grid eonde,xer. But, if the low side is 
connected direct to the positive side of the 
filament (acs generally is the case with at 

grid leak), operation will he pour. This is 
(Continued on page 565) 

The use of an R.F. impedance instead of e 
highresistance grid leak, vein usually improve 
defector efficiency; but the bias should br 
carefully adjusted by using a potentiometer. 
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ELIMINATING PLUG -IN -COILS 
By M. D. Rubin 

MOST short -wave radio fans dislike plug- 
ging coils in and pulling them out, 

every time they wish to change to a dif- 
ferent waveband. Several complicated ar- 
rangements have already been devised to 
obviate this; but, as a rule, they are too 
difficult for the average set constructor to 
build. 'These complications are usually in 
till switching arrangements; but here is a 
switching method which is not complicated. 

Get two miniature four -pole double -throw 
Switches, either knife or jack. Mount these 
on the panel near the bottoms; then mount 
four sockets for the coils directly behind 
the panel, and the detector tube socket di- 
rectly behind these. When this is done con- 
nect as shouvo in the diagram (Fig. 1) which 
is self- explanatory. It would be a good 
idea to label each side of each switch with 
the waveband of the coil that side controls. 
Also, label the neutral position, as in the 
diagram. 

To operate, close switch to side wanted, 
leaving other switch at neutral: i.e., if the 
15 -25 meter band is wanted, turn switch 1 

to that side, and leave switch 2 at neutral. 
If a jack switch is used, no condenser ef- 
fect should he present; because there is al- 
ways a disconnected plate between any two 
sections of the jack switch. In addition, 
the leads should not be lengthened much; 
for the switch is quite close to the coil 
sockets. 

EDISON "B" BATTERIES 
By Chester Rector, W9BFW 

REBI'ILDING a storage "II" battery 
of the Edison type has several advan- 

tages: first, the investment is small; second, 
no destructive acid to spill; third, the nickel 
steel elements are non -sulphating :und last 
indefinitely; and, fourth, the Edison type 
is lighter than most others. These batteries 
ht Id the charge for a long time when not 
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Fig. 2 
"R" battery is march favored in 
Many old ones may be picked up 

here. 

in use. If one is not at hand, it can be 
obtained from a radio store very cheap; 
and can be made to give very good service 
by the following method: 

Carefully remove all of the chi usents and 
test tubes from the rack, and clean thor- 
oughly. After they are pletely cleaned, 
lay them out to dry. From the (drug store 
purchase two pounds of potassium hydrox- 
ide, 5 lbs. distilled water, and 1 oz. mineral 
oil. 

Mix in an earthenware or glass bowl the 
distilled water and potass hydroxide 
until there is a reading of 1,250 in a clean 
hydrometer, one that has not been used 
for testing acid batteries. At this stage 
the solution will become quite warms; so it 
should sit until cool, being tested again 
for correct reading. If the reading is 
higher or lower than 1,2511, distilled water 
or potassium hydroxide should be added as 
required. Leave the solution to settle, and 
then filter. 

Next assemble the battery, as in Fig. 2. 
Fill each cell to within one inch of the 
top, by using the hydrometer. The plates 
will soak up some of the solution; so the 
process sl Id be repeated. With :t clean 
medicine dropper, place about three to four 

Fig. I 
he ,:caching system shoran makes possible fixed R.F. roils for short-wave work. The svritrlus may 

be arranged on the panel as shown at the right; Jacks as above. or blades as belnre. 

drops of the mineral oil (liquid paraffin) 
upon the top of the solution in each cell. 

The changing can be done from a 1111 -colt 
A.C. line, by the use of a trickle charger. 
However, if a :12 -volt D.C. lighting system 
is available, the hatter can be charged this 
way, after it is divided into 25 -volt sec- 
tions; of course, no rectifier is necessary. 

The battery must be tested with a volt- 
meter since the specific gravity remains the 
.:one whether it is charged or discharged. 
The solution should be changed about once 
every year when in use; and the level should 
be kept up by adding distilled water. 

Two of these units make It very good 
plate supply for the beginner's amateur 
transmitter. Also, this type of battery 
works very well on any radio receiver. 

11111111LIn11,111e1111eeI11!ellypi7i11üi 

Fig. 3 
Copper screening', of thr hype used for doors and 
windows. i. very rase to handle. and often 

serves the purpose of shielding. 

A CONVENIENT SHIELDING 
By George H. Haby 

W111 :ItE 1 live it is difficult to get 
sheet metal of any kind for shielding 

radio sets. So I bought some copper Wcin- 

do v screen, which was the best that could 
he done, until I could get hold of some 
aluminum sheeting. This copper window 
screen was used in shielding a screen -grid 
Pilot "Super Wasp" receiver, and it was 
acs- successful. 

In comparing it with other sets, identi- 
cally the stone except for the solid shield- 
ing, it was found that the "screened" set 
sca.s the shmpest- toning, and had the best 
control of oscillation. The principle of that 
type of shielding is that the condenser ca- 
pacity' between the screen shielding and the 
roils, is reduced to a minimum; making it 
possible to build the parts close together, 
and saving weight. Any one who can han- 
dle a soldering iron well will find that cop- 
per window screen will be much easier to 
install than to fit up solid plates. Fig. 3 

(Continued oa page, 570) 
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The Hammarlund "Hawk" Short-Wave Set 
A very efficient two -tuber, using the new 2 -volt tubes 

By LEWIS W. MARTIN 
Tiii: striking tempo of castanets amid 
the strains of a swinging tango, the 
vibrant nmsic of a native reli ab or- 
chestra, the boom of Big Hen, in- 

triguing code messages from the four cor- 
ners of the earth, speech in every tongue - 
all are at your finger tips, direct front their 
points of transmission- thanks to short 
waves. The realm of 1001 thrills, the short- 
wave region, is truly a revelation in its 
fascinating features. 

With the advent of the '30 type, two -volt 
~ tubes, simplicity and efficiency are merged 

with economy of operation. Since only 120 
milliamperes, total current, is drawn by 
two tithes, the "I lawk' receiver illustrated 
here can be operated from two ordinary dry 
cells. 

As will he noted (Fig. I), the detector 
\'1 is regenerative, using the condenser 
parallel -feed method, the most effective sys- 
tem for real results. The tickler, 1.3, is 
a fixed winding; a 10) -nuuf. Iget variable 
con denser C2 controlling the plate circuit. 
\Vitt this system, exceptionally smooth tun- 
ing, gradual over the entire scale, is af- 
forded; thus there are no "dead spots" or 
"tuning dips." The audio stage is coupled 
in by a special transformer '1' of low ratio. 

The Components 

A word about the equipment used in this 
circuit. " l'arnica," a new insulating ma- 
terial, closely approximating the efficiency 
of dry air, is used exclusively in the speci- 
fied short -wave components, reducing di- 
electric losses to less than 10 per cent. of 
that with usual insulate s. 

For easy and accurate tuning, a special 
1.25 -nuuf. tuning condenser CI is used; its 
'iIidline "- shaped brass plates are 1/32 -inch 
thick and double- spaced, and soldered in 
place with special tie bars. With a full- 
floating rutur, in )))))) ted in adjustable cone 
bearings, there is assurance of exact ca- 
pacity values at every given setting. l'Inte 
vibration is prevented; and there is also 
a constant -impedance doable -wiping contact 
which el' ates the objectionable inductive 
reactance of the conventional pigtail. The 
harass plates of the midget condenser are 
also non- corrosive, well spaced and soldered 
in place, to provide accurate capacity set- 
tings. 

In the coils illustrated a thin continuous 
Iilui of rigid dielectric is fastened to the in- 
side edge of the wire, where there is the 
minims m field. I lcavy wire is also used, to 
reduce the resistance. of the wire itself. 
The space between successive turns is 
slightly amore than the diameter of the wire 
itself; not only is the distributed capacity 
reduced in this manner, but also the high - 
frequency resistance of the coil. 

The set comprises four plug -in inductors 
covering the 14- to 110 -meter range. These 
coils (described roundly as the 20 -, 30 -, 40- 
and 80 -meter coils) are all built around the 
design just mentioned. The variable pri- 

nary is a part of the hase, and accordingly 
remains unchanged for all wavelengths, 
maximum energy transfer !wing maintained 
by varying its coupling position. 

Fig. A 
The "Hawk's" layout: the condenser at the 
right is shielded from the panel, to prevent 

hand -capacity. 

With the exception of the 80 -meter coil, 
all are wound on two -inch forms with No. 
16 D.S.C. wire, 11 turns to the inch. On 
the 80 -meter coil, No. 18 D.S.C. win$ is 
wound on the smue diameter form with 17 
turns to the inch. Between the tickler 1.3 
and the secondary L2, there is a space equal 
to one turn. 

To provide steady grid control, a -special 
grid condenser (C3) with a capacity vari- 
able from 20 to 100 uanf., is used in con- 
junction kith as 3- uirguluu grid lead:, lit. 

The radio -frequency choke used has an 
exceptionally low distributed capacitance- 
only :3 nuuf. -due to its patented helical 
winding. In short -wane work, it is im- 
perative that the distributed capacity be 
at a minimum; since the frequency range 
is great and the choke is usually operated 
I claw its resonant frequency. 

The New Tubes 

The '30 is a general- purpose tube; excel- 
lent as a detector and as a first -stage audio 
amplifier. At its rutted filament voltage of 
2, the filament uses only 0.12 -watt; the econ- 
omy is apparent. It has an amplification 
factor of 8.8, and as grid -plate capacity of 
only 6 mint With its extremely low plate 
drain, and stable and non- iuiteri phonic con- 
struction, this tube is ideal for short -wave 
work, especially where flexibility and ease 
of operation are concerned. 

When it is used in the detector circuit, 
front 45 to 671/2 volts should be applied tu 
the plate. As an amplifier, the voltage 
should be 90, with a 4a /.;-cult "C" bias. At 
these plate and grid voltages, the "13" con- 
s ptiun is only 2 milliamperes. 

If two dry cells, in series (3.0 v.) are 
used, the filament resistors 1t2 and 114 

should be 1.5 ohms each. If a 6 -volt storage 
battery is used, they should each have a 
value of 50 ohms, with a rheostat to reduce 
the battery voltage to 5. 

Mounting of Parts 

The panel should he first laid out, as 
shown. in Fig. 2. 'l'hc panel should then be 
fastened tu a plywood baseboard, uttid the 
other parts are unuunted as shown in the 
photograph. 

Constructors with spare binding posts 
about can use them instead of the clips, 
mounting theta on a suitable insulating 
strip. To facilitate connection, the ter - 

als should be marked in this manner (read- 
ing from left to right, and looking at Ume 

set front the rear): ". \nt." "Ground" _. "11 - "(' ".%-{-"; "13 +15 "; 
"13 -. 9o" and "Phones." 'fine 'C -41' volt 
terminal is in the form of a flexible lead, 
coming front the transformer. 

No. 18 insulated wire should be used; 
(("uliuo,,l uu many 559) 
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. -1t the left, the "Hawk's" circuit as a fuma- tumber, suitable for phones; the addition of a power 
stage, as at the right, gives suitable amplification for a speaker. Both construction and operation 
arc extremely simple and, in a suitable location. remarkable effects arc often obtained from a 

small set. 
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Short -Wave Broadcast Listening Grows 
Some characteristics of radio's most wonderful development 

By ARTHUR J. GREEN" 

SHORT WAVE broadcasting is not 
new; for years amateurs in all parts 
of the world have been sending out 
music and talking to their friends 

over the short -wave channels. However. it 
is only recently that the general public has 
taken an interest in this wavelength band, 
which comes far below that which the ordi- 
nary broadcast receiver tunes. This delay 
has been doe, partly to the slow progress 
made in the short -wave field, and partly to 
activity concentrated on the broadcast band. 
Until recently, most radio engineers ignored 
the short -wave field, because they looked 
upon it as a playground for the amateur, 
and put forth MI their efforts toward im- 
proving broadcast receivers and trans- 
mitters. 

Slowly, very slowly, the idea began to 
circulate that extreme long- distant reception 
is possible by utilising the short wave chan- 
nels. A few progressive cmnntereial engi- 
neers decided to investigate, and put short- 
wave stations on the air, waiting further 
development in this field. Reports co ' g 
in from great distances proved their theory 
and, almost immediately, there was a rush 
of applications for stations on both code 
and voice. Large, powerful transmitters 
were supplanted by medium -powered and 
less expensive ones, and found to be more 
reliable for the transmission and reception 
of messages over long distances. Still the 
public was not awakened to short -wave 
development. 

President. I. S. Ir. C. 

.1s an experiment, several of the world's 
leading natnutfaeturcrs decided to put short - 
wane stations on the air. Programs were 
irregular, the transmitters were of poor 
design, and listeners were few and far be- 
tween. ISot the fact that short -wave broad- 
casting was a possibility was soon estab- 
lished. 

Although history is somewhat blank on 
the matter. station (12:s31 at Caterham, 
England was picked up and rebroadcast in 
Ceylon in 1924. Later, CFC'A at Toronto, 
Canada, relayed the English station (.5SW. 
l'hc first l'nited States rebruadca.st was 
made by a station in Lockport, New York. 
The idea stuck, and soon the different chains 
were trying to outdo each other in point 
of relays of overseas stations. Then, and 
not till then, did the public become "short- 
wave minded." 

"Junk -Box" Sets 
In the first rush of short -wave fans, there 

was little dunce in the way of receivers, 
and therefore short -wave receiver design 
was much in the same class as that for the 
broadcast hand in 1921 and 1922. Thou- 
sands of listeners tried building their sets 
from old discarded odds and ends, that had 

Right. the smallest Sir. broadcast 
transmitter. internationally famous 
for its remarkable distance work ,. 

10 walls. a. well as the persanalir, 
of its operator, Sr. Amanda Cespedes 

Mari". of Heredia, Costa Rica. 

been put aside years before as poor equip- 
ment. 

The surprising part of this was that atany 
achieved a certain degree of success in 
picking up stations all over the world. 
Ti ;ands of others, after weeks and even 
months of effort, gave up short waves; and 
their unfavorable experience and disappoint- 
ment has ever since been a drawback to 
the sale of short -wave receivers. 

There were three great drawbacks to 
short -wave broadcasting at that time: first, 
the lack of stations and entertainment; sec- 
ondly, the poor quality of receivers; and 
thirdly, the lack of information on all phases 
of short -wave reception- including how, 
when and where to tune, what stations to 
tune for, and such things as effects of light, 
etc. Each of these handicaps has been 
greatly overcome during the past year. 

All the broadcasters of the world have 
awakened to this new field. Short -wave sta- 
tions are be g and more nuuter- 
oos each month. In the tropical and sub- 
tropical regions, where reception on the 
broadcast band has been confined to a few 
months out of the year, because of heavy 
static, the listener has taken to short waves 

Left, the A:tgc transmitter of PC!, Hilversum, which rivals 
Pittsburgh and ::.rhentectady as the home of international broad- 
casting. This statism. operated by the .V. I'. Philips Radio Co., 
of Eindhoven. Holland. is inferior to none itt power and is heard 

almost everywhere in the world. 
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with great interest. To supply these listen- 
ers with entertainment, many stations are 
going on the air with regular programs. It 
is no longer necessary- to depend on one or 
two foreign stations for entertainment on 
a short -wave receiver. Ships at sea talk- 
ing to shore stations, airplanes and airport 
stations, telephone stations in all parts of 
the world, police stations, and amateurs on 
phone add to the variety of entertainment. 

Modern Short -Wave Receivers 
There are now on the market, six types 

of short-wave receivers, each with its ad- 
vantages and disadvantages. 'l'he first, and 
perhaps the best in the hands of a skilled 
operator, is the superheterodyne. ('p to 
the present, there has been little interest in 
this circuit. 

'1'hc second is the tuned radio -frequency 
circuit. '1'hls utilizes the screen -grid type 
tubes (the '32s, '22s, '24s or a pentode) in 
a stage of tuned radio -frequency preceding 
the detector. This circuit is perhaps the 
ultimate in receiver design for the layman. 

The third type is the untuned radio -fre- 
quency circuit. Although practical for 
most purposes, it [toes not compare with 
the tuned circuit. 

The fourth is the regenerative circuit, 
commonly called the three -circuit tuner. 
This is still a favorite with thousands; bet, 
as more and more short -wave fans are born, 
this type of receiver must be cl ated, as 
it has been from the broadcast band. Its 
fundamental fault is the oscillation it sets 
up and transmits to other receivers nearby. 

The fifth, although not a distinct circuit, 
is the converter, which is used to pick up 
a short -wave signal and transmit it through 
a regular broadcast receiver, utilizing the 
radio- frequency stages. 

The sixth is the adapter, which plugs into 
the detector socket of a broadcast receiver, 
and uses only the audio end. 

Guides to Distant Reception 

'l'he short-was e listener is fast becoming 
familiar with short -wave timing, and no 
longer gropes in the dark for entertain- 
ment. Ile no longer "fishes" for stations, 
but tunes his dials to the setting where he 
knows a certain staatiun may be found. If 
that particular station is not good enough 
to give hint entertainment, he then tunes 
to another. Many of the older theories have 
been exploded, in regards to skip- distance 
and such matters. Perhaps the hardest les- 
son to learn was the operation of what was 
commonly called "skip- distance," hut which 
is really the eflit of light on certain waves. 
Some are strengthened in carrying range by 
light, and others by darkness. 'l'he lower 
the wank or the higher the frequency, the 
greater is the range; hut, at the same time, 
daylight increase$ this value below 20 meters 
and decreases it above that wave. 

A good guide to tuning is as follows: 
below 20 meters, tune from daybreak until 
dusk. Front 20 to 33 meters, Stations in 
the direction of darkness (cast) are best 
from noon until about 10 P. M. Stations in 
this band to the direction of light (west) 
are pest from midnight until shortly after 
daybreak. From 33 meters upward, dark- 
ness aids the signal and, the greater the 
amount of darkness between the listener 
and the station, the greater the volume re- 
ceived. Almost all distant stations are to 
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The shortwave listeners who have heard French conversations radiating to South America, to the 
French possessions. and to ships at sea, will be interested in this view of the short .cave trans- 
mitting room at St,-..issise. Several transmitters, working through directional aerials, arc grouped 

at this suburb of Paris, and operated by the Compagnie Radio- Francc. 

be received below 50 meters. The time di- 
rections given above apply to standard time 
at the receiving end. 

Harmonics, once considered a detriment 
to short -wave tuning, are now used as guides 
to picking up distant stations on certain 
points mn the dial. It is easy to calibrate 
a short -wave receiver by picking up a har- 
monic, dividing the true wane of the station 
and learning the exact wavelength of the 
harmumlic. 

Skip- distance holds no nacre terrors for 
the average short -wave listener. If a lis- 
tener has been enjoying a fair degree of 
success in the broadcast band, there is no 
reason to expect short waves to be different. 

Listeners Increase in Number 
Short -wave broadcasting is here to stay. 

It opens an entirely new field of frequen- 
cies, twenty -five times ris wide as the pres- 
ent broadcast band, and each of which is 
particularly adapted to Slime purpose. 'l'he 
writer predicts that, in time to c , there 
will be stations broadcasting on several 
short -wave channels simultaneously to cover 
the entire world in one broadcast Not that 
the signal will go around the world (that is 
being done hurray) hot it will react every 
section of the world at one tine. 

For example it station many he on 150 
teeters for local reception, and not be sub- 
ject to "skip- distance" weakening in that 
anal. Then on 75 meters for slightly fur- 
ther distance; 5(1 meters for the next area; 
2.5 meters for the next; and 15 for sections 
where daylight is still effective. Perhaps 
even higher frequencies could be utilized. 
In this manner, the listeners in every part 
of the earth would have the program at 
their fingertips. This is not only a pos- 
sibility but a probability in the near future. 

Tin; International Short Wave Club was 
organized to help overcome the third draw- 
back to short -wave broadcast reception. 
Through the intereliange of information and 
ideas. it has brought short -wave stat 
schedules and such matters up to the high- 
est st nchird possible at the present time. 
Started one year ago, with three members, 
it has grown to the point where its member- 
ship covers 39 countries and possessions. 

Fifty per cent of its members are acting 
as reporters in securing information which 
is printed and mailed nut to members. 'l'he 
club has spmsorcd test programs from 
transmitters all over the world, at times 
best fitted for reception; among them sta- 
tions located in Ilondurns, Spain, IIolland, 
England, ('olnntbia, Madeira and others. : \t 
this time it is arranging a chain of short - 
Wave Stations which will broadcast regular 
programs dedicated to the members of this 
club. Every reputable person is welcome 
to membership; a fee of one dollar a year 
being necessary to covtr the printing and 
mailing of of the club magazine. 'l'he only 
other requirement is an interest in short- 
wave broadcasting. 

SHORT -WAVE BROADCAST 
PIONEERING 
By H. P. Davis 

Vice-President, Westinghouse Elec. & .11fg. Co. 

MUST advances in applied science or 
art have had to create their own field 

of usefulness and seldom vein immediate 
puldie approval. 'l'he story of steel exem- 
plifies this. The introduction of the tele- 
phone and the electric light had much diffi- 
culty at the beginning, :rod the public was 
generally slow to accept thco as universal 
facilities. 

Radio -telephone communication, however, 
almost overnight waS aeclaiuued and rapidly 
assumed a dominating position in domestic 
life. It is an interesting fact that it took 
meow than forty years for the saute num- 
ber of American Nunes to be equipped with 
tel and electric lights as are now 
equipped with radio receiving sets. 

In the early part of 1923 Westinghouse 
engineers plunged into a line of research 
work that was as much a pioneering effort 
as that of establishing the first broadcaster, 
and eventually in the development of broad- 
casting and radio communication may have 
even greater importance. 

I refer to the pioneering work that was 
done in developing the so- called short radio 
wanes. This part of the frequency spec- 
trum had been looked upon as useless; and 

(Continued on pale 565) 
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More About the "Roll-Your-Own" 

Ithe November, 1930, issue of R nio- 
1 RAFT appeared an article by the writer, 
entitled ".\ Bull- Your-t )wn Super." It 
is not may purpose to continent here 

further tin the merits of this design; but I 

do suggest that, if you are a I)\ fan. you 

will Lind this set's distant(- getting qualities 
I. 'tell only by Ile noise level. 

In answer to the incitation at the close 
of the precious :illicit, litany readers sent 
to nc letters w'iIII tlueslitns about the con- 
struction of this superheterodyne. Some of 
them were plainly apologetic f'ur the limited 
experience of beginners: sou u asked where 
ports could he purchased read( -made: and 
others wished More information tin points 
which (veer not as fully explained, perhaps, 
as Hwy should have been in the original 
article. These few words have been writ- 
ten, therefore, to supplement the lrst story, 
:Ind answer the principal questions which 
have been brought up. 

'('bore semis to halt been most perplexity 
:a hoot the iiteruudialt- frequency coils. I 
described bunch-wound coils, although those 
in the illustration appeared more like the 
spieler -welt variety. Either will do; lint in 
this article I have described another type 
which uriy be even more citnveitient to wind 
thane the original. 'l'he forms can be made 
in any wood- turning shop. 

Maury inquiries were directed to me by 
owners of condensers which tliv wished to 
use. It should seen, hardly necessary to 
say that any set of condensers nut he used 
with proper coils; and that any sires of coil 
fumes and wire may be used, by regulating 
the ber of the turns used, to match the 
capacity. The larger the condenser, the 
fewer the turns; the larger the coil form, 
the fewer turns, etc. If the insulation 
changes the actual spacing of the wire, this 
must be taken into account also. 

The coils used in the original receiver 
were of the Pilot plug -in type (No. 1711) 

lilting l'\ sockets. The three R.F. were 
used without change; Int it was necessary 
to alter the oscillator coil, to comply with 
the following specilicatiuns (See Fig. 1). 

i)ianicter of coils, P.., inches: It. F. coils, 
98 -turn secondary of No. 28 D.S.C. wire 
(for .000:35-uiif. condensers) separated by 
1:; -inch frinti a 20 -turn primary of No. 30 
D.S.C. wire. 'Fite oscillator coil 1.0 has 50 

By W. E. SMITH 

turns of No. 28 cn:mtelled wire un the grid 
(tuned) winding, for a .0Rt5 -tif. condenser; 
and 30 lutas of the saille vire un the plate. 
In each case, the top of the secondary coil 
goes tu the grid, its bottom lead tu "F -": 
the top of the primary to "ii--F" and the 
lower end tu the plate of the proper tube. 
The connections of the tube -base prongs 
are shown in Fig. 1. 

While ('fi is not ut the same capacity as 
the others, it has the same cut of plates and 
frequency- Variation characteristic; other - 
wise the dials would not track. Make fill 
adjustments of the circuit at about 50 on 
hutte dials; tune in it broadcast station at 
about 32.5 meters, and adjust all t 
condensers until the signal is loudest. Take 
tiff or add windings to your tuning and 
oscillator coils until the dials match. After 
this, do not readjust C5 and t'lu, which 
tune the I.F. couplers; or the setting of the 
oscillator dial will be altered. 

These stages may be very easily shielded, 
by the use of Pilot shielded Condensers and 

The 7.F. 
',tensions 

coils m list he shielded: the eau di. 
given are the minimum for those 

illustrated belote. 

shielded coils, instead of using cans. The 
condensers shown in parallel with ('1, C9 
and ('3 are, of course, the trimming con- 
densers provided with the gang; these could 
be dispensed with, if the coils were suffi- 
ciently well matched. 

Intermediate- Frequency Couplers 
'l'he I.F. (oils described were bunch- 

wound, on a 1 -inch farm, and mounted on 
f -inch dowels. '('his perplexed some read 
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"B" of L4 actually leads to the grid of the oscillator 1'8: . the receiver diagram on pape 286 

of .\utrmhrr, 19 ?a. Reno -(,unir. 

,G 
/ LI- L2-1.3 

98T N228 D 5 C 

L6 
50T. N2 26 

-F 
Li- L2-L3 

20T. NE 300 SC 

L6 
30T.NE26 

FIG.1 

The R.F. coils must be sailed ta the condensers 
used. Those in the nip in al setup arc as shown. 

ers, who thought that the dowels illustrated 
were the forms. More turns, of course, 
would be netted on 1/, -inch forms than on 
the I :n'ger ones. 'l'he wire used was No. 36 

S.S.C.; bunch -wound No. 36 enamelled wire 
coils would have served. 

The first I.F. coil 1.4 has two resonated 
windings; one tuned by a fixed condenser 
('I and one be a Variotlenser C5; the illus- 
tration showed both components as vari- 
ables, which might have been used. Only 
one winding of 1.5 is tuned in this manner. 

I suggest that the constructor may find 
the construction shown here easier. Fig. 

the details of two coil forms, and 
Fig. 3 the turns of wire and the connec- 
tions for the two I.F. couplers. Fig. 4 shows 
dimensions for shields, which may be used. 
A shield should not be less than an inch 
from the windings, all around, and prefer- 
ably separated further. 

'l'he writer has been asked by more than 
one correspondent if he could supply inter- 
mediate- frequency transformers. I cannot 
undertake to do this; but believe that these 
directions should enuuhle anyone to make 
his own, or have them made for him by a 
local Service Man. Those described here 
will peak at about 1400 kilocycles. S 
have suggested solenoid toils for the pur- 
pose; this is not impossible, but I do not 
rccunuucnd it. 

I consider it preferable to buy R.F. 
chokes, rather than wind them. 'l'he com- 
mercial parts are ,just as cheap. 

The bypass condensers C7, C8 and C11 
may be larger than the 0.5-inf. value speci- 
fied, if the constructor finals it more con- 
venient to use the larger size. 'l'he grill 
leak enn(lenser ('13 is standard-.00025-inf. 

'l'he tubes used are 'bI.ts, except the oscil- 
lator 1'8, which is a '19.k, and the power 
tube. For the latter, of course, a constructor 
may use any type he desires, or a push - 
pull stage; if the proper transformers and 
"11" supply, as well is grid bins, are pro- 
vided. The set may also be electrified, by 
using a filament transformer with .1.C. tubes, 
and suitable grid -bins resistors in the cath- 
ode returns. Follow the directions which 
tome with the tubes. 

NIauty readers have asked me: "Can I use 
the new two-volt tubes?" Yes! It is neces- 

(Continued on forge 570) 
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The Radio Craftsman's Own Page 
What our experimental readers have found out for themselves 

Letters concerning hookups asking further details, etc.. should be addressed to the writers of these letters, directly 

ANOTHER BOOSTER UNIT 
Editor. H.tu111- CRArr: 

In the Noicmiber issue, Mr. Henning de- 
scribed his screen -grid "Better Booster:" I 
have had such good luck with one of a sim- 
ilar nature that I fed it should be passed 
along to the next fan. 

I could not use the diagram as it appeared 
originally, because of local stations near by. 
Accordingly, I used a primary connected to 
aerial and ground in the regular manner, 
replacing the aerial condenser with a 7- 
plate variable. For wavetrap, I have a 

-I booster toil/ using a He colt xcl euarid tube. 
ahead of al. old regenerative a circle it. 

hundred feet of I.itz wire in a loop, in series 
with the antenna; it is unnecessary to shield 
this. I bypassed the screen -grit) lead to 
gnu ind with an 0.25-iii f. capacity, and placed 
one aluminum wing tiartition between the 
tube and the B. F. transformer and another 
between the booster and tIae 1)1t1 set-a Hein- 
arty. four -tuber (detector, single audio and 
a pair of push-pull '71.1s). 

Po a the tube, 1 use one of the new screen- 
grid ':32s, with filament ent resistors suitable 
for a If-volt battery; Ill, 25 ohms, H2, 30 
ohms. 

With this booster and set, I can pull in 
WTI(' with plenty of volume at 7 p.m.; at 
noon WI.W and KFI are my most distant 

ts. I believe another stage of umtuned 
It. F. ahead of this would bring them all 
in. I want to thank you for this article in 
Itnuto- Ca.trr, and hope you will have some- 
thing even better in the ner.r future. 

lt. J. Baort.ES, 
.110, rill°, Texas. 

(The sketch fails to show the Litz coil. 
As the resonance of the aerial is an im- 
portant matter, in getting distance, this 
point will probably be of interest to many 
readers. We would like to have further 
particulars. -Editor.) 

SECURES SUDDEN SELECTIVITY 
Editor, Itmno- CsArr: 

I would like to tell you of my experience 
with the '/letter Booster;" I built it ;is 
described, and used it with a Parmak seven - 
tube battery set. When I tried it out, I 
found great volume. but no selectivity. So 
I took a length of li'i -inch tubing, 31/, inches 
long, and wound 130 turns of No. 28 D.C.C. 
wire on it at one end, and 38 turns of the 
same wire, in the same direction, and in- 

sulated from the first. I then hooked the 
antenna to one end and grounded the other. 
When I tried it out, I found stater- selec- 
tivity; I can separate Vancouver and Mexico 
City, supposedly on the saute wavelength, 
and have Iirought in stations from Mexico 
to Alaska, and coast to coast. Without it, 
nothing but ordinary Pacific Coast reception. 

ELMER \ \'EBBSTER, 

]lead, Oregon. 
(JIr. Webster dues not give the connec- 

tions he used; but it is quite possible that 
the same combination would not work for 
anyone else. No two beat s and antennas 
are alike. It is a question of experimenting 
until the best results are obtained in your 
own hieaC ; which is helped by using vari- 
able condensers and (oits.- /,dihtr.) 

A SHORT -WAVE TUNER 
Editor. It.tuu,- C'R.tt-r: 

I have had such good hick with all A.C. 
operated tuners that I thought I would pass 
one along for what it is worth. I have re- 
ceived \\'('t every day for months, held 
B':3XAI. for four hours twenty minutes, 
straight through; and the set has no buds 
capacity whatever. I use the circuit shown, 
followed by two stages of transfurtncr- 
coupld audio; the last a '1.5 tube with 250 
volts on the plate. Have had \\'2X.\F, 
\1'1X.\7., Ill:(', W!1X. \. \, W3XA1., W9- 
X.\1., WBXK and \'1:9(1. with volume for 
dancing, and others with lesser strength. 

C is ai Haummarlunl midget; ('1, .00012- 
inf.; ('2, a Pilot 23 -plate midget; C3, .INNi- 
tuf.; C-i, CS and Cs, ti. 5- lilt.; ('6 is. .0I01 -inf. 
(('7 vol given). It I is 3 uegolnms; 1(9, 40t) 
ulnas; 1i3, i', -meg.z Ito, I 'neg.; 115, 211)1) 
alums. I.I is a National high impedance 
tbuko; 1.2, 1.:3 and Lt are short-wave R.F. 
claukes; and I. represents Oresner plug -in 
coils. 

I Shall be glad to have your comment 
if any 

1).tN McN >:r:s, 
666 Fulton shred. an Francisco, Calif. 

(The first glimpse gives the idea that the 
circuit is standard; but it has special fea- 
tures. Care should be used in the choice 
of condensers; for there is IS0 volts across 
the plates of Cl.- Rditor.) 

UNINTENTIONAL SHORT -WAVE 
WORK 

Editor, RADIO- CR.tt-rI 
I had an ordinary three -circuit set using 

one C -11 tube in a cabinet. It wasn't work- 
ing so "hot "; so I took it out and set it up 
on a breadboard, where it worked about 
the sauce. 1 changed the position of some 
of the parts, but (as I thought) left the 
wiring the same. I was surprised to find 
that I couldn't get \CG\- any longer, but 
could get code. By careful tuning, I later 
heard W2C'0J at Irvington, N. J. Since 
then I have had about forty stations near 
here, and have been able to log some of them 
quite accurately. 

When I changed the parts around, I had 
connected the aerial and ground to the 
secondary, and the condenser across the 
primary; this had the effect of lowering the 
wayelength to about 80 teeters. '/'his had 
a good result for me; I had never been in- 
terested in short-wave work, thinking it was 
too expensive; but when I fi rst heard W2- 
Cal as loud as WG\' ever came in, I got 
the "bug." I now have a short -wave set 
nude and will try it as soon as I get the 
batteries. It isn't much, but I will have a 
lot of fun trying it. 

One morning before school I heard a sta- 
tion in Alabama, but couldn't get the call; 
at few minutes hoer I heard WIIICIt, Provi- 
dence, calling the fifth -district station which 
was C'ttling a few minutes before. I have 
heard a station in Iowa. Fairmount, W. 
\a., one in Detroit, one in Elgin, III., anti 
many others nearer to me. I have heard 

(Continued on page 571) 
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Here is a short-wave circuit. with a tuued.plate R.F. amplifier which, like the detector, is fed from as 
180 -molt tap. Some of the values differ slightly from the usual. C7 may be around .OI.mf. 
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Band Selectors and Their Applications 
With data for the construction of a band selector for a screen -grid 

A.C. receiver 

SINCE the earliest days of hroadeast- 
ing, the bogey of sidelian d cutting has 
menaced every wove toward better se- 
lectivity. 'Hie term "side -hand cut- 

ting" refers to the fact that a modulated 
wave is considered as consisting of three 
components of the following nature: the car- 
rier frequency minus the frequency of modu- 
Iation (known as the lower sidebaod); the 
carrier frequency proper; and the carrier 
frequency plus the modulating frequency 
(termed the upper sidchand). If this modu- 
lated wave is to pass through a tuned cir- 
cuit without loss of the higher modulation- 
frequencies, the tuned circuit must be cap- 
able of responding simultaneously to all 
three of the components noted, at the high- 
est frequency of modulation desired. In the 
ease of broadcasting. this is 5,11111 cycles; 
so that the tuned circuits must be c:ymble 
of passing a hand 10,000 cycles wide over 
the entire tuning range. 

As an illustration of this point, refer to 
the response curve a -a in Fig. 1. Here we 
have an indication of how poorly a "low- 
loss" coil, having excellent gain at the car- 
rier frequency, will fulfill the requirements 
of a high -quality system. Curve b -b in the 
same figure is that of a very poor coil; i.e., 
.rte with a high B.F. resistance. Here we 
have achieved excellent results, so far as 
we are concerned with the transmission of 
the side frequencies; hut, in order to secure 
this result, we have sacrificed all traces of 
selectivity. The response for other stations, 
close to the frequency of the desired carrier, 
is too high. It is quite obvious that the ideal 
lies some where between the two. 'l'he dot- 
ted characteristic r -e represents the ideal 
and, presumably, unattainable response for 
a radio receiver. Here the transmission is 
one hundred per cent. for all desired fre- 
quencies and zero for all others. 

The Band-Selector Curve 
There is nothing new about band selection, 

since it carries its hack to some of the 
earliest circuits known to the art. The fact 
exists that, if two identical circuits tuned 
to the same frequency are coupled together, 
their response will no longer be as shown 
in curve a -a of Fig. I. They will react upon 

By C. H. W. NASON 

each other in such fashion as to produce a 

response -characteristic of the type indicated 
in Fig. 2. Comparing this curve (the heavy 
line) with the ideal (dotted line) superimt- 
posed upon it, we uuty readily see why band- 
selector circuits are attracting so much at- 
tention. The curve exhibits two peaks, 
equally removed front the resonant frequency 
of the two circuits. The dist inee between 
these two peaks and, emnscquemtly, the width 
of the band passed is a funet' of the coup- 
ling between the two circuits and of their 
radio -frequency resistance. The steeliness 
of the slope away from the peaks -in other 
words the selectivity of the circuit with re- 
gard to adjacent broadcast channels -is de- 
termined by the B.F. resistance of the coils. 
It is essential that the coils employed he 
of "low -loss" nature, if the maximum ap- 
proximation to the ideal response -curve is 
to be attained. The curve of Fig. 2 is that 

WW 
>- 
ó 

Ja W a al 

FIG. 2 
f-rn 

FREQUENCY 

The double- humped nerve of a modern band 
selector's signal acceptance comes very dose 

to the lines of the ideal carve in Fig. 1. 

of at system for which we will later write 
accurate specifications. Note again how 
closely this conforms to the ideal. 

There are moony methods by which we may 
couple two circuits but, with each method, 
we encounter a great many reasons for not 
doing it ,just that wary. Radio is a compro- 
mise front start to finish; and we will at- 
tempt to crowd into this article just as 
marry of the whys and wherefores as will 
fit into a non -technical discussion. Three 
common methods of coupling are shown in 

M 

MAGNETIC 

FIG.3 

Ina 

51 
INDUCTIVE CAOACITATIVE 

If have three types of band-pass coupling: A, where the mutual inductance governs the bands 
width; I?, where the two circuits have series inductance in common; and C, where there is a series 

capacity in COMM./. The characteristics of the three are e.rplained in Me tart. 

The selective cove a -a, snowing sacrifice of 
sidebands, and that of broad funning, I,),, tell ere 
stations on each side ride in. are on opposite 

sides of the ideal c -c. 

Fig. :3; in each of the three, the coupling 
represents an islltedance common to both 
circuits. This "common impedance' is our 
old enemy who etutsed nod rho:ding in re- 
sistanee- coupled a tuplifiers, tad who has 

now returned in it more friendly guise. 

Choice of Coupling Methods 

If by calculations we lix upon certain con- 
stants for tt coupled -circuit system, to give 
it desired tuning range with a desired bawd 
width tit some particular frequency, we shall 
find that our hand width is not constant 
over the entire tuning range. The reason 
for this is fairly obvious; the impedance of 
the coupling N.:tries with the frequency in 
such a fashion that, with eapacitative coup- 
ling, the hand will he widest at the low - 
frequency end of the settle while, with in- 
ductive coupling, the reverse is true. If 
we employ maimed R.F. transformers in 
our interstage circuits, and thus isolate the 
function of selectivity from the fu net ion tor 

amplification (as in several commercial re- 
v .ivers) we can overcome this by employing 
four timed circuits in tt single coupled -cir- 
c tit system employing differing methods of 
c coupling, as shown in Fig.-1.k. 'Phis circuit 
is admirably suited to the unhmed trans - 
f miners now on the market. Where we em- 
I ioy tuned interstage circuits, an arrange- 
ment of a complex nature. such as that 
shown in Fig. -ill, would accomplish equali- 
zation of the hand width over the entire 
range. 

Left, an application of both mutual inductance 
and capacity, for coupling. Right, an inter - 
stage coupler fo maintain uniform band width. 
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The two band- selectors shown above diner, in the method of ,coupling the tuned circuits: in .I 
the capacity (2 is used, and the resistance 82 is necessary to furnish a -grid bias. In R, coupling 

is inductive; constants for both designs arc given. 

'l'he inherent qualities of R.F. circuits 
come to our rescue, however, and it is not 
necessary- to go to such lengths. The radio- 
frequency resistance of an ordinary- coil in- 
creases rapidly toward the high frequencies, 
with a consequent broadening of tuning at 
that end. If we employ capacitative coup- 
ling -with the desired band -width deter- 
mined at the low -frequency end of the 
tuning range -the increasing resistance as 
the tuning is changed will serve to equalize 
the width of the tuning band. 

In order to derive the full benefits accru- 
ing from the use of coupled -circuit systems, 
it is not essential to employ double circuits 
throng' t our receiver. Normal circuits 
at several points in the receiver, together 
with n single coupled- circuit unit, will suf- 
fice to give the desired effect. 'l'he trans- 
mission- characteristics of band -selectors are 
such that the voltage at their output is but 
half that available at the input; and they, 
naturally, entail a considerable loss in gain. 
This fact brings us to : ther of the many 
c promises necessary in engineering prac- 
tice If we intend to use a single coupled 
circuit system or band -selector in our re- 
ceiver, shall we place this circuit in the 
antenna stage ahead of the first tube, or in 
some other portion of the receiver? Remem- 
ber that the over -all response of the receiver 
will not be affected by this choice. This is 
r,.ther an unfair question; and the writer 
will answer it quickly, without asking for 
replies from his readers. 

The sensitivity of a commercial receiver 
of today is far greater than that of receiv- 
ers in general a few years ago. In their 
most sensitive condition the new receivers 
get 'right down into the incurable tube noise 
which is due to the motion of electrons in 
the first tube. For this reason, any meas- 
ures for enhancing selectivity which tend to 
reduce the level of the available signal, at 
the grid of the first tube, are undesirable. 

Cross -Talk and Beat Notes 

It stands to reason that, if we are going 
in for a combination of selectivity and high 
quality, we must make certain concessions 
with regard to other factors in a receiver's 
performance; and a hit of sensitivity can 
be well sacrificed in the interests of liner 
reproduction. Although the factors of sen- 
sitivity and tube noise point to the inclu- 
sion of our hand- selector circuit at soue 
point following the first tube there are two 
sources of interference which have been 
given slight publicity in the press. 'These 
are "cross- talk" or cross-modulation, and 
"beat -note" interference. 

When the screen -grid tube first appeared 
it was condemned as lacking in "selectivity." 
'l'he truth of the natter is that the screen - 
grid tube is inherently more selective than 
its predecessors; but a lack of complete 
understanding on the part of designing en- 
gineers led us up unary by -paths and blind 
alleys. Because of its high gain the screen - 
grid tube is prone to the effects of cross - 
modulation; that is to say, the voltage de- 
veloped across the antenna by an exceed- 
ingly powerful local (though far removed 
in frequency from the desired signal) is 
often sufficient to operate the tube on an 
unfavorable portion of its c'harac'teristic 
curve, and thus allow the modulation of the 
interfering signal to become superimposed 
upon or to modulitte the desired signal. The 
only w,ty in which this type of interference 
can be done away with is by the use in the 
antenna stage of some sort of tuning cir- 
cuit which will attenuate all undesired sig- 
nals to a harmless level. In the band se- 
lector we fiend the answer to this problem. 
It is this cross -talk effect which rendered 
rapidly obsolete those receivers which 
achieved single control by means of an un- 
tnncd antenna stage. In the case of the 
untamed antenna, unsought -for rectification 
caused harmonics to appear at most embar- 
rassing I ' is on the dial. 

About the "beat- note" interference noted 
above, there is little to be said other than 
to refer the reader to the fact that two 
carriers producing an undesirably high volt- 
age across the antenna will create two sets 
of beats, having frequencies respectively 
equal to the sum of the frequencies of the 
interfering carriers and to their difference. 
'l'hus, two carriers having frequencies of 
900 kc. and of 550 kc. will produce beats at 
:350 and at 1450 kc. 'l'he latter will appear 
in the output of the receiver as a strong 
signal carrying the modulation of both 
original carriers intermingled. 

547 

FIG 5C 

.r 

C26 
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For the purpose of maintaining a uniform 
width of band passed through the tuning range, 

the method shown above may be used. 

This effect occurs only when the voltage 
of the undesired signal is sufficient to oper- 
ate the tube at a point where rectification 
can occur; and the trouble can be cured 
through the use of a band -selector circuit 
before the first tube. 'l'he argument, there- 
fore, seems greatly in favor of the inclusion 
of the coupled- circuit system ahead of the 
first R.N. stage, except in locations far re- 
moved f broadcast stations and where 
sensitivity is the major consideration. 

Design of Band Selector 

'l'he writer will specify two coupled -circuit 
systems for use in the antenna stage, and 
another for use in interstaage coupling. 
Where the maximum quality is desired, and 
where :t multiplicity of tuned circuits is not 
an undesirable feature, a total of the tuned 
circuits would enable us to employ both 
systems in conjunction with a normally -tuned 
detector input. This feature is not neces- 
sary, however, in locations where the inter- 
ference is of it normal character. In writing 
specifications for the antenna coupling the 
writer asks your forbearance as far .as ex- 
planations are concerned; for the antenna 
circuit is of an unusual nature, and this 
leaves an opening for another article de- 
voted entirely to antenna -coupling systems. 

In Figs. 5A and 511 there appear antennas 
tuning circuits, readily distinguished by the 
use of capacitative and inductive coupling. 
You will remember that we decided upon 
capacitative coupling because of the fact, 
that while the band -width decreased with the 
frequency, this decrease was compensated 
for by the increased apparent broadness, 
dare to increase in the R.F. resistance of the 
coils, as we approach the high- frequency- 
end of the tuning range. For educational 
purposes the specifications for inductive 
coupling also are included. 

(Continued on ?page 5111) 

Here vee have a diagram of at R.F. tuner, with band selectors for the aerial and interstagc 
ng, phus. It is possible to substitute this 'n any receiver diagram where there arc two R.F. 
.stages. If preferred, the inductive coupling of Fig. 5R may be substituted in the antenna coupler. 
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The Hows and Whys of the Push -Pull Circuit 
(PART III) 

The push -pull circuit, it is generally known, gives more power 
than tubes in parallel; and it gives better quality. The reasons 
will be explained in a series of articles of which this is the third. 

By EDGAR MESSING 
SO far in this series, we have studied 

how and why tubes distort, and what 
happens to these distortions when 
tubes are connected in push -pull. Us- 

ing simple equivalent diagrams, we found 
that the true signal outputs of these tithes 
romplete their circuits by passing through 
the output transformer and the common fila- 
ment runnret ions. Distortion currents, caused 
by seeoud- harmonic production, however, 
balance out in the output transformer and, 
in completing their circuits return to the 
tubes vin the grid -biasing resistor. These 
conclusions, it must be painted out, depend 
on the assumptions that the tithes had equal 
mutual conductances atitl that the input and 
output transformers are correctly center - 
tapped. 

These circuits analyze the 
effect of unmatched tubes 
in a pit si, full stage. In 
Fig. 11. the .stranger tube 
1.1 sends its overplus of 
plate - current component 
through Rg, buiidiuu, up a 
positive voltage :chicly weak- 
ens the bias of 6'1 and 
strengthens that of 1'2. 
ilue effect in Fig. 12 is 
that when 12 is stronger. 

remarkable results; which few of the fans 
whom we have met have ever bothered to 
trace. 

Since there is no signal current through 
the grid resistor of a push -pull circuit, no 
bypass condenser across it is required -a 
notable saving in commercial production. 
Some very curious things result when the 
bypass condenser is left out. 

Effect of Harmonics on Grid Bias 

Are have seen that the even -harmonic dis- 
tortion currents, in the course of their ad- 
ventures, have gone through the biasing re- 
sistor. Let its recapitulate. 'l'he curves of 
Fig. $ are self explanatory. 

For simplest analysis we may consider 
that the distortion in the plate currents A 
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Our path- tracing expedition through the 
push -pull circuit (in January Rano- Ca.arr) 
brought out one very interesting fact: that 
the true signal eurrent -the undistorted 
counpumeutt in the plate circuit- completes 
its path through the output transformer and 
the flanwnt rnnnrrtitins without going 
through tit 'l "' -bias resistor. This appar- 
ently insignificant fact leads to some very 
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D 
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Fig. 8 

In this diagram (redrawn) at 1 the grid 
inputs are A and B; in the lower figures, .4 

and B are plate outputs, C -CI the true signal, 
and D -Di harmonic distortion components. 

and B in the lover panels is not caused )y 
tube action, but that each tube acts as a 

perfect amplifier with a distorted input sig- 
nal. We analyze these signals .\ and II and 
find that tube \"1 of Frig. 1 has impressed 
on it a voltage C representing the funda- 
mental or true signal. This is equal and op- 
posite to C, which is impressed on tube \"2. 
At the same time, each tube has another 
voltage, simultaneously impressed; these last, 
the distortion voltages I) and 1)1, are of 
equal magnitude and similar polarity. 'l'he 
currents produced by these distortion volt- 
ages, we find, add up and go through Rg. 

Since It g is not bypassed, there is across 
it as drop which acts deyenervtlirelfi on the 
producing grid voltages. For example, if 
both grids are positive (second harmonic 
voltages) -the plate currents increase; which 
really means that the alternating component, 
introchued by the grid biasing voltages, aids 
the currents produced by the plate supply. 
This component then increases the basing 
voltage drop across ltg. 

l'he grid is thus made more negative, and 
this opposes the positive potential produc- 
ing the distortion currents. (Such an effect 
is called "degeneration," as opposed to re- 
generation in which the voltage reinpresset 
on the grid aids the original.) Further, 
since the current through Itg consists of the 
currents through both tubes, the degen- 
erative action is relatively strong. The re- 

: B+.. p 

VI 

T2 

ïSPKR 
ó 

o 

Fig. 1 

The standard push pall circuit; we seall sec 
why it is advisable not to bypass Rg. 

salt is that distortion components have 
tended to nullify themselves. 

These effects are highly encouraging. Are 
have eliminated a large Condenser and, while 
so doing, have automatically converted a 

nuisance and a bogey-degeneration-into a 

benefit; in this manner exhibiting the true 
genius of engineering. But this is not all. 
That unbiased grid resistor not only provides 
a cure for natural troubles such as tithe 
distortion, as we have ,just proven, but it 
also goes on to take care of extraneous 
faults that man in his foolishness may in- 
troduce. 

Effect of Unmatched Tubes 
The push -pull circuit seems to be a bal- 

anced affair. Distortion balances tt; 1 

caused by A.C. opera t' of filaments, (a 
topic we will dispose of in a few worths 
later), balances nut; but there are, as we 
sec, three places where unbnla ce many take 
place. It may be caused by an off -center 
tap on the input tritnsfurulet'; by tubes with 
different mutual conductances (which means 
tubes with different amplification factors 
but with equal plate impedances, ur rice 
versa); or by an off -center tap on the out- 
put transformer nr duke. 

'l'hr most cnuuuun of these cases is that of 
unbalanced tubes; rarely indeed do they 
lane the s;uu mutual conductance. e. Rut 
those gentlemen whit insist that the sales- 
man test twenty or thirty tubes, in order 
to match a pair, are wasting time. As we 
shall see. 

Let its draw our equivalent instantaneous 
condition as in Fig. I1, wherein we consider 
tube \"I to have a higher mutual conductance 
than tube \_; which is the same as saying 
that \'1 pliers a higher voltage across the 
load circuit than \'2. Then \'1 tends to pro- 
duce the currents shown by the full lines, 
and \'2 those shown by the dotted lines. 
( \Ve are assuming, of course, that the out- 
put and input transformers are really center - 
tapped; which means, so four as our diagram 
is concerned, that 111 equals 112.) 

As in the condition discussed in the previ- 
ous installment, the currents through R1 and 
112, the two halves of the transformer, add. 
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But the currents through Ilg do not cancel 
out, because the current produced by VI is 
larger than that produced by V2. The cur- 
rent that dues go through Rg is equal to 
the difference. Furthermore, the current 
through 111 is greater than that through 
112; and it is equal to the current through 
11.2 plus the current through Itg. 

Now, from Fig. 1, we see a negative po- 
tential on the grid of V1, by decreasing the 
plate current, will have the effect of send- 
ing through the output transformer a cur- 
rent opposed to that produced by the "13" 
battery. But V2, having n positive poten- 
tial on its grid, has the opposite effect on 
its load. 'l'hese are the conditions of Fig. 
11; because the batteries indicated represent 
the equivalent voltage producing current 
bucking the "13" supply. 

And, praises be to this noble circuit, the 
direction of the current component through 

ßg is such that its ground side becomes 
more positive with respect to the cathode, 
tending to put a positive potential on \'2 
and a negative potential on \'2. In other 
words, VI is degenerated and does not am- 
plify as much as it would if a bypass con- 
denser were across Hg; while \'2 is regen- 
erated and amplifies more than it would 
have with ßg bypassed. 

On the other hand, if the potential on the 
grid of V1 had been positive, then the bat- 
teries in our equivalent circuit would have 
been reversed; and the unbalanced current 
through this arm would have been in the 
opposite direction. The end of ltg near the 
ground would have been made more negative; 
and the positive potential on VI would have 
been lessened, while the negative on V2 
would have been boosted. 

If V2 had the higher mutual conductance, 
the resulting situation would be as in Fig. 

12; the (lotted arrows, as before, showing 
the current produced by \'2 and the full 
arrows those produced by VI, under the con- 
ditions of a negative potential on the grid 
of V1 and it positive potential on the grid 
of \'2. 'l'he net current through lug would 
produce a condition the reverse of that in 
Fig. 11; with the result that the voltage on 
the grid of \'2 would be opposed and that on 
the grid of VI would be aided. 

So the tube with the greatest mutual con- 
ductance acts regenerutivel' so fair as its 
partner is concerned and degeneratively with 
regard to itself. In other words, the push - 
pull circuit automatically compensates for 
its unbalanced tubes. This is a rather revo- 
lutionary statement for some of us, but 
absolutely true. The degree of compensa- 
tion, unfortunately cannot be 100% for 
relisons that will appear in the next install- 
ment. 

Finding Polarity in Transformer Windings 
A N audio transformer may be used as A a coupling impedance with the screen - 

grid tube by connecting the primary and 
secondary in series so that their respective 
fields are aiding each other. The resulting 
impedance is a great many times higher 
than that of the primary alone and, conse- 
quently, allows advantage to be taken of 
the high amplifying qualities of the tube; 
thus saving the cost of a new impedance 
designed for this purpose, or of a resistor. 

'l'he cost of the latter is quite small if 
the grid -leak type is rased, hut the instability 
of resistor compounds in circuits where ap- 
preciable current is flowing is well known, 
as is also the cost of high -value wire -wound 
resistors; so that using the old audio trans- 
formers is ac distinct saving, or trouble in- 
surance, either way it is regarded. 

It is very important that the primary and 
secondary be connected together with the 
proper polarity to get the right results; the 
method of determining which two of the 
four terminals should be connected together 
is described below. It requires the use of 
either an A.C. or D.C. voltmeter; but one 
of the two instruments is usually available 
to the set -builder. 

Let us consider first the use of the A.C. 
meter. If it be the low -range type, used 
for measuring potentials on A.C. tube fila- 
ments, then the source of A.C. voltage may 
he the filament voltage on the power output 
tube. If the ureter will read higher voltages, 
(up to 1.20) then the voltage source may be 
the 110 -volt supply line. 

Fig. 1 shows a D.l'.D.'l'. switch used in 
the polarity determination; but, of course, 
this switch is not really necessary. It is 
shown merely for the sake of clearness in 
explanation. 'l'he exile later may con- 
nect up the circuit, first one way and then 
the other, without the use of any switch 
at all. 

With the switch, meter, transformer and 
voltage supply connected as shown, note the 
meter reading. Then throw the switch to 
the reverse position, and again note the 
reading. 'l'he higher of the two readings 
is the one obtained when the two windings 
are aiding; and the two transformer ter - 
minals that are then corrected together 

By VICTOR L. OSGOOD 

The two methods shown above may be used to 
determine the proper rnnaections of transformer 
windings so that they :WU be in "series aid- 
ing." The choice depends on the meter ased. 

through the switch aire to be permanently 
connected together. Use "13 +" and the 
one remaining terminal for the two im- 
pedance connections. 

Use of a D.C. Meter 
The procedure is differeat if the meter be 

the D.C. type. A source of D.C. voltage 
which may either be a 4.5 -volt "C" battery 
or a 1- microfarad condenser, is then re- 
quired. The condenser may be charged from 
the detector "13+" supply and must be used 
before this charge has had time to leak off. 

Connect the several parts as shown in Fig. 
2 (remembering that the switches are not 
indispensable; because the leads may merely 
be twisted together temporarily for the 
test). Leave the primary circuit open until 
ready for the test. With the D.P.D.T. 
switch in one position, close the primary 
switch, keeping your eye on the needle of 
the meter. If' the deflection of the needle 
(which will be only a momentary flick) is in 
the positive direction on the scale, the test 
is completed; if it be negative, throw the 
D.P.D.T. switch to the opposite position and 
again close the primary switch. Pay no 
attention to the needle movements when the 

primary switch is opened; as you are likely 
to become confused in the test. 

When the meter rends positive on the 
closing of the primary switch, connect the 
primary terminal marked "P" to that sec - 
ondary terminal which is connected (through 
the D.I'.D.'l'. switch) to the negative side 
of the meter. 'l'he two windings are now 
in series and aiding. 

As a matter of precaution, it is well to 
warn the reader against leaving the pri- 
mary switch closed when a battery is used, 
even though the drain is pretty small. But 
there is no need of allowing the current to 
flow; and so, as soon as the direction of 
needle deflection is noted, open the pri- 
mary switch again. 

If a charged condenser is used, this pre- 
cant' is unnecessary, because the con- 
denser discharges immediately anyway. A 
condenser larger than one microfarad may 
be used when the battery is not available; 
but it is not advisable to go down to smaller 
capacities, since oscillatory conditions be- 
come more troublesome and less energy is 
available for operating the needle. 

WINDING TUBE -BASE COILS 
By Nels Sahli 

TIIIS is ,just another coil -winding jig; 
hut it is handy for tube -base coils, and 

is so cheap and simple that it should help 
short -waive experimenters. 

First, obtain a cushion socket that will 
hold the prongs of the tube base firmly. 

(Continued on lame .568) 

Fig. 3 
The simple device shown, with a hand- drill, 
provides a simple winder for tube -base coils, 

much in favor for short -wave experiments. 
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Mutual Conductance and Its Associates 
An introduction to Mr. and Mrs. Mho and all the little Micro - 

mhos, with some comment on the respective merits of tubes 

H. \'l' is the most unfamiliar word 
in the radio vocabulary? It would 
seem that the prize should be 
awarded to "\licronihu,' to judge 

from the difficulty which most people find 
in getting it straight. The utitrnuaho, it 
will be observed, is found in a list of tube 
characteristics, and has no other habitat. 

"Well, Mr. Bones, what is a uticrautho?" 
"A micrumho, \I r. Interlocutor, is a meg- 

ohut which has clanged its name, to keep 
from being caught anti chopped into deci- 
uual fractions." 

Cutting the comedy at this point, our 
readers may be interested in an explanation 
of the mho and the ntieromhu, as it preface 
to a feu remarks about vacuum tubes and 
their action. 

Conductance or Resistance? 
In ordinary radio eumpiitatiun, it is usual 

tu talk only of the resistance of an electrical 
conductor. tiunar of our readers have pro- 
tested against "taking the resistance out 
of radio:" but conductance scents tu have 
no friend. except in the tube tables. Yet 
conductivity is the most essential property 
of any electrical circuit. 

We say that a wire has a resistance of 
une nlmt, if ont ampere of current flowing 
through it causes a potential difference of 
one volt between its ends. As the textbooks 
Say: 

r. 
R = - 

I 
But, if we look at the matter in another 

way, a wire must have the property of con- 
ducting current, as well as that of resisting 
it. We use copper, instead of quartz, for 

03 I 
Cg. (A.G. SIGNAL VOLTAGE) 

as o01 

II'hile the ma h,al- conducfanre characteristic is 
really a curve of varying slope, the lines here 
are drawn straight for the purpose of compar- 
ing various tube types. The highest is that of 

a European tube not available here. 

By C. P. MASON 
leads because (among other reasons) cop- 
per conducts an electrical current with the 
minimum of loss. .\ud the case may be 
stated by saying that :t wire has an internal 
conductance of one MiI0 if a potential 
difference of a volt across its ends causes 
it current of one ampere to flow through it. 
(The mho, you have a ruhnl)1y guessed, is 
simply ohm spelled backward.) If we turn 
Olutes law into Mho's I,:tw, it will read: 

I 

r 
That is, the conductance (G) equals the 

current in amperes divided by the voltage. 
The value of the conductance is always equal 
numerically to t divided by the resistance, 

nd rive versa: so that multiplying by the 
conductance is the saute thing :ts dividing 
by the resistance. (GxE = I = E /It.) 

The tube is a device to cause a large current 
to flore on the ap /iratian of a small voltage. 
The property (which enables it to do so is the 
"mutual conductance" created by its three 

elements. 

By simple arithmetic, we shall find that 
one utcgohui (I,(100,0(0 ohms) corresponds 
to une micromho (1/1,000,000 of a mho.) 
One volt of electrical pressure will force a. 

current of eue microampere (1/1,000,000 of 
an ampere) through either. 

Conductance of a Tube 
While a vacuum tube is a device more 

complicated electrically than it seems from 
the outside, we utay simplify the discussion 
of its nature by considering it for a mo- 
ment merely as a resistance connected be- 
tween the filament and the plate leads. This 
resistance is not uniform: it varies with the 
applied voltage un the plate: and it varies 
also with the voltage applied tu the grid; 
which is here acting something like the arm 
of a rheostat to turn in or out additional 
plate resistance. (Fig. I.) 

But, having set oar tube tu a Certain plate 
resistance by the use of the proper direct 
voltages on grid and plate, if we apply an 
alternating- curent or signal yultage to the 
grid, the arm of our electrical rheostat 
swings up and down; increasing the plate 
resistance and decreasing it. alternately. 
When the resistance is decreased, more cur- 
rent flows through the tube's output circuit 
from the "13" supply; just as when the re- 
sistance is increased, less current flows. 'l'he 
result is, that there is created in the plate 
current a pulsating component which we 

can separate (say, by a transformer) in the 
form of an alternating; current. 'Phis, if 
we have chosen the right values for am am- 
plifying circuit, will create an output volt- 
age which corresponds almost exactly in its 

The grid voltage may 
be considered as 
(working the arm of 
a rheostat connected 
between the filament 
and plate of a tube 
a n d , accordingly, 
changing the plate 
current at every 
swing of the signal. 

"shape" to the input voltage applied to the 
grid, but is nitwit greater in vahte. 

Considering the tube, therefore, only as 
a resistance in its plate circuit, we find that 
it has a value in ohms which may be deter- 
mined from the voltage applied and the 
current passed. But, when we consider the 
tube NS a unit, in which atern:ating- current 
flow in its plate circuit is produced by alter- 
nating voltages on its grid, wt are coming 
around tu the idea of conductivity rather 
than resistivity. 

If an A.C. voltage is applied to the ends 
of a metallic resistor, we measure the con- 
ductance of the latter by the current that 
flows through it. If an input : \,C. signal 
of the effective value of one volt should 
produce an effective A.C. output of one am- 
pere from a tube, we would be justified in 
saying that. from this standpoint, the tube 
has a conductance of one mho. If the same 
input produced an effective :\.C. output of 
tally one microampere, we would rate the 
tube at one nlicroutho instead. 

Neither unit, however, gives a very prac- 
tical value for ordinary radio rteeiving 
tubes. Practically all such tubes have at 

conductance between 400 and 2000 mi- 
cromhos; as will be seen front Figs. 2 and 3. 

'l'he higher the conductance (called - 

tunit because we lutist take into consideration 
the interaction tion between input and output 
circuits), the steeper the slope of plate cur- 
rent against grid voltage (Fig. 2). 'l'he 
number of microamperes change in the plate 
current tuirresponding to a change of one 
volt un the grid gives the rating of the 
tube's mutual conductance in ntierunllos. 
(()ur British cousins make up for their 
extra trouble in spelling such words as 
labour with additional letters, by rating 
their tubes simply according tu the "slope" 
This, as the diagram indicates, is simple 
and quite as satisfactory for most purposes.) 

It is custontary to say that a tube's "Gm," 
or mutual conductance, is equal to its volt- 
age-amplification factor, or "mu,' divided 
by the A.C. plate resistance (It p). However, 
the answer, found in this manner from a 
table of tube characteristics, would be in 
mhos; and it is easier to avoid fractions by 
first multiplying the " " by one million. 
'l'ne answer is then in nlicrotuhus; and a 
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The heavy liner at the right are the ratios be- 

tween the heat y lines at the left and their 
associated shaded lines. The shaded lines at 
the right shorn plate current, and the mutual 
conductances must be interpreted with due 

regard to these. 

result of 1750 microuihos is easier to han- 
dle, and looks bigger than .00175 -mho, 
though it is the same thing. Either means 
that an alternating potential of one volt on 
the grid produces an pulsation of 1.75 mil- 
liamperes (alternating) in the plate current. 

(It is necessary to recall that an alternat- 
ing voltage differs from a direct voltage; 
in passing through a series of values, the 
effective value of which is only .707 times 
the highest voltage reached. In other words, 
an alternating voltage of 1.0 readies the 
points of 1.414 volts positive and 1.414 volts 
negative during each cycle.) 

Advantages of High Gm 

'l'he leading textbook on vacuum tubes, 
written ten years ago, covered their prin- 
ciples so thoroughly that it is still at classic. 
The author of "1Iter Vile' 'Pubes," 
1 . H. J. van der Biji, observes broadly: 
"It is always desirable to have the mutual 
Conductance as high as possible." With the 
usual number of reservations, this is true; 
but there are several reasons why the owner 
of a set wired for '99s should not dash out 
and buy '.50s to replace them. 

Yet, as between two tubes, of parable 
character, the fact that one has a higher 
mutual conductanre thaw the other means 
that it gives a higher current output from 
the same signal. The drawback in using 
the tube of higher conductance may be fi- 
nancial (as with the '50; although '10s have 
been used liberally for the U.F. receiving 
amplifiers by communication companies to 
whom smooth, reliable working was a mat- 
ter of dollars) or, mu the other hand, it u:ay 
be electrical (as in a circuit where the tube 
of high mutual conductance will oscillate 
when it is not intended to do so). 

Fig. :3 shows graphically the average char- 
acteristics of the principal receiving tubes, 
and their outstanding characteristics at dif- 
ferent plate voltages (when the grid voltages 
are those specified by the makers for the 
corresponding plate voltages. For other 
r bimtions, it will be necessary to con- 
sult the curves issued by the tube manu- 
facturers.) It will he seen that, the higher 

the plate voltage used on au given tube, the 
greater the mutual conductance; and, there- 
fore, the greater will be the useful varia- 
tion or signal in the plate current. 

The less the resistance of the tube, also, 
the greater the plate current for any given 
voltage; but it must be remembered that 
the vacuum tulle is only part of the circuit. 
Unless the tube is in time last stage, so that 
its output passes through the windings of 
it rcprud nee r, it will he necessary to con- 
vert the variation of the plate current into 
it voltage fluctuation which may be applied 
to the grid circuit of another tube as its 
input signal. 

Therefore, we must put between the tube 
and its plaste supply an impedance or a 
resistance; and this alters the characteris- 
tics of the circuit and, thereby, the effective 
mutual conductance of the tube. This is 
especially noticeable in the case of the 
screen -grid tubes of Fig. I.. 'l'hoir internal 
resistance is so enormous (it is necessary to 
show this on a different scale) that it is a 
good deal of a problem to utilize their volt- 
age amplification with any degree of effi- 
ciency. 
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FIG '3 A 

High Amplification 

A tube of high mutual conductance is a 
good amplifier-in its own class. Now we 
have screen -grid tubes which, with low mu- 
tual conductance, give high amplification 
in special circuits. The problem is the con- 
version of flu output signal current into 
the maxinmtuu voltage which can he saved 
for application to the grid of the next tube. 
'1'o do this, the output circuit must contain 
impedance, or resistance, which is in the 
sauce order as that of the screen -grid tube. 

It roust be remarked that, after all, high 
mutual conductance does not take the 'dace 
of high voltage amnplilieatiun. Modern cir- 
cuits, in these days of automatic volume con- 
trols, tone controls, untuned antennas, and 
other sources of loss, must have a consider- 
able margin of amplification in reserve. 

But, as between tulles of similar amplifi- 
cation factor ( "nm "), the higher mutual 
conductance is a sign of superiority; as 
when the '12.1 is compared with the '(11.1, 
or the '24 with the '22. 'lhc only point is 

that the tube of higher mutual conductance 
also draws more plate current; and this is 
a !Mint which nnust still he considered in 
battery operation. Yet, as the diagrams 
shown, the latest tulles are of better char- 
acteristics than the older types, some of 
which are already practically obsolete. 

Low A.C. Resistance 

In connection with the facts ,just remarked 
upon, it is necessary to comment again upon 
the fact that as tube is much more compli- 
cated than it seems at first sight. Between 
the filament and the plate, there is not a 
simple resistance, such as we find in a grid 
leak. There is a space in which electrons 
are moving at high velocity through a 
"hard" vacuum; and each electron is carry- 
ing with it a magnetic field. There are elec- 
trons forming a "space charge ;' that is to 
say, they are loafing along the first -hose 
line, getting in the way of the runners. 
'l'here is not a uniform potential on the 
filament, in the case of a direct- beating 
tube. 'The rate at which electrons boil out 
of the cathode or fitment affects the "dy- 
namic" characteristics of the tube. For 
these and other reasons, tubes have curves - 
not straight lines -fur "characteristics;" as 
any article on tubes will show; but the 
problem in amplification (tus opposed to de- 
tection) is to find the point on the char- 
acteristic where the line is most nearly 
straight. The curves, in the tube's char - 
acteristic, mean distortion in the output. 

It will be noticed that Fig. 4 shows the 
D.C. plate resistance, as well as the A.C. 
plate resistance; it is the latter which fig- 
ures in tube tables, and in the e putation 
of mutual conductance. 'Pile D.C. plate re- 
sistance, for our purpose, is taken as the 
resistance through which the given plate 
voltage will force a. current equal to that 
drawn by the tube, at the specified plate 
and grid voltages. 

For instance, it will be seen that the 
'01A tube passes :3 milliamperes when it has 
1:35 volts on the plate and 9 volts negative 
bias Mn the grid; a 45,t1(10-ohm resistor would 
do the stone. But, at the voltages given, 
the A.C. resistance of the tube is only 

(Continued on pale 5119) 
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SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but 
please observe these rules: 

Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when needed, to explain your meaning; use 
only one side of the paper. List each question. 

Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general interest :rill be published here, to the 
extent that space permits. At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question and the 
appearance of its answer here. 

Replies. magaeines, rte., cannot be sent C. O. D. 
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by 25 cents (stamps) for each separate question. 
Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid misunderstanding. 

AMEX "ABC" ELIMINATOR 
(108) Mr. J. E. \'eigh, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 

(Q.) I have an Aires ".\ BC" eliminator, from 
which the leads have been removed. 'rhe ]rower 
transformer is not marked. and I find it almost im- 
possible to determine the original connections in this 
unit. Please show the wiring diagram, and any 
additional available data on the connections, in the 
Information Bureau. 

: \.) The schematic circuit of the Airex 
eliminator is shown in Fig. 0108 at .\, and the con- 
nections of the Earl power transformer, used in this 
unit, in the same figure at B. 

It will be noted that the ". \" portion of this 
eliminator will operate the filaments of the average 
all -electric set. Of course, the indicated voltages 
are alternating and not direct-current. 

If any further difficulty is encountered in con- 
necting up this eliminator, the trouble should readily 
be located by testing the circuits with an accurate 
voltmeter. 

"IMPERFECT CONTACT" 
PHONO. PICK -UP 

(109) Mr. Albert . \. l'ietro, Battle Creek, Mich. 
(0.) Is it possible for me to use my "Model L" 

phonograph pick -up for home recording as de- 
scribed in the December, 1930, issue of RAr,uo- CRAFT? 
I note in this story that an electromagnetic pick -up 
is used. My unit is a Bristophone, macle by the 
Bristol Recording Co., and operates on the principle 
of the carbon microphone. Would there be any 
danger to the pick -up. using it in this manner? 

(,t.) The Bristol "Male] T." phonograph pick- 
up cannot be used reversibly, as the standard else. 
tromagnetic pick -ups can. That is, it cannot be 

PT. 

110V. 

AF. 

COMMON 

5V 
71A 

RV. 

Fig. Q.108 
Connections of the "Aires. :1ßC" eliminator; 
and detail (below) of the power transformer 

used. 

"driven" by the audio output of the associated 
power amplifier. 

however this unit is very sensitive, operates like 
a regular carbon -button microphone, and is capable 
of many interesting tricks in the hands of the ex- 
perimenter. 

For instance, Fig. (1109.\ illustrates the manner 
in which the pick -up may be "worked" directly into 
the voice-coil of a dynamic reproducer. The milli - 
ammeter M. indicates the current in the circuit; 
which should not exceed 6 or 8 milliamps, in most 
instances. 

This pickup, which is nothing but a carbon- 
button microphone, is classed technically as an 
"imperfect- contact" device. 

To obtain more perfect matching between some 
voice coils and this pick -up, it may be desirable to 
use a matching transformer; the connections are 
shown in Fig. 010911. Reversing the connections 
to the 4i'-volt battery may improve the operation of 
the unit; also, changing the tap on the battery may 
help. 

OPEN BY -PASS CONDENSERS 
(110) Mr. P. T. Faulkner, Muskogee. Okla. 

(Q.) Most descriptions of test apparatus tell 
how to determine whether a filter condenser in sizes 
down to % -nlf., is open. shorted. or leaky; but there 

M.F. 

Fig. Q.110 
A handy tester for condensers open internally. 

does not seem to lie any simple test for determining 
whether the smaller by -pass condensers are open: a 
short, of course. is obvious. Is there a simple test 
which will disclose an open in bypass condensers of 
small size? 

(. \.) In Fig. 0110 is shown a simple arrange- 
ment. of two test prods and a fixed condenser, 
which is used in many service stations to isolate 
the cause of hum. circuit oscillation. broad timing. 
weak reception, noisy operation, and other faults. 
If placed in shunt across an open icy -pass con- 
denser, it will usually cause the circuit to function 
more nearly normal; and thus indicate that the 
fixed condenser, across which it is shunted. is open. 

This condenser should be of high voltage-test rat- 
ing, to preclude the possibility of its breaking down 
on high-voltage circuits. 

SERVICING VICTOR RADIOS 
(1 I I) \1r. Byron G. Lindquist. Akron, Ohio: 

(Q.1) \\'hap is the explanation for an increase 
in signal volume when the ground wire is dis- 
connected from a Victor T.R.F. set.? Aerial and 
ground have been inspected, and Toth seem to be 
in perfect condition; all tubes test up to par. 

(.\.) \Chen the ground wire is removed from 
a radio set. the chassis no longer serves as a radio- 
frequency shield since it is ungrounded. Regenera- 
tion now takes place in the circuit, thus causing 
increased sensitivity; and perhaps the circuit may 
become so highly regenerative as to slip easily into 

( 

( 

"CARBON BUTTON" 
/NOW PICKUP 

TO FIELD- 
CURRENT SUPPLY 

A 

"IMPERFECT CONTACT -PHONO. PICK-UP 

SEC'. 
1 

TO VOICE COIL 

Fig. Q.109 
The it, i t,l pick -up is of the microphone type. 
hot magnetic. "Imperfect" relates to the prin- 

ciple only, not the design. 

oscillation. Another result of this instability is to 
decrease the noise-to-signal ratio, bringing in back- 
ground noises not otherwise heard. Also, the hum 
level is often raised to an objectionable degree. 

Under normal conditions, the various interfering 
noises picked up by the light -lines and chassis pass 
directly to ground through a filter hank consisting 
of two ceutertapped 0.1-mi. capacities, connected 
inside the amplifier trait. Ilowever, when the ground 
Connection is removed, the effectiveness of the 
ground wire to carry off these static discharges is 
eliminated. Also, the signal gain obtained by re- 
moving the ground is not as noise-free when ob- 
tained in this manner, as when the volume control 
is advanced to obtain the same sensitivity; for it 
is seldom that a sufficient degree of sensitivity is 
out obtainable by adjustment of this control -if 
the receiver is otherwise properly balanced. 

(Q.2) The writer has been informed that the 
size of the spark obtained. when the ground wire 
is removed from the chassis of sonic Victor sets, 
when they are connected to the light -line, is an 
indication of the efficiency of the ground. Is this 
true? And is the ground lest when the spark is 
large, or small? 

(. \.2) The information is correct; the better 
the ground, the larger the discharging spark of the 
0.1 -mf. condenser bank across the (rower lines. 

MICROPHONE - MICROPHONE 
TRANSFORMER 

(112) Mr. Calvin Bostwick, Elgin, Ill.: 
(Q.1) Are there any convenient corrective meas- 

ures that may le applied to packed carbon -button 
microphones? The one in question is noisy and, 
though sensitive, it is difficult to keep at the best 
operating point. 

(.\.1) If buttons become packed because of 
moisture, or long standing in one position, it will 
often be possible to loosen the carbon granules by 

(Continued on page 572) 
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THE BIGGEST RADIO VALUE IN AMERICA TODAY ! 

Official 
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 

and Complete Directory of all 
Commercial Wiring Diagrams 

IN LOOSELEAF, FLEXIBLE, LEATHERETTE BINDER 
NEVER in the history of radio has there ever been 

published a manual, so complete as this new 
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. It 

is a veritable encyclopedia of service information - worth 
several times its regular price. It is invaluable not only to 
the Service Man, but to everyone interested in radio. 
For this Manual there has been collected available wiring 
diagrams and data of nearly every commercial set, of which 
there is any record, manufactured since 1927, and many 
earlier ones. 

Additional service data for new receivers, as 
they appear on the market, will be supplied at 
a trifling cost so that the Manual might be kept 
up -to -date at all times. But that is not all. 

Service Information 
The OFFICIA!, RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 
contains a comprehensive instruction course for the 
serviceman, giving practical information from every 
angle on how to service the set. Here are only a 
small number of the articles mentioned : 

Antennas 
Amplifiers 
Automotive 
Condensers 
Detectors 

Eliminators 
Meters 

Radio Power Supply 
Systems 

Tubes 

Radio -Phonograph 
Equipment 

Resistors 
Short Wave Sets 
Speakers 

You simply cannot realize what a tremendous 
work this is until you have held a ropy in your 
hands and have gone through the 352 pages. 

What They Say 
NOTHING CAN COMPARE WITH IT 

I bare reeehed n eniy of the OFFICIAL It %rill) SERVICE 
MANUAL. I emus to I it s muid La amid for I Ohlnk a 

' ß 

know as much as any of Them what the aura¢ radio n 
t wants. but I'll wager not 'en t expected to rsei,, .1 

limit comparable to this one. I think you lb-sent, 
a 

lm f 
credit for being the first to pmt on a real st niee manual Oat the amateur or pmfessinnal ran stake g,.a1 a , lay inn 
of. 11's a good practical hook anti me that esery sn eta ice man will be proud of D. DANA, llaslrtl. Minh. 

BEST BOOK IN THE FIELD 
I reeelved your hook OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANli.\T. 
anti I find 11 Is as yet the best book I lime found In tills 
field of radio. Tau are well justified in that this is the 

Peer of sen Ire manuals. I wish you all the seeress possible 
in the puhli shine of future book: on radio uidrh are sure of 
great necessity.- WILLIAM It. BROWN, Ilnarn Radio Service, 
lmlo Buckingham Street, Toledo, 0111,,. 

WORTH A GREAT DEAL MORE 
Reendved your entry of OFFICIAL RA1110 SERVICE M. NTT.tf. 
and ant greatly pleased with . It It worth a great deal 
more than it costs.-11A1101.1) 

same. 
41 Rutland Ave.. 

Arlington, N. J. 
A VERITABLE GOLD MINE 

7 rereired the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. I 
am well pleased. It is a writable gold mine for the Service 
Man. -EUGENE IIINFORD. Arkansas City, Kansas. 

MAGNIFIQUE 
Received my .+qty of the 0I'I1CIAT, RADIO SERVICE 
MANITAI. this A.M. "She is what yOU raii him: Mag- 
nmgneI Exquisite'" A timely aid for the troubled sets. 
Thanks. -K. 1:010E, II IS W. Dauphin, Philadelphia, Pa. 

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor 
CLYDE FITCH, Managing Editor 

Over 1,000 Illustrations, Diagrams, etc. 
352 Pages - 9 by 12 inches - Weight 3 lbs. 

MAIL COUPON 

'TODAY! 

Prepared Especially for the Radio Service Man! 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. RC -331 
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

As per your special offer, I enclose herewith $3.50 
for which vou are to send nie, ostpaid, une copy of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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Set and Tube Tester 
Newly designed to meet the servic- 
ing needs of all types of radio re- 
ceiving sets. Used by experts. 
Adaptable for every kind of socket 
test. Also continuity of circuits, 
A.C. - D.C., and all tubes including 
screen -grid and rectifier. Checks 
line voltage. Charts for resistance 
and capacity with full instructions 
furnished. Accurate. Compact. 
Simple to use. Durable steel case 
finished in beautiful baked enamel. 

$Zz 
NET to No. 245 -A 
Dealer No. 400 

$20 List Each 

At Your Jobber's - If not at your 
jobber's we will ship direct 

Counter Tube Tester 
A new tester that gives dealer and 
customer the required tube value 
information. Mutual conductance 
test all tubes. including the new 
2 -volt tubes. Simple to use. Ac- 
curate. Dependable. Connects to 
A.C. supply. Attractive baked 
enamel finish. All parts shielded. 
Complete with up -to -date tube chart. 

Send for Catalog - Order Your 
Testers Now 

Readrite Meter Works 
Established 1904 

17 College Ave. Bluffton, Ohio 

Operating Notes for Service Men 
(Conlinucd fru. page- .,21) 

Of the two, the first method is best; as 
this will not cause delay of several minutes 
in standing because of the lower filament or 
beater voltage. 

In this set. bins is obtained by means of 
a resistur of 1.5(0 ohms value, connected 
from the center tap of the '22 winding to 
negative or chassis. This resistor should 
be used to obtain bias for the '24 by con- 
necting it front cathode to chassis; tue cen- 
ter tap is then connected to chassis. If 
the '27 filament winding is used for heater 
voltage, the center tap of the winding al- 
ready is connected to negative. The '22 
filament leads frout tue power transformer 
are colored blue, the center tap white. 

When tue voltages aie too low, it is not 
detrimental to plue the fuse in the 110 - 
y1lt position; for. even thong') the line - 
voltage is 12.5, the filament voltages on the 
tubes will be only normal. If tue '27 'fila- 
ment winding is used for the '21 ad su, the 
Hue filament leads intended for the '22 
should be well taped and isolated from 
one another. The plate and screen -grid 
voltage leads are connected in the usual 
m:nuur ccitlamt any change. 'l'Ire increased 
son sit ivity and alai -t htuidces reception re- 
sulting from this rewiring will pay for toc 
time and trouble spent. 

Replacements and Changes 
Noisy and unstable operation in the Co- 

lonial ":32.\('' receiver has often been traced 
try a defective carbon resistor (orange - 
colored) connected from one terminal of 
toc 'tl ri-sin iii condenser to the audio trans- 
former. The only remedy is replacement; 
when titis is donc, it is good policy to 
tighten terminal nuts and resolder the con- 
nections on the Nlershim condenser. On this 
saune set, when it is necessary tu switch 
the phono -radio switch to "phono" on radio 
reception in order to obtain more vol 
and clear reproduction. it is a sign of an 
open detector- cathode biasing resistor. 

The new Zenith "l(IA.C." makes use of 
a three -point switch for proper antenna set- 
ting. On the first lut shipped out, an in- 
ferior component is the cause of intermit- 
tent and noisy reception. :\ new type of 
switch is now being used; and it is advis- 
able to make the change to prevent possible 
future service calls. 

(hi the Zenith "1-2 A.C." an ordinary tog- 
gle switch is used for an antenna switch, 
shorting or placing into the aerial circuit 

condenser of approximately .0(1025 -tuf. ca- 
pacity. This switch is often the couse of 
noisy and fading reception, when it becomes 
defective with use. Beincde is replacement. 
'Plie defect cran easily be found by moving 
the switch arm slightly, without throwing 
it over. 

Very often, it becomes necessary to re- 
nove the lltudiola "30. \" chassis from its 
cabinet. When this is done, all cables and 
connections mast lye disconnected from the 
timer chassis. Many Service Men, when 
placing the chassis back into the cabinet, 
rho not I k up the antenna coupler prop - 
erly. This coil has three secondary leads 
which cnnnect tu the terminal strip un the 

catacomb. The black lead connects to No. 9 

terminal (counting from right to left, as cum 

face the rear of the set). The two black 
and green leads are connected to Nos. (i 

and 7, respectively; ticese two may be inter- 
changed. Lack of sensitivity and o0' -scale 
tinning will result from a mistake in replac- 
ing the coupler wires. 

Complaints of fading on this model al- 
ways gave a great dead of trouble, until 
all ,joints and connections were re- soldered 
and heated. Most frequently, however, the 
trnuhle can he traced directly to the multi- 
tapped voltage divider in the pack. Re- 
heating and sweating all soldered connec- 
tions to this resistor will clear up the 
trouble. Symptu u s of this defect are fluc- 
tuating voltages. 

l'hc autinnatic phonograph motor switch 
on Itarliola and Victor combinations are 

27 

2SV 
SHORTING 

Fig. 4 
. ¡bore, volume control in 15 -volt Sonora ".l .14" 
mode/s, which may be connected across aerial,, 
I, and C, 2 %.roil models before and after clank. 

often the cause of much labor and waste- 
ful effort. Usually, the trouble lies in either 
premature tripping or failure of the switch 
to function. Referring to the illustration 
(Fig. 3) it can be seen that the surfaces at 
"X" must be squared; or we will have pre- 
mature tripping. With use, these surfaces 
hecowe rounded, or the latch spring loses its 
tension; all of which will cause this trouble. 
.\ small file diligently used, and increasing 
the tension of spring "F," will be the rem- 
edy. When tlu switch floes not function, 
it is best to determine whether the contact 
springs within the switch have not lost their 
tension or that tue contacts are corroded. 
The switch should he adjusted so that there 
is at least 1/16-inch ch:arance hetween the 
switch -caul lever and the latch -plate cant 
(this clearance point is domicil by "E"). 
'Phis is done by loosening the screws "I)" 
and "(l," so that the switch mechanism can 
be adjusted. The screws should then hc 
tightened. Failure of the switch to trip 
is caused usually by weakening of the latch- 
plate spring "O." If the teeth on the latch 
plate become worn, the same truulyle nay re- 
sult. A file that is sharp, and small enough 
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Dr. T. O'CONOR SLOANE 

Will Teach You at Home! 
NYONI: \\'flu r.vN IIE. \II \ND WRITE can study 

Chem i .try tlinos)] ion' -imply prepared come. You 

r. lire, ions experience 
higher 

' ;reiaralimtansChemistry. 
don't need 

not 
Icit der to understand than elm etdeity or radio. Just plain 
sense and ordinary observation powers. 

Laboratory Outfit Free 
THE COMPLETE CHHE\Ili'. %L OUTFIT and APPARATUS 
supplied to you us part of your i'uurse. without extra 
charge, makes you the owner of a laboratory, containing 
all the materials and instruments used by a full -fledged 
chemist. This working kit. which is stultified to you at 
the out sel of the course. becomes your permanent property. 
It Is a sturdy fitted wooden cabinet font duing over 100 
pieces of laboratory apparatus and chemical supplies. 

We Can Teach You At Home 
Our faculty knows just how to mold you into a skilful 
laboratory worker. THE HEAD OF OUR STAFF IS 
lilt. T. ll'CONOR SLOA NE. silenti -t, engineer and author 
of w fide repute. Ife has hail more than fifty years of 
t caching experience. Our course fits you for an immediate 
position in a chemical laboratory, and you do not have 

to gi re up what you are doing now to learn it Inuring 
evenings and week -ends you ran work at home on the 
fascinating experiments and the delightfully simple but 
comprehensive lessons. 

Big Money in Chemistry 
CHEMISTS ARE WELL PAID MEN. Not only will 
our training help you to get a better job. but a worth- 
while start on a new 1e. el. You can patent the work of 
your hands and your brain, and perhaps make tnlllion of 
dollars on a new al discover'. 
Every day the newspapers and magazines are full of new 
lieu. retort ing new ehemleal disco,eries -in mining. in 
electricity. in foodstuffs. In sanitary and medicinal eppli- 

in paper- urakOtg, rubber, steel, iron. dyestuffs, tex- 
tile.. In tact in every well known industry-and behind 
each of these discoveries stands a spell- trained chemist 
who knew how to take advantage of opportunity! 

No Exaggerated Claims 
TTlE INSTITUTE DOES NOT CLAIM that every chemist 
makes millions. nor do we guarantee that you will imme- 
diately get jolt (laying Elui,t11111 year. Itut many 
has don It 

a 

and there is no reason 
a 

can not du 
it ton. (Often enough y u read o hear abnul men who 
hate found the highest rr cognit ion. from small. invonspiru- 
ouS heglnul ngs, and you wonder how t hey god the "lucky 
break." why, anti wonder yearningly, couldn't you use 

such a "lucky" fellow I' VIM can be-but you hate to 
meet lurk halt way. 

Get Started Today! 
IF TOU WOULD TIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT 
CHEMISTRY. and If you are sincere in your desire to 
get out of the tread -mini of jowl anxiety and wage &- 
Penitence. If you have ambit inn enough to want to become 

chemist. and perhaps a famous one sane day, you will 
not wait tint11 tomorrow to find out how to go about it. 
MLMtt, the cotmnn below today. There is no charge and 
no further mill gallon. You ,tin be s untie asking us to 
writ a :di oft something that you want to know. 

r 
Chemical Institute of New York, Inc. 
Dept. RC -331 
It Park Place. New York. N. Y. 

Please send no. at once, without any obligation on 
r part. r Free I look "Opportunities for Chem- 

.t <" anis 
o 

full parttalars about the Experimental 
Equipment given to ever' student. 

NAME 

.ryORF.SS 

CITY <'rATI' 
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Service Men's Notes 
(Continued from ¡auge 522) 

one to the other permits a comparison of 
tone. All of the receivers tu he compared 
Most, of course, be "on" and tuned to the 
sasse station before starting the test. 

I find the use of Carter "suri" or Yaxley 
"Pup" jacks and plugs is more convenient 
than that of a standard inductance switch; 
because the former permit one tu Make a 

jump directly to any receiver desired. 'l'he 
indoor- outdoor taps are also handy. 

WHERE LOCALS ARE WEAKER 
By J. J. Brewster 

SOME. "Model 15" Brunswicks have for a 

VI l un le control, a coupling condenser 
across the second van Habit! condenser. On 
loud signals, this control will not ('ut down 
HIV signal sufficiently; and, when the re- 
ceiver is switched to "local," the volume 
is insufficient. 

The local -distance" switch shown in Fig. 
3:1 does not employ the usual arrangement; 
practically no signal ('an be received On 
the hy('itI side, unless within a Illind'ed wiles 

LOCAL --- 
I VOL COIOtWL - 

DasnilCE 0-10 MME I 
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Fig. 5 
Some .vets cat out the aerial for `local" recep- 
tion; Tm'itere locals are less overpowering. the 
nnnuertioa may be altered as shown at the right. 

of a powerful transmitter. I llave accord- 
ingly changed the system to that shown in 

1.1g.. 13, and the "local" switch makes re- 
ception powerful enough to listen to locals 
without excessive volume. It is evident 
that this model was designed for locations 
in cities where there are several high-power 
locals, (See Data Sheet No. 38, on page 
525. -k d i l o r. ) 

PHILCO "95" DETECTORS 
By Arch L. Campbell 

SERVICE 31EN would do well to maire 
a mote tint according* e to th o Ye fact I ' s 

service manual, there is not supposed to 
be any "II" voltage On the plate of the 
first detector in the I'hilcn "Screen -Grid 
Plus, Model 95" chassis. Since this would 
corse trouble unnecessarily if it were over- 
looked, I thought it well to call attention 
to this fact, 

(The expression "first detector" is almost 
ftrd('pil rately associated with superhetero- 
dyncs; but, ill the model nNntioned, there 
are two '27 tuhes, with the plate and grid 
of the first connected directly to the grid 
of the second, 'l'he manual quoted explains: 
"the first is the detector proper, which 
simply acts as a rectifier; it is not an 
amplifier. 'l'he second is the detector am- 
plifier; the work is divided so that the fi est 
tube ducs the rectifying and the second tube 
dors the :unplifying" 'l'he first of these 
tubes .t1'o serves as an automatic volume 
control. 'l'he circuit of the set described 
is shown in Data Sheet No. 37, on page 524.- 
Editor.) 

A 
Special 
Courtesy 
to 

Radiotricians 
Professionals 
Engineers 
Mechanics 
Consultants 
Designers 
Service Men 
Contractors 
Manufacturers 
Dealers 

In order to make it possible for all Radio 
Technicians to read RADIO -CRAFT 
regularly, each month, we have put 
into effect a special subscription price. 
The regular price of RADIO -CRAFT is 

$2.50 a year (12 issues). The newsstand 
rate is 25 cents a copy. 
Any radio professional, sending in a 
subscription on his letterhead, showing 
that he is engaged in some capacity in 

radio work will receive as a special 
courtesy 

EIGHT ISSUES OF 

dio@ff 
rut rae 

SERVICE MAN DEALER RADIOTRICIAN J 
FOR ONE DOLLAR 

Just pin a dollar bill to the coupon 
below and forward it with your letter- 
head or business card. 

RADIO -CRAFT, 
RC -3, 98 Parfit Placo, 
New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed find $1.00 for which please enter 
my subscription to RADIO -CRAFT for eight 
months. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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starting position. On the other hand, if 
the space is too short to allow the selector 
mechanism to operate, the two dashes will 
he run into one, and the shaft will Hy back 
after a total of five seconds dash. 'thus, an 
allowance of nearly one second each w'ay 
is made in the permissible length of the 
space; which can be anything less than two 
seconds and more than about a fifth of it 
second. 

Dash No. 3, of the correct length, sep- 
arated by the proper space (both within 
the allowances men t' d above), will cause 
the shaft to advance one more tooth (mak- 
ing three teeth in all) and, at the termina- 
tion of this dash, the ringing circuit will be 
completed by the contact known as "Z." 
If the last dash exceeds 5 seconds, the ring- 
ing circuit cannot be einnpleterI, because the 
pawl will have hcen drawn back before the 
dash is finished. 

The Automatic Alarm 
The action of the ringing circuit is as 

follows: when the shaft has advanced three 
teeth, the "7" contact is chased; this is in 
series with a "hold -on" relay and the con- 
nection made by the tongue of the main 
relay when it touches its front stop. When 
both the "Z" contact and the front -stop 
contact are closed, the hld -on relay is 
energized and, once it cluses, it will not 
open again. 

The "7" contact is closed as soon as the 
third dash has Ia.teci flair seconds, but 

RADIOCRAFT 

the contact of tongue mid front stop is not 
insde until dash No. 3 ends; and, therefore, 
the hells ring only on the coulpletion of 
dash No. 3, if this is of the proper length. 

When dash Nn. 3 has lasted three seconds, 
the shaft is moved for the third time, and 
the "Z- contact is closed. lint the tongue 
of the relay is away from the front stop, 
so that no current will flow through the 
ringing circuit until the tongue of the main 
relay returns to its front stop; which will 
take place on the termination of dash No. 
3. If this carries on over the limit of live 
seconds, the shaft will have returned to its 
starting position because the re- setting mag- 
net has been energized run the closing of 
the "C" contact; and there will then be no 
continuity through the ringing circuit be- 
cause the shaft has returned to its starting 
position, and the ' %" contact is open. 

'file hold -on relay contact is in parallel 
with the combination of the "Z" contact and 
the tongue of the relay against the front 
stop. Once it has been closed, these two 
contacts are short -circuited, and the bells 
will go on ringing. 

The arrangement of the hell- ringing cir- 
cuit is as fellow's: three hells are set up; 
No. I on the ship's bridge, No, 2 in the 
radio office, and No. 3 in the operator's 
cabin. As it is undesirable that the bell 
on the bridge shall ring when the auto- 
alarm is being tcsled, there is arranged on 
the selector a push button which, while it 
is held in, .witches Off No. 1 bell; this is 
called the ''I,ridae hell key" 

Band -Selector Applications 
(l'uliuurrl frnur l,n/r .51;) 

The antenna coupling evil 1.1 is a small 
wooden bobbin to fit inside It a -en. bakelite 
tubing. It bass a 3/16 -inch slot vomit] with 
2110 turns of Nu. 36 double- silk- eoverud wire, 
orci' :a .. -each core. 

As to 1.2 and 1.3, the toning inductances 
(1.1 is placed inside low potential -or 
ground- -side of 1.2) each has 11111 turns No. 
Yli enamelled wire on a 11,-inch bakelite 
form. The length of the winching is 1.35 
inches and the inductance is sleghtl over 
Yon mierohenrees; this covers the broadcast 
hand when used with íii035 -11if. enndensers. 

The coupling inductance I,1 has 9 turns 
of Nn. YY double- cotton -covered wire on a 
1 -inch form. 

The sensitivity control is a 7000 -ohua vari- 
able resistor, ill. 

.\ 3- mcgohni leak 133 across tit capacity- 
coupled circuit provides the grid return for 
the tithe. 

The tuning condensers C1 are .1(1113.5 -uf. 
'l'rinuuer condensers are lint shown, but they 
are necessary for the correct alignment of 
th circuits. 

'l'he coupling capacitance ('2 is a .01-n if 
mica condenser. 

The tuning inductances 12 and I.3 should 
be placed in separate shields; the coupling 
device. whether coil or condenser (CS or 
1.1) inaiy be placed beneath the sub -panel 
between them. 

(i does not pretend to give a plete 
design details for a receiver; since the eir- 
rnits shown may be substituted in any re- 
ceiver wapinying two screen -grid I IF. stages 
without making any other changes in the 

receiver structure. It is not desirable to 
employ unlnal- inductanee coupling between 
the circuits; for the degree of coupling ob- 
tained by the builder is not likely to match 
closely that ahtaiied by the designer. 

Capauitafeve coupling has been shown in 
both circuits hut, if desired, inductive coup- 
ling may he substituted in the antenna cir- 
cuit. This should give a uniform band -width 
throughout the tuning range, with the usual 
apparent hroathiess at the highest frequen- 
cies. 'l'he 11.F. chukes, siuuuyu feeding the 
plates of the tubes, are Ifs nnoarIund "IiFC- 
85" with .1100l -uif. mica coupling condensers. 
Grid -leak detection is assumed in the dia- 
gram, because of the need for sensitivity 
with the two hand- selelhus. 

The writer will be pleased to answer any 
letters concerning these r'irrnits. Remem- 
ber that the tuning circuit shown ahoy() may 
le substituted for that shown in ally receiver 
diagram calling for two 11F, stages, while 
still retaining the original speci Ilea t eons as 
to audio amplifiers, power supply, etc. It 
is unnecessary to call the attention of the 
dyed -in- the -wid experimenter to the fact 
that much opportunity for experiment is 
offered along these lines. Fig. 5C indicates 
a method of changing the hand- width, dur- 
ing operation, by means of a hank of faxed 
condensers operating in connection with a 
tapped switch. IIen the values would he 
as follows: C2A would he .01 -m f.; (''all, 
.00.5 -111f.; arid C2(' a .0005-inf. vaariaable. 
Where inductive coupling is used, a tapped 
winding will afford the same opportunity 
for varying the band. 
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building, test- 
ing and repairing 
radio sets t) 

'rill: three volumes of this Library cover the entire (ell of hue glen_, repairing and trout leshmm hug" 
on modem radio receivers. The Library is up -io- 
the- minute in every respect and is based on the very 
latest developments in the design and manufacture 
of equipment. The rapidly- growing interest in 
short -wave reception is thoroughly covered in a com- 
plete section which deals with the construction of 
this type of apparatus. 

Radio 
Construction 

Library 
By JAMES A. MOYER and 

JOHN F. WOSTREL 
Faculty, University Extension. Massachusetts Department 

of Education 

Three Volumes - 993 Pages, 6x9 
561 Illustrations 

VOLUME I: presents the fundamental principles of 
radio so clearly and simply that anyone of average 
Ira' ' g will be able to read, understand and apply 
them. In une chapter alone, it gives actual working 
drawings and lists of materials for the construction 
of eight typical sets. 

VOLUME II: fully discusses all of the elementary 
principles of radio construction and repair. An ex- 
planation of the necessary steps for "trouble- 
shooting," repairing, servicing and constructing radio 
mets succ'ssful Iv. Practical data is also given on 
alit mina systems, battery eliminators, loud speaker', 
chargers, etc. 

VOLUME 111: covers the essential principles under - 
lying the operation of vacuum tubes in as non- 
technical a manner as is consistent with accuracy. It discusses the construction, action, reactivation, 
testing and use of vacuum tulles; and an interesting 
section is devoted to remote control of industrial 
processes; and precision measurements. 

EXAMINE these books for 10 days FREE 
This Library is not only a thorough home -study 
course, but a handy means of reference for the more 
experienced radio experimenter, repair man, and radio 
shop- owner. To these men, as well as to those who 
desire to advance in the radio profession, this otter 
of a IO days' Free Examination is made. 

Simply clip. fill in, and mail this coupon 

McGRAW -HILL 
F R E E EXAMINATION C O U P O N r 

McGRAW -HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC., 
370 Seventh Avenue, New York. 
Cennrmen, send me we new RADIO eONSTltl'e- 
TION LIBRARY. all chases prepaid. for 10 days' 
Free Examination. If satisfactory I s nl send si.5a 
In 10 dare, and $2.00 a mirth until 07.50 ho, been 
paid. If not ,ranted I will return them at your 
expense. 

Name 

Rome Address 

City and Stete 

Position 

Name f nsnnany RC -1 -31 
(WRITE PLAINLY AND FILL IN ALL LINES) 
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The Dvnatron 
(Continued from palle 537) 

capacity added by the tube is about IS.5 

nimf. 
For those who desire to experiment with 

the dynatron as an amplifier, a circuit suit- 
able for A.F. work is shown in Fig. 5. If 
the tremendous gain obtainable results in 
overloading the final stage, this will be 

indicated by the plate -current meter. 

''NATRON- AMPLIFIER 
24 0.1-MF. 

1 

'45 OUTPUT 
TRANS. 

"--. 
0.5 Q sy 

,1 rlynatroi A.F. amplifier, for A.C. operation, 
is offered here for the experimenters' benefit. 
It will be of interest to many who ore working 

on problems of quality. 

Ships' Radio Alarm 
(Continued from page .5:3:3) 

of its spring. As soon as this circuit is 
open, the secondary arin will begin to rise 
again; its rate Of ' eurent being adjusted 
so that it closes its working contact, called 
the "G contact, five seconds after the (ir- 
u'tu t is broken. 

Thus, suppose a correctly made four - 
second dash is received, the primary arin 
rises and, ;it the end of the three seconds, 
the "I) contact closes, and the secondary 
aruu conies down. At the end of the four - 
second dash, the primary arm flies back 
to its second position and the "D" contact 
is poled. The secondary ;Inn now begins 
to rise, and will close the "I)" contact in 
lite seconds if nothing intervenes to stop it. 

But suppose that, after a one- second 
space, another four -second clash is started; 
when it has lasted three seconds, the "I)" 
contact will again close, and the secondary 
arum will be pulled down again before it 
has reached the "('," contact. It takes five 
secon(15 to climb up to the "G" contact and, 
when working as described, it has been al- 
lowed only four seconds; one during the 
space and three seconds of four -second dash 
No. 2. Ilad the space lasted two or more 
seconds, time would have been allowed for 
the "G" contact to he closed; and, as the 
"G" contact is in parallel with the "C" 
cantae't, the pawls would have been pulled 
back and the shaft would have been released 
and would have returned to its starting 
position. 

Thus, you see, it dash of less than three 
seconds has no effect on the shaft; a clash 
of three seconds or over allows the shaft 
to advance one tooth. 

.t dash of five seconds sends the shaft 
hack to its starting position. 

Dash No. 2, of not less than three seconds, 
following No. 1 at an interval of less than 
two seconds will allow the shaft to advance 
another tooth; hut, if the space exceeds 
two seconds, the shaft will fly back to its 
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the first audio) has a marked effect on this 
type of trouble. 

11 "at resonance" often may be elimi- 
nated by reversing the position of the line - 
plug in the rereptaele, or by- passim; to 
ground, through fixed condensers of 0.1- to 
2 -inf. capacity, one or both sides of the 
light-line. 

The Service Mtutu and the set constructor 
Often nutty cheek the grid -bias resistors, their 
by -pass condensers, the hum- balancing re- 
sistors, and perhaps their by -pa SS condens- 
ers, for opens, shorts, and grounds, by care- 
fully and quickly applying a short -circuit, 
as shown in Fig. 14. 

The only satisfactory remedy for poor 
filtering is more efficient apparatus, or 
higher values of inductance and capacity 
at the correct points. 

Hammarlund "Hawk" 
(Continuer/ from pape 541) 

solder all joints, he .ore that the ends of 
the leads are clean, and use ti hot iron with 
as little flux is pll..ible. 

12° 
. 

G 

. j 

I. 

.. e/az'DRtl4 -I.. 
7 NOIES 

L 
; 

pÁÑÉL 
DRILLING 

tS 

r Ì 
i : r 

1° -i 
546' HOLE I2'1-1OLE ./¿NOLE ' 

Fig. 2 
The standard panel layout for Nie "lia :.k." 

Tuning the Set 
After connecting the antenna and ground 

leads, and turning on the tubes, the print:try 
winding, which is attached to a hinge, should 
be so placed that it is practically vertical. 
NOW, insert tiny coil and turn the midget 
condenser knob, so that the plates are in 
mesh. 'l'ighten up the screw on the grid 
condenser, (':3, and place the variable pri- 
mary so that it dips inside the fixed wind- 
ing. A slight hiss will be heard; this shows 
that the detector is just beginning to omit- 
late. Now turn the tuning condenser's 
knob; the presence of tl station will he de- 
tected by a whistle. The regeneration con- 
denser should then be turned slowly, until 
only the signal itself remains. .\ slight re- 
adjustment of the tuning condenser will 
now he necessary, because regeneration af- 
fects the tuning. 

To be sure that the set is oscillating, 
touch the stator ph.tes of the tuning con- 
denser; a sharp click should he heard. If 
no click is heard. increase the regeneration 
condenser setting. and vary the position 
of the primary, until the click is heard. 

The results will vary considerably with 
different operators. :\ little experience is 
necessary to tune in distant stations; to 
facilitate tuning, a complete list of short- 
wave stations should be at hand. 

The shield plate in front of the variable 
tuning condenser is used to reduce body 
capacity. The special placement of the 
parts further helps to eliminate this annoy- 
ance. 

Adding an Audio Stage 
This set can also be built as a three - 

tuber. To do this, add on another audio - 
frequency transformer '1'1, it socket, a 6.5- 
ohm resistance (11.5) and of course, another 
tube; here we may use the new type '31 
potter tulle with an extra 4.5 -colt "IT" twit- 
tery, and the 22y:-volt "( " battery. The 

and `Ii -f" terminals of the second audio 
transformer then connect tut terminals .\ 
and II as indicated in the diagram. When 
placing these extra components on the base- 
board, move up the first -stage transformer 
and socket, to allow room for the second 
transformer and socket. 'flue transformers 
should be so placed that their cures are at 
right angles. 

For this receiver, an aerial length of 
about 75 feet, including the lead -in, should 
be used; the wire should be free and clear 
of other antennas or obstructions. 

:\ set builder desiring to use 5 -volt tubes 
(such as the '01.i) can do so; it being neces- 
sary only to substitute 10 -ohm resistors. If 
the set is to contain three storage -battery 
tubes. a '12.\ can be used advantageously 
in the last stage. 

'/'his receiver, when built in strict accord- 
ance with the instructions, diagrtuus, and 
specified parts, will afford ample von 
on distant stations. It must be remembered 
that careful tuning plays it very important 
part in bringing in distant program.. 

List of Parts 
One Hammarlund 125 -unmf. short -wave con- 

denser, type "Ml. \1' -t25" (('I); 
One Ilmonmrlund Inn -mmf. midget con- 

denser, type "MC-23" (C2); 
One Ilaminarhind 20- 100 -uunf. condenser, 

type "l:C-80" (l'3); 
One Iíanuu u.hind I.R"l' -4 short -wave coil 

set (1.1, 1.2, 1.3): consisting of an "L \C'l'- 
lT" base, with adjustable primary; and 
one each '1.\1"1' -20" "I. \\"l' -30," "I.\C'l'- 
-NI,' and `1. \CT -811" coils, to cover the 14- 
to 1to -meter range. 

'I he turns on the 14 -24 meter coil are: grid 
plat' :3. 22 -411 meters, grid 7. plate :3; 

31i -0e ureters, grid 1.5. plate I,; 60 -110 
meters, grid 24, plate 12. The aerial 
winding 1.1 has ti two inch turns for all 
ranges. 

One Iitumina rlund radio- frequency choke, 
type "It F(' -85'; 

One Ihrmmarlund audio transformer, type 
"111. -15" ('1'); 

One :i- muegohul grid leak (111); 
Two 1.5 -olnu filament resistors ( It2, it t) ; 

One 11)(),1)011 -abut resistor (11:3); 
One .(101 -ntf. fixed condenser (1'4); 
One Il:uumarinnd drum dial and knoll, type 

One hokelite panel. 7 x 12 x 3/10- inches; 
One plywood hasebonrd. i l t¡ x 111 x 
One aluminum condenser shield. 4 x 5 x 

1/32 -inch: 
Two fumy -prong cushion -type sockets; 
One filament switch; 
One set of eight Fahnestock clips; 
Wood-screws, hookup wire, solder, grid-leak 

mounting and clips. 

Accessories 
One pair of 1?[, -volt dry cells, or one 6 -volt 

storage battery; 
Two 45 -volt `B" batteries, small size; 
One 41/2 volt "C" battery; 
TWO '30 type (two -volt) tubes; 
One pair of good phones. 

"__ . .1 Yßì 

IT'S EASY TO 

IDENTIFY 
1931 TUBES 

x, I 

Positive 
Characteristics 

TUBES must do more than light, or ride 
on testimonials. From factory to ultimate 
socket, they must provide definite elec- 
trical characteristics precisely matched 
to radio set requirements at oll times. 

And that is the function of ultra- sturdy 
De Forest construction: 

I. Nickel support wires of twice the normal 
diameter. 

2. Heavy, accurately punched mica ca spacer posi. 
lively positioning elements at lop. 

3. Perforated metal plate in place of wire mesh. 

4. Heavier side supports providing amp/. rigid- 
ity four ways. 

5. Special tempered gloss pre:, produced on 
unique De Forest automatic units, accurately 
mounting support wires. 

These and other advanced features, 
found in fresh De Forest Audions -tubes 
produced a month or two ahead of sale - insure the 1931 performance of the 
1931 radio set. 

AUDIONS 

RADIO 
TUBES 

VIeent 
sf10 

DE FOREST RADIO CO. 
PASSAIC, N. J. 
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MAKE Your Own 
Home- Recording Outfit 

USE A SKINDERVIKEN 
BUTTON 

This Microphone Unit is the Heart 
of Home -Recording 

With a SKINDERVIKEN microphone 
button you can make a powerful HAND - 
MICROI'HONE - one of the essential 
parts in any home- recording outfit. 

The HAND - MICROPHONE will 
faithfully pick up your voice and translate 
it into electrical current variations. 

These variations may be amplified - 
simply by connecting the HAND- MICRO- 
i'HONE, through a plug -in adapter to the 
detector or first audio circuit of a radio set. 

The amplified currents will powerfully 
vibrate the recording needle in a phono- 
graph pick -up connected to the "loud 
speaker" binding posts of the set, and thus 
may be made to register on any pre - 
grooved phonograph record. 

The "play back" is accomplished by con- 
necting the pick -up in place of the HAND - 
MICROPHONE, and attaching a loud 
spcak_r to the proper binding posts. 

If you wish to dispense with the radio 
set amplifier, you may connect the 
SKINDERVIKEN HAND - MICRO- 
PHONE direct to the recorder (the "pick- 
up" with a recording needle) through a 
transformer. 

Full details supplied with every SKIN - 
DERVIKEN button, including diagrams, 
drawings and instructions. 

These wonderful little SKiNDER- 
VIKEN microphone buttons may be used 
for hundreds of uses, such as: 

RADIO AMPLIFIER 
D ETECTAP H ONE 
STETHOSCOPE 
MICROPHONE 

PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER 
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER 
LOUD SPEAKER AMPLIFIER 
CRYSTAL SET AMPLIFIER 

95c EACH Two for $1.75 
12 -PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET 

containing suggestions and diagrams for innumerable 
uses, furnished with each unit. 

EVERY AMATEUR SHOULD HAVE TWO OR THREE 
OF THESE AMPLIFIERS IN HIS LABORATORY 

WE PAY $5.00 IN CASK 
for every new use developed for this unit 

and accepted and published by us. 

SEND NO MONEY 
When the postman delivers your order you pay bim 
for whatever you have ordered, plus a few cents 
postage. 

(Canada and Foreign: cash with orders) 

PRESS GUILD. Inc., R.C.331 
16 Murray St., New York. N. Y. 

Please mall me at once as many of the following Items 
as I have indicated 

Skindertken Transmitter Unite at Dac. for 1 51.75 
for $2.50 for 3; $3.20 for 4. 

When delivered r sill pay the postman the cost of the 
items sperlDed plus Postage. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

RADIO -CRAFT March, 1931 

Location and Reduction of Hum 
(('t,nliaa(t1 from p.ytr 5 9) 

type, with a permanent magnet, is employed, 
the speaker hunt can he neglected. if, how- 
ever, a dynamic. speaker with an electro- 
magnetic field is used, the limo due to the 
speaker must he accounted fur. Such hum 
is Clue mainly to coupling between the field 
coil and the voice coil (Fig. 9) as mentioned 
before. In measuring hune of this type, the 
speaker's input transformer ('l', Fig. 1u) 
should be disconnected froid the .et, and a 

resistance RI, equal to the plate resistance 
Id the output tube or tubes, should be sub- 
stituted, in shunt with the measuring device 
(the vacuum -tube voltmeter V.'!'. \'.M.) 

'l'he field winding should he supplied with 
the normal amount of current; to do so, 
in case the current is obtained from the 
"B" power unit of the set, a resistance 
It2 (equal to that of the primary of the 
speaker's coupling transformer) should be 
eunnected in the lead to the power tube or 
tubes. In this way, the current consumed 
by the set will remain normal. 

if a power transformer, input transformer 
or any other source of a strong field is 
close to the speaker, it should be removed 
tel to a 1 ' t far removed from 
the speaker; then returned individually to 
the former position and a eongmarison macle. 

\Cheri making further tests, if the speaker 
hums, it should be removed fronn the circuit, 
and a resistance, (R, in Fig. 11) equal tu 
that of the primary of the transformer 
should be placed in the plate circuit of the 
power tube. 

Substituting Various Units 
in order to measure the 1111111 produced 

by any une of the power supplies, the others 
should be replaced by batteries (Fig. 12). 
For example, if we wish to measure the 
I produced by the "11" power unit, the 
`C" biasing resistors and the filament trans- 
former should be replaced by batteries of 
the same voltage and with sufficient current 
capacity. The hmu is then measured in the 
plate circuit of the power tube. 

'l'he carne system is used for the filament. 
The correct 'filament current can ho' ob- 
tained by placing a resistor in series with 
a ti -colt storage battery. 

in the case of plate und grid voltages, 
the supply for the individual tube should 
lie tested. As an example, we could treas- 
ure the han introduced by the "(."' (rias 
in the power tube's circuit by replacing 
the plate and filament supplies by butteries 
for the power tube ;done; und then test 
each of the other stages in turn, thus cota - 
paring the increase on the hua for each 
addition. ('Phis, however, cannot be done 
for the "( "' bias test when the power unit 
is tapped for this bias; except as indicated 
in the figure.) 

In measuring the loan introduced by in- 
duction, the power supply fur the plate, 
grid and fi lainent rnt of the power tube stoned 
he replaced by batteries (Fig. 13) ; and 
the primary of the coupling transformer, 
between the first and second stages, should 
be short -circuited with it wire, A. The grid 
bias resistor R is to be shorted by it win., 
B. 'l'Ire limn developed in this manner is 

Left. truc dynamic reproducer as a source of h:: m. 

Hiatt, replacing the voltage divider by batteries, 
as u hu m.proaf current supply for testing. 

then due to induction; and a speaker in the 
power tube's plate circuit will reveal to 
which type it belongs. 

The same system may be used for the 
first stage; 1>.v replacing the power supply 
with batteries in this stage, shorting the 
primary of the first audio -frequency trans- 
former, :old comparing the hum with that 
measured for the power tubes. This system 
may be supplied also to the detector. 

To pleasure the fume introduced in the 
radio-frequency amplifier by modulation of 
the carrier wave, the detector and audio 
amplifier should be operated entirely from 
batteries, and a strong signal should be 

tuned in. Because of the possibility of the 
transmitter's leaving a carrier hurry the sig- 
nal should be produced preferably by a 

battery- operated local oscillator or gener- 
ator, and be about "10 microvolts per 
meter." 

in ;111 the above tests, whenever the power 
supply for a tulle is removed from a power 
supply unit, a "dummy" load or resistor 
should he substituted, in order to keep the 
remaining currents :it their correct values. 

When the actual source of hum has been 

located, measures may he taken to remove 
or reduce it. In the case of magnetic coup- 
ling, for instance, the usual interaction is 
between the wiring in the detector or first 
:uulio circuit, and either the lower trans - 
former or the first filter choke. Shielding 
the grid leads will often help. 

Rearrangement of the parts is sometimes 
necessary and, in extreme cases, special 
shielding of the offending part is essential. 
Ordinary sheet iron, while a good shield 
for electrostatic action, is not very rood 
against magnetic fields. "Soft" iron and 
special transformer steel (such as silicon 
steel, Pe ma a11oy and l'erninvar) are ntucb 
more effective. 

Left. a test for ¡tom due to a faulty grid -biasing 
circuit; right, a similar fast of the ,en tertapped 

filament circuit. 

Electrbstatie euupling may, usually, be 
prevented he shielding the offending high - 
voltage leads, and carefully grounding the 
shields. Rearrangement of the parts is sonI- 
timcs essential; although the writer has 
found that shielding the tultes (especially 
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mount the "car' close to the dash with the 
tuning condensers directly on the dash; and 
have another satisfied customer and a nice 
little profit. I have absolutely no use what- 
ever for the ground capacitor aerial. The 
first time the customer takes to a muddy 
road, there is trouble. In closed cars I 
mount a coil with sixty turns of wire on a 
three -inch (diameter) tube inside the top 
near the center, and get excellent results 
with the aforesaid super. 

I designed a ten -tube super, using five 
'll.'s, three '27's, and two '45's, with an 
automatic volume control, for my own car. 
One of my helpers is constructing it now 
and I will inform you more about it later. 

I would not give two whoops for all the 
patented aerials, lightning arrestors (for 
honte use), static eliminators, etc., on the 
market. Certain hookups, which have been 
previously published in this magazine, will 
greatly reduce local interference, however. 

1 have a prediction to stake. The four - 
place switches in the new IL('.:\. and Victor 
uuuhines are going to give more trouble 
than all the rest of the nutchiine. 

MARCUS A. McCoy, 
:1213 Blackburn .tilrvrl, I allax, Texas. 

NOT TOO MUCH "PUSH" 
Editor, It. nio-Cii trr: 

I like your magazine very much, and have 
received ninny good ideas on receivers. But 
why all this hulk about getting business? 
Good radio Service .ten don't have to ad- 
vertise and send circulars telling how good 
they are. Give me recommendations of 
eight or ten satisfied customers, and I will 
get the business. 

'l'on many people want to sell something 
right away to the customer, and destroy 
his confidence first thing. I always say: 
"Your tubes are bad. Have you an ac- 
count at any electrical store? I can supply 
then, of eourse, but I will get them from 
your own dealer if you wish" 

Nine times out of ten, they say: "You 
go ahead and supply their" 

The days of gypping the public are over. 
You can't charge for repairing a radio that 
yon have ,just fooled with, and expect to 
be recommended or called back. 

LE Roy II. SH EITZEla, 
243 S. iI "n..Ic!swim: Avenue, 

G'reensburi,, Penna. 

iT iSN'T THE 50 CENTS, IT'S THE- 
Editor, !goad- Cn.tr-r: 

I quote from a letter signed only "Si aaker 
Heights, Ohio" (a suburb of this city) in 
pow January issue: "We're no longer mien 
of a profession, to have to accept so low 
ai fee for our services." The reference is 
to advertisements of fifty -cent service 
cha rges. 

I agree with "Shaker Iieigbts," if we 
accept such a fee. Personally, I still have 
faith in human beings, and I still get my 
$1.50. You can't fool all the people, etc. 

As to parts discounts, why "Shaker 
Ileights" can't get his discounts, I do not 
know; but I do know that I get regular 
discounts with t any trouble. 

A Service flan with any backbone does 
not have to accept a fifty -cent service fee. 
If I wanted to accept a fifty -cent charge, 

I could do so and still make more money 
than I am making; but I won't do business 
that way. 

To illustrate: A week ago I was called 
to repair it Majestic "71." While I wt 
making my tests, the owners told nie that 
they had had one of these "50 -cent" com- 
panies look the set over and give them a 
price. 'l'Iiey also admitted to me that they 
had dropped the power pack; and I suppose 
they told the other fellow the same thing. 

Well, to tit ike a long story short, I com- 
pleted nn tests, and found nothing wrong 
except an open filament lead in the R. F. 
circuit. i had been there exactly thirty 
minutes (unlike the !''lying Service Ian) 
and a little solder did the trick; my charge 
was $1.50 -my minimum. 

'!'hen it came out. The "50- cent" com- 
pany had given them a price of $35.00, and 
the set would have to go to the shop. I 
suppose this estimate came from the knowl- 
edge that the pack had been dropped; 
though, as the rectifier tube had not been 
damaged, it could not have been dropped 
very hard. 

BLAINE MARTIN, 

1933 East 73rd Street, Cleveland, Ohio 

NEW COMPONENTS ARE SUSPECT 
Editor, RADIO-CRAFT: 

I quite agree with the letter of Mr. Hyde, 
in the December issue, entitled "Protection 
Against Lightning "; but I have been in the 
service for over two years, and found that 
very few sets have n I). P. D. T. switch 
and few have even an arrester. In that 
tinte I have only had one that I think had 
been hit by lightning; and all that hap- 
pened wns that the primary winding of the 
antenna coupler was burnt out. (It was an 
electric set.) I have not heard of any other 
set that could have been lightning -struck; 
and I have concluded that the danger of 
lightning is very low, whether one carries 
protection or not. I would just as soon 
be without a lightning arrester as have one. 

I am also in favor of the "Hints 
to Nianufac ii¡ers"; for, judging by the way 
some of them, put their sets together, they 
think these will never need any service or 
that, if they do, the sets will be returned 
to the factory. Generally, the receivers that 
need the most service are those that are 
hardest to get at. I may add that receivers 
which stand up under the conditions found 
in the United States do not do so here as 
they should. 

i do not like the practice of pulling out 
a chassis in the customer's home and fixing 
it there; even though the customer may 
almost forbid it to be taken from the house, 
a little bit of explanation will usually over - 
come this. ,fost customers watch the Serv- 
ice Mao, as a cat does a mouse, with the 
idea that the radio will never work again. 
'!'hen too, manufacturers change parts from 
time to time; and the customer sees that 
the new part is not the same as the one 
taken out, and fears that the set will never 
be the sauce. When a chassis has to come 
out, except for a minor repair, it is my 
principle that it should be taken to the 
shop. 

ILtatn.0 B. AULENBACII, 

91 Augusta St., Hamilton, Ontario, Can. 
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RCA INSTITUTES 
trains men in 

RADIO 
MEN who need radio training ... who 

wish to know all about radio servic- 
ing, operating, radio telephony and tele- 
graphy and broadcasting can quickly 
obtain this valuable knowledge through 
RCA Institutes and its famous Home 
Laboratory Training Course. 

Radio Instruction by 
America's Oldest and Foremost 

Radio Training School 
You can study at home in your spare time 
or at any of the RCA Institutes resident 
schools throughout the country. Thorough 
and reliable training given you. As a stu- 
dent you also receive the complete RCA 
Institutes Laboratory Equipment . . en- 
abling you to easily solve radio problems 
at home in your spare time. This is the 
recognized way to speedily acquire the 
commercial knowledge and ability de- 
manded in Radio today. 

Free Book for Ambitious Men 
Send for this free book ... many pages of 
pictures and text giving full details about 
the Houle Laboratory Training Course . . . 

the RCA Institutes Laboratory equipment 
. RCA Institutes and the noted staff of 

instructors ... that have helped thous:oltls 
of men to make good in Radio. 

R,CA 
INSTITUTES, inc. 
hic.\ INSTITUTES, lu,... 
Dept. N.P.3, 
75 Carick St., New York, N. V. 

Cent !eaten: !'lease send me your bile 
FREE book which tells about the manu oppor. 
tuuities in Radio and about your famous laboratory 
method of radio instruction at home. 

Name 

:Address 

Occupation 
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HERE'S THE FIRST 
RADIO THAT EVER DID IT! 

Broadcast Band Every 10 K.C. 

NO NOISE - CLEAR AS CRYSTAL 
SNAP A SWITCH 

80 -METER SHORT -WAVE BAND 

The Newest 
Development 

in Radio 

The 
LINCOLN 

D.C. -8 

Lincoln Engineering Again Startles the 
Whole Radio Industry 

Just read and let your imagination do the rest. 
Self -contained D.C. power. No A.C. power with its cracks and growls. 

No storage batteries. No charging. Just assemble in console and forget for a year. 

CRYSTAL CLEAR LONG DISTANCE RECEPTION 

Perfect 10 -K.C. separation from local made possible by Lincoln's famous original design. 

Then by an amazing new development, by simply snapping a switch, get the interesting 
SO-meter phone hand. Tunes over gut degrees on the dial like broadcast. NO COILS TO 
PLUG IN OR SWITCH. Just think what this means - Air Mail, Police, and private phone 
from coast to coast. 
New 2 -volt low drain tubes. New "A" supply operates from oxygen in the air. New 
exquisitely designed console. 

LINCOLN D.C. -8 CHASSIS (Less Tubes) $80.00 
AND WHAT'S MORE - SHORT -WAVE RECEPTION IS NOW STANDARD IN Tlll; 
LINCOLN DE LUXE 31. Utilizing six screen -grid tubas in the most powerful selective 
receiver known today. Try this on your receiver - place your dials midway between your 
local station and a (listant station 20 K.C. away, and open up your volume control. Lincoln 
equipment is doing this daily in the heart of Chicago with four times the power of any 
receiver without a background froni a 50,000 -watt local station. 

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND DTSTRIRUTORS' DISCOUNTS 

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION 
329 S. Wood Street Dept. RC Chicago, Ill. 

SHORT -WAVE WAVEMETER 
EVERY SERVICE MAN NEEDS ONE!! 

This Fine Shielded In- 
strument ands Foreign 
Stan Ions on dials of 
short -wave sets. makes 
tuning ,,Male, cali- 
brates oscillators. sets. 
oil Is. ehr.ks Reveller. 

dnd 
Transmitter.. Hun- 

reds of Uses! Works 
on ANY set. Set It to 
wavelengths. then tale 
receiver to it. Range: 
15 to 125 meters; gets 
any station. Comslete 
(nothing else required 

to operate IN with extra. sluedy plug -In coils, calibration 
charts and Full Instructions. only $6.95. Why pay $12 

d more[ EASY to work and ACCURATE'! Send only 
$1 !n stamps, pay rest to postman when received 

DELFT RADIO 
524 Fairbanks Ave. Oakland. Calif. 

N Page 518 you will find 
an interesting announce- 

ment of the RADIO SERV- 
ICE MAN'S HANDYBOOK 
with addenda data sheets. It 
takes but a few minutes to read 
of the full particulars about 
this new book. 

between the grid and the ground. Assum- 
ing that the grid circuit contains no 'ts 
other than the secondary of the transformer, 
this test will show whether or not the lack 
of grid bias upon the tube is due to an 

open secondary. 
Examine a modern diagram; check the 

various circuits, and you will find that you 
can make a very large number of tests by 

connecting a resistance -measuring equip- 
ment between the "Il -" terminal and the 
socket contacts, and thus obviate the need 
for pulling the chassis. 

Service Man's Forum 
(f'out in vert from page 523) 

fications necessary to properly service re- 
ceivers such as are distributed in music 
stores, drug and hardware stores and the 
like and why is it that when such a man 
requests information from a manufacturer 
regarding the hatter's make of set that if 
he receives a reply to his request it may 
amount to no information at all? I believe 
this is common practice with a great many 
manufacturers and jobbers. 

C. M. DELANO, 

IJox 663, Lincoln, Nebraska. 

THE KIDS ARE CLEVER 
Editor, It Al/ttl- CRAFT: 

,lust a line, front one of your so-often 
berated "kid" service men. I am eighteen 
years old, and have st-en only six years in 
the radio field; but I ant frequently called 
on by local Service Men, h older than 
myself and with as much as ten years' ex- 
perience in "our" field, who want advice 
on different questions. I have studying 
under me several "kids "; and I find they 
make much acore efficient Service Men than 
most older persons. I am service manager 
for a local "chain," and I attend high 
school at the same tinte. 

Recently I have installed several motors 
and turntables with electric pickups in the 
tops of Zenith ":P) A's." The reproducer 
;nnc must he so constructed that it will fold 
down near the top of the set when not in 
use; since, even with the 1t /4 -inch motor, 
the lid of the machine will not clear the 
reproducer when it is on the record. 'l'he 
scratch from the record is very faint, how- 
ever, and it permits the lid to 1w left up 
;chile the machine is playing. For use in 
some machines where there is a limited 
space in the top, I have designed a needle 
extension which allows the reproducer to 
he laid down flat near the record; it is 
stade out of strong steel, and is just long 
enough to change the angle at which the 
reproducer must rest. This gives much 
better quality- than I expected when I first 
conceived the idea and, because of the high 
amplification in the audio stages of the aver- 
age set, there is no noticeable decrease in 
volume. 

Why clues not sonie manufacturer make 
an extension shaft for his phono-motor, so 
that the motor crut be placed to the side 
or bottons of a cabinet, yet allowing the 
turntable to be placed at the customary 
position 

For use in the automobile, I prefer the 
old R.C.A. semi -portable super chassis. I 
change these to single -dial control and 
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to re- construct the teeth, will clear up this 
difficulty. (See Fig. 3). 

Sonora made two "A44" models; the first 
employed 15 -volt Arcturus tubes ;Ind the 
second, which was a converted .job, '27 tubes 
in all I1.F. stages. The former set used a 
vuluute control of about 21100 ohms, con- 
nected from negative chassis to plate cir- 
cuit of the fourth 11F. stage (Fig. 4.k). 
However, in the converted ,job, the volume 
control was used to control cathode bias 
on the lt.F. amplifiers (Fig. 41t). This 
method, though a good one, was not effec- 
tive in this set because of the value of the 
control used. Control of volume was not 
gradual and only about one -tenth the entire 
unit had arrt use. 

Without disturbing the circuit, the cath- 
ode connection was removed and shorted to 
chassis; so that another method to control 
vol could be employed. After several 
experiments, it was determined that the 
variable resistance placed across the aerial 
and ground would give as ;timid and smooth 
a control of volume as could be desired 
(Fig. 4C). Only one lead is necessary to 
wake this change. One side of the control 
resistor is connected to the aerial lead. 'l'he 
franc of the control is fastened to the chas- 
sis by means of a nut thereby obviating any 
other connection to ground. 

In the new Bosch sets the line, "local- 
distance" switches are not an integral pant 
of the receiver chassis. They are controlled 
by a single knob on the tuning panel. The 
local-distance switch is connected to the 
set by three wires going to the three bind- 
ing posts on the side of the chassis; the 
top being the aerial and the bottom, the 
gr 1. I.at'k of sensitivity can he traced 
to the omission of connecting the wire be- 
longing on the tenter binding post. 

The first R.F. tube in the Kenndy screen - 
grid receiver will often need replacement; 
for, as soon as this tube becomes weak, the 
selectivity of the receiver is impaired. Some 
tubes, even though testing perfect, were un- 
satisfactory for some unexplainable reason. 
Experimment and trial will quickly determine 
the proper tube to use for this stage. 

Lack of sensitivity, in the Fada "42" series 
A.C. chassis, is n common complaint and 
may be caused by any of a number of de- 
fects; but one that has often been found 
is in the 50,000-ohm blue carbon resistor in 
the plate circuit of the detector stage. Usu- 
ally, a drop in normal plate voltage will 
accompany this defect. If a resistor of 
35,000 -ohm value is used for replacement, 
there will be a slight increase in selectivity. 

Inaccessible Units 
(Coat in net! front page 5211) 

between the filament and ground. The 
cathode or the filament may be reached 
without pulling the chassis, and the same 
is true of the ground; thus, it is possible 
to check the grid -bias resistance without 
pulling the chassis. 

The saule method of measurement is ap- 
plicable to audio -frequency grid circuits. 
Suppose that it is necessary to check the 
continuity Of the secondary of the audio - 
frequency transformer; a resistance unit, 
of about 5,000 to 10,000 ohms is connected 
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The MINUETTE 
4 RADIO $34,6. 5 
( Screen Grid .. 

Super power- 
ful set with n:o- 
Lion -wide range 
and magnifi- 
cent tone qual- 
ity. New L tab Tul I lux t nam c 
Speaker and Ouest component 
parts. store sensitive a nd select No 
than most big" sets! Beautiful walnut cabinet. 9%x12 In.- entirely self con- 

tained. For 50-60 cycle 110 -l20 volt A.C. current. Itegular 
$59.50 value. Order direct now at this spacial introduc- tory S! trte with tubes-nothing 

tsbuy. en $5 wihordepnyY IInce . Sai faction Guarantaad. Local Agents Wanted. 
SUPERADIO MANUFACTURING CO. 

Dept. $63. 2356 Byron Street CHICAGO 

Complete 
withTubes 
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Up -In- the -minute offerings 
at lowest wholesale prices. 
Includes newest Tone Con- 
trol. Screen ()rid Superhetero- 
dyne. halloPhonograph com- 
binations. short wave receivers. 
automobile radios, public ad- 
dress. Attractive walnut roo- 
m-des and latest neceá.orlen. part, 
and kits. Don't boy until y -r 
seo our big catalog. 

Western Radio Mfg.Cer. 
128 W. Lake St. CHICAGO 

Licensed 
1'nder 

Laflln-w'hite 
and ute.t 
Patent, 

tt 

ír 

-atoo,.l 
e 

ELECTRAD C -250 
AMPLIFIER 11:R 

Push -Pull Type 
Provides 10.35 watts 
undistorted output 
with input volts .3. 
Utilizes o n e 224, 
two 250 and two 281 
tubes. Completely as- 
sembled. List Price 
(Less Tubes) $135.00. 

High Quality 
AMPLIFICATION 

At Low Cost! 
With the New ELECTRAD- LOFTIN WHITE 

Direct- Coupled AMPLIFIERS 
THE radio world has long needed 

the advantages of a perfected 
amplifier using the revolutionary 

Loftin -White direct -coupled system 
with high output and wide general 
adaptability. 
The Electrad Loftin -White Amplifiers 
are the answer. The C -250 (illus- 
trated above) and its companions, the 
A -250 and the A -245 provide the 
notably high quality output, general 
stability, low initial cost and operating 
economies for which the Loftin -White 
system is famed. 
These Electrad Amplifiers are thor- 
oughly engineered and built of high - 
quality components. They offer a 
range of power suitable for present - 
day needs. 
They are readily adaptable to all usual 
requirements of sound amplification 
from microphones, phonograph pick- 
ups, radio tuners, - in fact, for all 
types of amplification of audio 
frequencies. 

Mail Coupon for new, com- 
plete Electrad Catalog - 
36 pages of helpful radio 

information. 

1273 VarickSt., New York. N.Y. 

EZEcTR 

r 

ELECTRAD 
A -250 

AMPLIFIER 

Provides 4.6 watts undistorted 
output. Utilizes one 224, one 
250 and one 281 tube. Com- 
pletely- assembled. List Price 
(less tubes) $87.50. 

ELECTRAD 
A -245 

AMPLIFIER 

Provides 1.6 watts undistorted 
output with one 224, one 245 and 
one 280 tube. Completely as- 
sembled $40.00 (less tubes), or 
in kit form $35.00 (less tubes). 

ELECTRAD, INC., Dept. RC -3. 
175 Varick St., New York, N. Y. 

Please send me copy of new, com- 
plete Electrad Catalog. Enclosed 10c. 
(stamps or coin for mailing cost). 

Name 

Address 

City State 

1 
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New Radio Devices 
(Continuer) from. pods 535) 

The usual R.F. coil design, for a 11/4-in. 
forni, is followed; the added tickler winding 
has fifteen turns over the center of the 
secondarv. .\ miniature of the "condenser 
bank" of the big sets may be seen. 

A black imitation- leather -covered carrying 
case, 7 x 11 x 8l /., in. high, completes the 
instrument; which weighs only 81A. lbs. 

"UNI- DIRECTIONAL" BOWL SPEAKER 
THERE has been much ado about short- 
1 wave beam radio transmitters, but we 

have beard little about beam audio trans- 
mission. The °l'ni - I)irect' al Bowl 
Speaker," manufactured by Operadiu Mfg. 
Co. and illustrated in Fig. E, is just such 
an instr 'nt; combining the stature of 
Gargttntuu and the voice of Stentor. For 
the audio power of this instrument is con- 
centrated, and thus affords complete cov- 
erage of large fields, such as motion- picture 
"lots," fairs, stadiums, racetracks and air- 
ports. At this point attention may be called 
to the fact that, up to distances of 500 feet, 
and even more, there is little diminution of 
the sound; it "carries." 

Although a large model is shown in the 
illustration, the same principles of design 
are incorporated in smaller units, such as 
those designed for car radio installations. 
The model pictured is the "(Y1'," weighing 
575 lbs.; and with a hell- opening live feet 
in diameter. The advantage of the "bowl" 
d'muidc is that penetration may he obtained 
without objectionable volume near the re- 
producer. The frequency- response is par- 
ticularly satisfactory over the very wide 
audio range from 50 to 6,000 cycles. 

The principle of operation is clearly shown 
in Fig. 3. Both the front and back of the 
dynamic reproducer unit are called into 
play; the high frequencies from one side 
are radiated by bowl A while the low notes 
expand through the gradually- increasing air 
column afforded by the facing surfaces of 
howls A and 13. 

Fig. E 
A powerful reproducer for open -air announcements. 

RADIO -CRAFT 

Fig. 3 
The bowl speaker acts both as baffle and horn, 
delivering the output from both sides of the 

dynamic twit. 

These reproducers are equipped with field - 
current supply leads, for 110 -volt A.C. trains, 
and voice -coil input transformers. 

HAND MICROPHONE 
FOR the home- recorder, as well as for 

use in connection with industrial- and 
honte -talkie picture equipment, there is 
available a new high -grade, although inex- 
pensive hand microphone. 

Fig. F 
.In attractive pattern of hand microphone with 

many uses. 

This instrument, the "Model 12N" two - 
button hand .microphone, manufactured by 
the Ellis Electrical Laboratory is illustrated 
in Fig. F. 

The ,microphone is of the standard carbon - 
button type, and uses the same unit found 
in the makers' regular broadcast -type micro- 
phones. A three -conductor cable is avail- 
able; although not part of the package. 

The dimensions of the "Model 12N" are, 
diameter, 2 7/16 in.; thickness, 11/2 in.; total 
length, 61/2 in. 

Testing Equipment 
(Continued from page 527) 

The output of the radio set is connected 
to the high-impedance, or primary winding 
of an output transformer. 'l'he low- 
impedance secondary winding is connected 
to the thernargalvanometer, through the 15- 
ohm potentiometer, which regulates the 
current. 

13I any radio receivers have built -in output 
transformers, the loud speaker having none. 
'l'he D.I'.D.T. switch is placed in the cir- 
cuit, preceding the potentiometer; so that 
the meter and resistance cran he switched 
to the output of this type of receiver. 

A decided improvement can be made by 
inserting another double -pole, double -throw 
switch, preceding the output transformer, 
so that one can switch from output meter 
to loud speaker, whenever desired. 

When the output meter is used on a chas- 
sis not incorporating an output transformer 
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to Install AM PERITE 
/r A i z y Electric Radio 
JUST 

insert AMPERITE. Instantly 
controls fluctuating line voltagesup 

or down between 100 and 140 volts, 
to exact requirements. Installed in 
5 minutes. No chassis changes. 

Only the bulb type AMPERITE 
can give your set delicate voltage 
regulation. Saves tubes and upkeep 
cost; protects power equipment, 
improves tone quality. 

Make a profit from every service call. 

Address Dept. RC -3 

1gMpelarrs (s odo 
sot OROSpw.rY. NEW voga 

PERITE 
Self Adjustin, 

NE VOLTAGE CONTROL 

More 
Pleasure 
From 
Your 
Radio 
Receiver 

At last you can retire and 
relax or read while listening 
to your radio without the in- 
convenience of getting up to 
shut it off or worry of falling 
asleep and having it turned 
on all night. Just set the - 

X-L SENTINEL 
for the time you wish the receiver to run and 
-presto -off goes- the music and the light - 
for thoughtful designing has provided a socket 
in the Sentinel for your reading lamp as well 
as one for the receiver. 

Used also on window displays and signs, 
hall lights, night lights, etc. Fully guaranteed. 

SEE DEALER -OR SEND DIRECT 
LIST PRICE $6.75 

X -L Radio Laboratories 
1224 Belmont Avenue Chicago 

Service men and setbuilders -Write for 
attractive agency proposition. 

ALUMINUM BOX SHIELDS 
1103011'.1 .I6rr din 1191,11 - 

¿I x 10 a 

nn v monitor 
.. 

r, $1.25 
n 

5 x 5 x 5, 
knocked- ,k,rvn vol l hleld. SI.00 

We snake any eire to order. 
lino dial 'able for Majestic, 
Itadlnlas. etc. Sponge rubber 
phone rushlons, tits all phones, 
25e. aril. 

"BUDDY" Teat Prods Ale 
ways sharp pointed. t ne phonogrnPh needles. 4 -n. wires. 

77W. 
,acte or phono tips. m`i1500red n minci Identify each lead. 

Intermediates for Smith's or Lia lin News Suuerheterodyno. ' o merl nllxe in radio Pans e',Riskily -part: fu rra i.hed 
for my kit In any magazine. 

Please include sufficient postale. 
ELAN, THE RADIO MAN, INC. 

89 Cortlandt St. Dept. RC -331 New York, N. Y., 
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Positively Last Chance 
at Pre -publication Price! 

S. Gernsback's Radio Encyclopedia 
Second Edition Completely Revised 

iHE first edition of my Radio Encyclopedia- 39,uxt copies -is era pletely mild nut. The first 
printing of this famous First Encyclopedia of Radio ever published bu- been totally consumed. 
A new edition is now in preparation. It will be issued in February, 1931. 

This new edition will represent not only a complete revision of all the material in the 
first, but much valuable new information has been added, snaking the new volume about twice the 
size of the former. 

A vast amount of new material has been collected and arranged, and is incorporated in the 
forthcoming edition. This nest data covers all the momentous innovations and improvements in 
radio construction and technique which have developed since the first edition came off the press. 

Some of the new subjects are: 
Short wave sets, circuits, coils, etc, 
Receiving sets, all types; battery, A.C., D.C.: modern superheterodynes; home recording equipment. 
Power supply systems; all types, including "B" eliminators and systems used in all types of A.C. 

and D.C. electric sets. 
Television. The latest development with complete descriptions of all types of apparatus and 

circuits. 
Sound Pictures and Public Address systems. Complete circuits and descriptions. 
Transmitting systems. Moth short wave and broadcast. 
Testing Apparatus and Instruments. Invaluable to the radio dealer and serviceman. 
Trouble Shooting in modern radio sets, thoroughly covered by text and pictures. 

And last but not least there has been added a section of important tables, indispensable to the 
radio constructor, serviceman, professional, designer, and amateur; among these tables will be found: 

Complete vacuum tube charac- 
teristics. 

Tables of voltages at different 
sockets in modern sets. 

Resistors, and values employed 
in voltage dividers and how 
they are calculated. 

Coil and condenser data, show- 
ing the size of coils required 
with different condensers for 
a given wave length band. 

Voltage regulators -for fluctuat- 
ing line voltages. 

Wavelength and frequency con- 
version tables. 

Power consumption of standard 
radio sets. 

Sound absorption of different 
materials. 

Condenser replacement table. 
Wire tables. 
Radio set table, listing all 

known receivers by makes, 
style numbers, types of sets, 
tubes used. 

Etc., etc. 

was= 
_.. 

sGernbacks 
_ 

ladío hcydopedia \J 

Sidney Gernsback, 
98 Park Place. 
New York City. 

1 enclise herewith 52 9x, for which you are to send 
me postpaid the completely rei toed and enlarged 
second edition of 

S. Gernsback's Radio Encyclopedia 
personally autographed by you. and with my naine 

ramped In gold on the cover as per your special pre- 
publication offer. 

t understand that this book will he ptihllahed In 
February. 1931. and that this special offer will no 
langer be available once the book Is Issued. 

Name 
(To he (inld Stamped -Print exactly to avoid mistakes) 

Address 

City State 
RC -331 

The new Radio Encyclopedia 
will be a book of the saute size 
as the first edition -9 by 12 
inches -printed on heavy dur- 
able paper. The number of 
pages is doubled. The binding 
will be in semi -flexible red 
morocco keratol, gold stamped, 
with marbled fly -leaves, and 
the text will be printed in large 
easily readable type. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
The price of the second edition 

of S. Gernsback's Radio Encyclo- 
pedia will be $3.98 upon publica- 
tion; but as an inducement to those 
who wish to order the book now, 
a special pre -publication price of 
$2.9i is being offered. 

This special offer will positively 
be withdrawn as soon as the book 
is issued. 

The new honk will be one of the biggest 
values ever offered. Thousands of the pur- 
chasers of the first edition declared that they 
could not see how such a voluminous, elabo- 
rately printed book could be produced and 
sold at so low a price. The second edition will 
represent three times as much value. Money 
refunded without question if you are not 
satisfied t 

EVERY SUBSCRIBER TO THIS PRE- 
PUBLICATION OFFER WILL HAVE HIS 
NAME STAMPED IN GOLD ON THE 
COVER OF HIS BOOK, AND HIS COPY 
WILL ALSO BE PERSONALLY AUTO- 
GRAPHED BY THE AUTHOR. 

Use the coupon at left. Mail it nosy -not 
only to save money. but also to make sure 
that you get your hook from the first printing, 
tehirh will he limited. 

with a low -impedance secondary, (the trans- 
former being contained in the reproducer), 
the terminals 3 and a are directly connected 
to the output of that receiver. If the re- 
ceiver under test contains its output trans- 
former, then the output is connected to ter- 
minals 1 and 2. The reason is that the low- 
impedance winding of the output coil will 
not match the high impedance of the pri- 
mary of the output transformer in the me- 
ter box. When the receiver is connected, 
a deflection will occur on the ureter, pro- 
portional to the amount of current flowing. 
For comparing the output of one receiver 
with another, the potentiometer should he 
adjusted so that the ureter will read a maxi- 
mum current flow at one-half scale. 

This theruuygalanosreter is an A.C. ureter 
and can not be used on D.C.; costs more 
than a V.T. voltmeter, but I like it better, 
and believe it more satisfactory. 

Service Oscillator 
(Continued from pale 516) 

tuned to any frequency, giving a check on 
the receiver's adjustment at any point on 
the scale. 

'l'he selectivity of a set can be checked 
comparatively, by making a small change in 
the condenser setting on the oscillator and 
noting the decrease in signal strength. When 
comparing the selectivity of two sets in 
this planner, it is essential that the test be 
made at the sane frequency with loth sets, 
as the selectivity usually varies with the 
frequency. This also gives a ready method 
of checking the selectivity of a set under 
different operating conditions. 

With the oscillator calibrated as a wave- 
meter, dials on receiving sets which have 
changed their setting can be reset easily and 
accurately. All in all, it is a valuable addi- 
tion to any service depa rtmsnt. C'ou rtexq 
of R.C.A.- Radiolran "(;and NeTC.Y." 

The "Martenot" 
(Continued front pape .:31) 

further facilitates the adjustment of these 
to the proper inductance and coupling tu 
give the desired notes. 

Volume and Timbre Control 
The details of the control Rh, shown in 

the illustration at the performer's left hand, 
are not given in full; it is described as a 
rheostat, but serves also as a switch, evi- 
dently, serving to cut off one note as the , 

control is shifted to the following position. 
By this means, also, it is possible to produce 
a staccato effect; while the rheostat, acting 
as a vol control in the output circuit, 
permits change from fortissimo to pianis- 
simo passages. 

As said above, the characteristic feature 
of the design of the tube circuits is that it 
is etmsidered desirable here to create har- 
monies, rather than prevent their; and the 
selection of these harmonics makes it pos- 
sible to imitate instruments already known - 
even the yoke -and to create entirely new 
timbres. For this purpose, the inventor sug- 
gests use of new types of tubes; varying 
the applied voltages; and saturating the A.F. 
transformer cores. 
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Detector Efficiency 
(Continued front. page 539) 

because a positive bias far too high for 
maximum efficiency is being applied to the 
grid. 

By employing in the positive filament lead 
a potentiometer with the slider connected to 
the choke, the bias may be adjusted to suit 
the operator. See Fig. 1 for diagram of 
connections. 

For this purpose, the filament rheostat 
may he modified slightly. The exact resist- 
ance, necessary to lower the voltage to that 
specified by the tube manufacturer, is ob- 
tained by dividing the voltage drop by the 
filament current. 

If an 'OlA tube is to be employed with a 
Ii -volt battery, the resistance required is 4 
ohms (1 volt drop divided by %=4). Since 
4-ohm rheostats are not easy to obtain, a 
0 -ohm type may he used and a .j per 
provided with a clip serves to cut out 2 
ohms. To adjust this to the correct resist- 
ance, shunt a D. C. voltmeter across the 
filament terminals of the socket, and set 
the clip at a point which gives a meter 
reading of 5 volts. The slider is varied until 
best operation is secured; which will mean 
a positive grid bias of approximately one - 
fifth of a volt. 

This method is especially suitable for use 
in the first detector of a superheterodyne 
receiver; the sensitivity obtained is some- 
what greater than that of the grid -leak 
method, and is due to the possibility of 
obtaining exactly the proper positive bias. 

'l'hc operating point on the rheostat is 
more easily found when regeneration is 
used; as it becomes much sharper. How- 
ever, if a resistance control is employed, it 
should be put across the tickler (not in 
series); because the series connection varies 
the plate voltage, making it necessary to 
change the rheostat setting with each 
change of the regeneration control. (This 
bast statement is perhaps not quite as im- 
portant as it may sound, being a "crank's" 
viewpoint. Nevertheless, it is correct theo- 
retically, and the shunt connection of the 
resistor seems to be preferable.) 

The schematic diagram for the use in a 
regenerative c'irc'uit is shown in Fig. 2. 
The control resistor 112 should have a max- 
imum of 50,000 ohms. .\ grid condenser of 
.00025 -mf. will do, if the receiver is of the 
broadcast type, but .00015 -mf. is preferable 
for waves under 200 meters. 

Short -Wave Pioneering 
(Continued from lame 543) 

no one wanted to have anything to do 
with these high frequencies. 

Necessity forced us into this. We then 
had four stations but, owing to 1inuitat 
that were placed upon us for telephone 
wires to connect our several stations to- 
gether, we were forced to develop other 
means to ace plish this and obviously our 
first thought was radio linkage. 

The radio linkage had to be silent, so 
far as the broadcast radio receivers were 
concerned; so we were obliged to select fre- 
quencies above or below the broadcast band. 
There were no lower frequencies available, 
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New 
aechard 
Catalog 

THE new Electrad catalog covers the complete line 
of Electrad Resistors, Voltage Controls and Lof tin- 

White Amplifiers, including several important new 
products. 

In addition, it contains a great deal of helpful informa- 
tion on resistance problems. 

In order that we may be certain it reaches only those 
who are interested, please request your copy on the 
coupon below and mail it to us with ten cents (stamps 
or coin) to cover mailing cost. 

e ° 

tß`4 b l ̀ ` 
GS''' 

Qy 

o 
1{36 Pages of Important 

Radio Information 

(75 Varlok St., New York. N.Y. 

EZE CIA AD 

RADIO MAP 
OF NORTH AMERICA 

Showing all Countries, States and Provinces and all Cities having a 
broadcasting station 

Printed on good paper, 22 x 22, with cover 
Simple method of measuring distances 

Time zones accurately shown 
Contains complete list of broadcasting stations arranged geographically, with power, 

call letters, frequencies and key for instant location on map 

Price only 25 cents 
Every radio listener should have one 

RADEX - The Radio Fan's Own Magazine 
Contains the most complete, accurate, up -to -date list of broadcasting stations 

published. 
Cross- indexed by dial number, frequencies, wave- lengths call, letters and 

countries, states and cities. t 
So arranged that merely entering dial numbers calibrates any set, dials even 

for stations never before received. 
"What's on the Air Tonight ?" and "What's Wrong With My Set ?" are two 

regular and interesting features. 

25c. per copy, $1.75 per year 

THE RADEX PRESS - - 1313 Sixth Street, Cleveland, Ohio 

Turn to page 562 of this issue and read the special offer to those who are actively 
engaged in radio. 
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March, 1931 

and we were therefore forced to the short- 
wave channels or higher frequencies. 

Our experiments very quickly demon- 
strated the great value of these short wa ve- 
leneths, anal out of this work were created 
the possibilities of international broad- 
casting. 

As early as 1923, the Westinghouse ex- 
perimental station KDI'M (located at Cleve- 
land, Ohio) was repeating KUKA's pro- 
gram received there on short wavelengths 
front Pittsburgh. Sumo months later this 
Method of station linking was used on a 
more elaborate and conti s plan; when 
the Westinghouse Company established at 
Ilastings, Nebraska, a fifth station, KFKX, 
solely for radio repeating purposes. 

Radio broadcasting and radio communi- 
cation entered into a new era with the 
further use and development of these short 
waves. It furnished a method for station 
inter -linking and it also has proved to be 
a great step in the development of world 
communications. 

As the experiments with short wanes con- 
tinued, we discovered that they were being 
heard in most unexpected places throughout 
the world. Particularly impressive was the 
efficiency of reception at long distances. As 
a result we decided to try to send a special 
program by this means across the Atlantic 
which could be received and repeated in 
England and Europe. 

It happened that it was close to the New 
Year; and we therefore decided that this 
first international broadcast should be a 
New Year's greeting from the United States 
to England and Europe. It was my good 
fortune to speak this greeting. 

On that night, December 31, 1923, across 
the Atlantic Ocean, covering a distance 
equal to one- eighth the circumference of 
the globe, the I an voice was sped on 
these radio waas with the speed of light. 
At Manchester, Englnd, this New Year's 
greeting was received and re- broadcast by 
the British Broadcasting Company, their 
whole system repeating it. 

Here occurred an epoch in human history, 
for non had truly conquered space. The 
world's boundaries had been shifted. A 
human voice was heard simultaneously in 
North America and Europe -a greeting to 
millions of people spanning Nature's bar- 
riers, with no connecting media except the 
invisible and the unknown. Such was this 
pioneering achievement in voice transmis- 
sion; prubabl in all the years of history no 
greater feat of science had been recorded. 

'l'hus was the first step taken towards 
making international broadcasting and re- 
broadcasting an actual possibility, and it 
was undertaken with the definite purpose 
in view of eventually making it at reliable 
and everyday service. 

The success of this pioneering attempt 
brought a realization to our dreams and 
hopes. Now it is simpler, and it is almost 
a matter -of -fact statement for me to say 
that international broadcasting is an estab- 
lished accomplishment, and eventually will 
be as reliable and as perfect as local broad- 
casting. 

tinny: hie the possibilities that such a serv- 
ice portends and what a powerful agency 
it will he in bringing about a universal lan- 
guage, international good will and mutual 
understanding. 
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"Hi-Q 29" 
(Continued from ¡late .537) 

plates are grounded, it is necessary to couple 
the grounded rotor plates and the "R+" 
ten iiinul of the plate coil by means of a 0..5- 
inf. fixed condenser, to complete the reso- 
nant IL.F. circuit. These condensers are 
shown at "C" in the diagram. 

Since this coupling capacity introduces 
into the circuit a reactance which varies 
with any change in the frequency to which 
the circuit is tuned, and because the grid 
circuit of the following tube (in the original 
design) did not include n similar capacity, 
it can be seen that the shapes of the reso- 
nance curves will not he svnaortrical and 
proportionate when the ganged condensers 
are rotated; since the losses in both cir- 

t cuits will not be equal over the broadcast 
band. 

Use of New Tubes 

A simple way of keeping the same pro- 
portion of losses in both the plate and grid 
circuits, is to insert a similar 0.5 -mf. ca- 
pacity Cl, in each grid circuit, as shown. 
This causes a marked improvement in the 
audio output and enables the operator to 
find acore readily and accurately the best 
condition of "band wicItIi" -the more :dike 
the tao circuits look and function electric- 
ally. 

Tmprovements in the design of screen - 
grid tubes are shown in the new two -volt, 
.00- ampere filament type, classed as "'32." 
This tube, with its improved electrical char- 
acteristics, including low filament consump- 
tion, is very satisfactory and can be sub- 
stituted in the battery model "Hi -Q29" by 
(hanging only the filament resistors; the 
correct new values of which are shown in 
the dingrant. 

Tt will be noted that a higher bias is 
placed on the screen -grid of the second 
lt.F. tube \'S, to prevent local signals set- 
ting up in it a state of "secondary emis- 
sion"; for this would causse serious distor- 
tion in the second R.F. stage and he passed, 
amplified and distorted, to the detector. 

Tn some instances, it has improved the 
:mcplificat , at the lower wavelengths, to 
couple the plate and grid coils at their high- 
potential ends, by means of small capaci- 
ties (('2) of ahrrult 5- 111111 f. value. 

The trend in modern receiver design is 
to employ a "C" -bias detector; because of 
its ability to handle higher input signal 
voltages, and the absence of harmonic gen- 
eration which is coutnion in the old grid 
leak -condenser method of detection (as or- 
dinarily used. -Editor.) 

Tf so desired, a screen -grid detector may 
be employed; for this purpose, the first A.F. 
transformer should be removed, and a re- 
sistance- capacity- coupled stage substituted. 
in o.der to secure sufficient bass frequency 
response. It should lie remembered that a 
screen -grid tube used as a detector has a 
high A.C. plate resistance. 'l'he "C " -iriois 
voltage, on the control -grid of a screen -grid 
tube used as a bias -detector, should be about 
one -tenth of the voltage applied to the 
screen. A voltage of thirty on the screen- 

EitVICE MEN! 
The Two Most Modern Books on Radio Repairing 

NOW READY 
PRACTICAL 

TESTING 
SYSTEMS 

by 
JOHN F. RIDER 

The most complete compilation of 
modern and successful testing systems. 
Capacity, inductance, resistance, ampli- 
fication constant, plate resistance, mu- 
tual conductance, continuity, oscillators, 
test bench panel, A.C. and D.C. tube 
testers . . . in fact every thing a 
service man needs. Radio frequency, 
audio frequency, modulated and un- 
modulated oscillators. 

Schematic diagrams with electrical 
values so that you can build your own 
units. Complete in every detail. 

160 pages. 99 illustrations. 
Printed. Bound in stiff 
canvas binding . Gold 
letters. 

Price, $1.00 

A text book for a $1.00 and not 
a $1.00 text book. Get your 
copy now. 

PRACTICAL 
RADIO 

REPAIRING 
HINTS 

This hook is the result of a great deal 
of investigation and research to de- 
termine average replacement values in 
radio receiver. 

It contains replacement values for con- 
densers, chokes, resistances, etc. It con- 
tains many handy reference tables which 
will save you much work. No theory. 
All facts. hints and kinks. Explanation 
of direct current receivers. Everything 
the most modern. 

A complete explanation of peculiarities 
in commercial radio receivers, automatic 
volume control operation, the most mod- 
ern power supply arrangements. Illus- 
trations of how radio manufacturers 
employ different units. 

Hints and kinks about practical repair. 
ing. Simple and effective means of 
rapid testing. Worth many times its 
cost! 

256 pages. 206 illustrations. 
Printed. Bound in stiff can- 
vas cover. Gold letters. 

Price, $2.00 

These books are sold with a money back guarantee 

RADIO TREATISE CO., INC.. 1440 Broadway. New York City. 

Korbset find $2.110 for nld,h )nu will .end roe Ruders Practical Repairing Mats. Enclosed find SLIM for thLh ym u sill send e Rider's Prart Leal Testeng Ryden.. . e. o. il. Send Rider's Practical Repairing Hints and R will Pay 1.0+tillan all charge& C.O.D. Send Rider's Prart lral 'Ceding Systrns and I will pay postman ail charges. 

If I 

Name 

ant not salt :Tied I will return the Look In goal condition within 3 days after rereiving same and 
get my money bark. 

ELECTRIFY YOUR 
RADIO FOR ON L 
Why discard yourpreaent good set when you 
can electrify it for only sc PE, and banish the annoyance and 
expense of buying new' B" batteries? 

Over 150,000 Townsend 
Power Units in Use 

Cooked up In a few minutes. Use 
saute tubes -nn changes. Work: on 
A.C. fany cycle) or D.C. You'll ho 
amarard at. the Improvement In re- 

ception. Send name and a idrrss 
today for full detalla, proof and Frio 
Trial Offer. 

TOWNSEND LABORATORIES 
423 W. Superior Street Chicago. Illinois 

sf40 RADIO rrz CANADA 
CANADA'S PIONEER COLLEGE. endorsed 
by leading radio manufacturers. offers DAY. 
EVENING. HOME STUDY and SPECIAL 
TRADE COURSES with free scholarships 
and trip to Toronto (all expenses paid). 
Write for booklet to Principal. 

RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA 
Limited 

.310 Yonge Street - . - Toronto 
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Over the Mountains 
iron LosAngeles 

-- 559Miles Ori / 
I It LLn FA.::: 

GallonsefGAS -= 
Think ofit! FIVE IF -. ORE') Eli. -I1 :NI MILES over 
rough mountainous country burning only I. I.I' VIN GALLONS 
OF GASOLINE. Imagine more than FIFTY MILL S TO THE 
GALLI IN. That is chat the WHIRLWIND CARRURIiTING 
DEVICE does for D. R. Gilbert enumgh of a saving on lust 
one trip to more than pay the cost of the Whirlwind. 

THEWHIRLWIND SAVES MOTORISTS 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS YEARLY 
w'NrI. L.' - ats of their at 
the ,r,,.l : . , r, keep stream -., i is , the "nice 
telling v r ,i f to Se mile, o ,gallon, re. 
suiting in a sash:, of irmt 2,4 to SR in gas bills alone. 
Mark A. Estes n "1 was "taking If miles to the gallon on my 
I., m9ac Coupe. Today. n ith the 51hirlein.l, I am making 35 5 -10 
Hiles to the gallon." 

P. P. I:,rreen writes: °34 -6-10 miles with the Whirlwind, or a gain 
of 21 miles to the gallon.' 
R. 3. Tulin The whirlwind Increased the mileage on our Ford 
truck from 12 to 26 mils to gallon vol 4% in speed.' 
Car mu tiers all over the norld are saving us.nuv even day with 
the W hide Md. besides having better operating motors. Think .. hat 
this means nn your . Figure lip your savings -enough fur a 
radio -a hank accn 

own 
pleasures. Why let the Oil Com- 

panies preset by your waster bind out about this amazing little 
device that will pay for itself every few weeks. 

PITS ALL CARS 
In lust a few minores The whirl. ind can be installed on any make 
of car, truck or tractor. It's actually less work than changing yont 
oil. or putting mater In your battery. No drilling. tapping or 
changes of any kind necessary. It is guaranteed to work perfectly 
on any make of car, truck or tractor, large or surah, new model or 
old model. The more on chive the more you pill save. 

SALESMEN AND DISTRIBUTORS WANTED TO 
MAKE UP TO $100.00 A WEEK AND MORE 

Whirls then are making big profits supplying this fast 
selling device that 

y 

- owners cannot :drool b, br alt roui. 
Good territory Is still open. Free sample utter to it,rkers. 
Full parmrul ara sent nit request. Just check tho coupon. 

GUARANTEE 
Noii ate what 

'Il ow l ear you have-no matter how hi g eater it 
hat the Whirlwind will more than 

you 
its ust in gaaoItry (alone 

guarantee 
n thirty day., or the trial will coat you othing. We tnrit, l V to trat it 

not our risk wed expense. You are to be the sole judge. 
MMMMMMM FRILL TRIAL COUPON MMMM 
Whirlwind Mfg. Co.. 999.449 -A Third St.. Milwaukee. Wit. 
Gentlemen: Yon may send me full particular- of your 
Whirlwind Carbureling deuce and tell me hoe I can get 
one free. This does not obligate me in any wain whatever. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY 
COUNTY 
O Cheek here if you are interested in full or Part than 
salesman position. 

STATE 

Thousands of opportunities for young 
nitn to tenter the NewspaperO held. 
Fascinating work. You will meet in- 
teresting people; interview celebrities. 
A famous New York reporter with 
twenty years of practical experience 
has written a whole course of jour 
nalism and reporting in six easy les - / sons. Ile shouts you the short -cut to 

s Icccss. He tells you what to do and what not to do, 
to become a successful reporter. Send today for 
tue "PRACTICAL ('OURSE IN JOCRNAL- 
ItiM," by Henry John Bruckmeyer of The New 
York Evening Post. Just drop us a Postal Card - 
no need to send money. We will mail you the 
whole set of six books and you pay the Postman 
$3.00 plus a few cents f "r postage. No uu,re te 
pay. 

e 
Money Psolut lS refunded refCnded if noot satisfied. UID ES 

16-E Murray Street Dept. D -331 New York 

$ -- ALWAYS HAVE LUCK! --$ 

P 
Vnlueky In Money, Dames, 
Lore or Business? Too 
should carry pair of gen. .% oiss MYSTIC BRAHMA 

t- it RED LIVE HIGHLY MAO- 
, r fit. - e. NETIC LODESTONES. 

F^ -rs ;--4- Rare, amazing. Compelling. 

Fty.".l. t Attractive. these LI VS 
LODESTONES are carried 

. 
ry -T by Occult Oriental people 

u 
v' 4 as a POWERFUL LUCKY 

CHARM. one to prevent 
Bad Lurk. Evil and Mis- 

fortune. and the other to attract much Good Lurk. Lowe, 
Happiness and Prosperity. Special, only 51.97 for the 
two With free fell Instructions. Pay postman 51.9T 
and 15e postage on delivery. Satisfaction or money re- 
funded. You can be LUCKYI Order yours TODAY! 
Dept. 864. P.S.BUREAU, Seneca P.O. Bei 72, BROOKLYN,N.Y. 
NOTICE! We absolutely GUARANTEE these rent/IMO Idyllic Brahma Lodestones are ALIVE! Jtut what 
you want. for they are the Beal Tbtog- POWERFUL. HIGHLY MAGNETIC! 

grid requires a control -grid bias of three; 
and, with ti type '32 tube, this voltage neat 
be obtained by the drop across the filaulent- 
hnlhlst resistuf. 

Of course, "(--bias detection may be ap- 
plied to an ordinary 'ol. \- or '12:\ -type 
tube; by connrclhuit the grill return lead 
to the ' -" terminal of a 'C "' battery. the 
positive of which is led to the negative fila- 
ment line. 'File proper biasing Voltage for 
an '01A or 'I_.\ tube, used as it detector 
should he obi t one -tenth of the effective 
plate voltage applied to the tube. 

These changes have been very satisfac- 
tory in reconditioning and livalernizing the 
"Hi- (r29;" and the ideas set forth should 
be not only useful in this case, but readily 
applicable, without further details, to other 
receivers of more or less similar design. 

Tube -Base Coil Winder 
(Continued front pay e 549) 

Loosen the bolt that goes through the cen- 
ter, and discard the barge outside frame- 
work that holds the soldering lugs. Then 
reassemble the center part; but replace the 
short bolt with a longer one that can be 
placed in the chuck of a small hand drill. 
Luck the hand drill into a vise, or otherwise 
secure it; plug the tube base into the socket; 
and it clan be wound very handily and 
exactly. 

(Another craftsman, Frank L. Dodd, has 
sent in it similar idea; but he uses, instead 
of a socket, another old tube base which 
has been filled with wax and drilled to re- 
ceive the tube prongs like a socket. -Editor.) 

SUPER -POWER IN EUROPE 
ct ORI,l)'S biggest broadcaster" is the 
VVterlui applied by the European press 

to the new Polish transmitter at Rosin, near 
Warsaw. Its power, 1611 kw'., while consid- 
erably less than that of KI)KA's new trans- 
mitter, exceeds that which a nt 1 . \1 I t i r cdn 
station is authorized to broadcast during 
regular evening hours. The masts are 600 
feet high, and 750 feet apart, the largest ill 
Europe. 

According to an English correspondent 
of Ynpnlnr II' ireleex, who viewed the appa- 
ratus at the Chelmsford sitrrks where it was 
mode, the station is the first which has 
Tenter- cooled Jila novel S for its transmitting 
tubes! We are Icd to wonder about the 
truth of this, especially by reason of an- 
other inaccuracy. 's'u'bs only other broad- 
casting station planned to provide power 
anywhere near this figure was at Bound 
Brook V T ; but the Americans admit that 
this station is at failure (di) Poland, how- 
ever, is going to be at success. 

Incidentally, while it is necessary to con - 
struct special apparatus -say a long-wave 
frequency converter -to adapt an American 
set to receive this station on 1411 meters. 
the power of European stations has been 
increased enormously since the International 
Tests some years ago; and, in a quiet, favor- 
able location not too near env- local trans- 
mitter, it alight be possible for an experi- 
menter to bring in European broadcasts 
during the Idle afternoons this winter. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
Advertisements in this section are inserted 
at the cost of ten cent, per word for 
each insertion -na lite, initial and address 
each count as one word. Cash should 
accompany all classined advertisements 
unless placed by a recognized advertising 
agency. No less than ten words are 
accepted. Advertising for the April 1931 
issue should he received not later than 
February ith. 

DETECTIVES 

DETECTIVES Earn Big Money. Excellent oppor- 
tunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars 
Free. Write, George Wagner, 2190B Broadway, 

FORMULAS 

MAKE AND SELL your own products. We tail; 
furnish you any formulas. Write for our li :er:i 
tore. Chemical Institute. 1912 Park Place, New 
York, N. Y. 

PERSONAL 

ESCAPE from your lonely existence! Valuable 
information free. Write today! Box 12S-1M. 
l'i Hìu, uhio. 

PRINTING 

I.ETTERIIE:ADS, Envelopes. Business Cards. 
$1.00 hundred; 250, $1.75; 500, $3.25. Analysis 
Sheet makes servicing simple, 50 for 75e. Sao- 
Iles for stump. Any forms reasonably priced. 
Pe rh :un Printing Co.. Maquoketa, Iowa. 

RADIO 

SERVICE MEN, ATTENTION - Speakers re- 
wound. magnetized, repaired, $2.(0 tu $2.73. Com- 
plete l'ower Pack Service -Transformers rewound. 
condenser blocks repaired. resistors duplicated. 
Guaranteed. Clark Brothers Radio Co., Albia, 
Iowa. 

RESISTANCES. Condensers, Transformers, Choke 
Coils, etc. 'Write for sensational low price list. 
Bronx Wholesale Radin Company, 5 West Tre- 
mont Avenue, New York. 

SONG POEM WRITERS 

SONG POEM WRITERS-"Real" proposition. 
Ilibleler, LISAS, 2114 Keystone, Chicago. 

$5,000 ANYONE PAW H 0 
PROVES THAT THIS IS 
not the actual muonn of m seif 
Shoving m)' uperb Irhystiur 
and hots the Ito,. Sysnon ha, 
increased my tin height to 
6 ft. a a -4 Inches. hundreds 
of Testimonial,. Clients lip ' 

to 15 yeah old ain from I to gain 
in tgw weeks:: 6 is d cvks.. 

First in 1907 
First To -day 

No Appliances -No Drugs -No Dieting ROSS 
SYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Fee Ten Dollars Com- 

'plele. etmr luring Teaimony and Part lcnlars 5 
ants ,tamps. "Allow time for return mails woes 

the Atlantic." G. MALCOLM ROSS, Height Specialist. 
Scarborough, England, (P. 0. Box 15). 

WRITERS 
Advance Royalty Payments, 
New Talking- Picture Song requirements, 
etc., folly explained is our Free ' truc. 
live book. Writers of Words or Muais 
for songs may submit their work for free 

nation and advice. Past ex. examination 
onneceeeary. We revise,compose 

ange music and secure Copyrights, 
Our modern method guarantees approval. 
Write Today - Newcomer Associates. 
16788 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

PATENTS Write for Free Guide Rook, 
"HOW TO OBTAIN A 
PATENT" and Record of 

Invention Blank. Send model or sketch and descrip- 
tion of your invention for our Free Opinion whether it 
conies within Patent Office Rules. RADIO and ELEC- 
TRICAL Cases a Specialty. i'rnmht. Fffieient Srrz'iee, 

PAYMENT OF FEES IN INSTALLMENTS 
VICTOR J. EVANS 3 CO.. 923 - 9th, Washington, D. C. 

See page 562 of this issue and read 
the special offer to those who are 
actively engaged in radio. 
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Mutual Conductance 
(Continued from ¡,age 551) 

10,000 ohms; and a signal input of one volt 
(A.C.) produces an alternating coulpontnt 
of o.8- II iltibupere -Lae- fourth the value of 
the plate current. 

Since the A.('. component is the onl 
useful part of the plate current, for either 
amplification or loud -speaker reprotluctiim. 
the efficiency of the tube is mulch higher 
iiein if it were no more responsive to alter- 
nating than it is to direct voltages. The 
reason of this differential action is the bal - 
ancing of the influences of the grid and 
the plate voltages. 

'l'he endeavor to utilize mutual conduct- 
ance nuire and acore efficiently has caused, 
not merely new tube designs, but new cir- 
cuit designs. The higher the "slope," the 
nuire sensitive is the tube; a condition 
reached just before oscillation, when the 
signal loses control entirely or partly. In 
the super -regenerative circuit, we have a 
very interesting attempt to apply critical 
grid blases to a tube, at such a frequency 
that cycles of extreme sensitivity will re- 
sult, without losing control of the tube as 
an amplifier. 

A siuglydubc circuit obtaining loud -speaker 
strength. by the nsr of a pentode Frit h its high 

amplification and powerful output. 

The A.F. pentode, not yet in general use 
here, has practically become standard in 
European receiters of Late date. It has 
resulted from the attempt to produce n 
power tube which shall draw as little cur- 
rent, yet give as much output as possible. 
With it large amplification, it feeds out of 
a detector; and the popular British "mid- 
get" is a two -tube set -a screen -grid de- 
tector and a pentode. The only :\nlarie:m 
output pentode eonunercialh' produced has 

mutual conductance of about COIN). We 
note the recent appearance of a European 
power tube which has a mutual conductance 
of 60110; the slope goes up almost perpen- 
dicularly (line 'I',400" in Fig. 2). 

It may he of interest to our readers to 
show a recent experimental circuit, from 
an English magazine (Fig. .5) in which a 
pentode is shown in a single -tube receiver 
with loud -speaker output; regeneration 
adds to the pentnde's high amplification, of 
sixty to eighty. Such a circuit, of course, 
con! be used only in a suitable location. 

(The reader who is interesnal in the measurement of mutual conductance in tube. will find the method 
described, and a suitable testing circuit shown, on page 322 of RAplo- CS.t)T for Luulary. 19311. A mil - liammeter and a calibrated resistor, with 'A," "It" and "C" batteries, are the only apparatus required for the set -up.) 
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OW FIX ANY MAKE OF 

Jiffy Index 
You don't have to nad 

the books through(. the 
special Jiffy Index enables 
>nn to nut your anger on t1 information wanted to 
u pity. 

American Team cal 
Society Membersh p 

FREI 
If l'ai ,-end le now 

for this 
brand 

new 
olule sengineerlog we Vii its 

elude a consultation member- 
ship in this great organisation. 

large start of automobile 
and as lotion experts ill be 
ready ato help you at all 

will 
eau write or wire any time 

Information -answers 

\Ill be sent to you promptly 
y ITHOi.T COST. This mem- 

bership Is good cor one fun year. 

111111111 

SIX BIG AUTO 
BOOKS ALLFREEPED 
on approval; whether you want to qualify as car.rttowner, 
auto repair expert or merely wish to know how to keep your 
own car 1110 ú efficient, look at these books -they are sent to you for 
free examination. This brand new 1930 edition has been prepared by 
a large group of America's greatest automotive engineers. Anybody 

who ran read will understand them, for this great automobile eney eio- 
pedia is a veritable gold mine of valuable fact... Take advantage of 
this great opportunity now; send in the 
coupon for FREE examination. You 
don't pay us a penny, you don't obligate 
yourself to pay anything unless= you de- 
code to keep the books. Just tell us you 
want to see them and the full set of O 
great volumes, just off the press, will be 
sent to you. Read them, look them 
over and prove to your own satisfaction 
that one fact alone, which you will find 

rin them, mays a you an exmive 
epair, or help y 

save 
to a better job. 

AVIATION MOTOR 
In addition to being 

completer. clope,Iiaorato- 
iobile engineering these 

books contain over luth 
pages on Aviation t :detora, 
and as they are just off the 

ethnd teonf- `anÏ tiorma tin obtainable. This alone 
make+ there books incubi- 

Wee to anyone. 

NEW 1930 EDITION 
EVERY PAGE UP TO DATE 

Imagine books which are no new that with the cooperation of the largest automobile 
manufacturers we have been able to bring ever) page right up to date -wiring dia- grams, construction details, service problems -are all right up to the minute. Nowhere 
eke that we know of can you get as complete and up to date information. Over a 
million dollars of resources have enabled us to give you the most up to date books 
On the subject ever published. You will find nearly 1) pages on front wheel drives 
alone. Everybody interested in automobiles in any way utU wdcoms these books, 
especially on olit 

NO MONEY OFFER 
Thus plan bring. tins oal lai to trturm.d a ion within the reen or ec erynne Ynii don't send 

OS a single penny. >nu don't mice to pA' IS anything: lust send )our tuat a iirldress and we III .send you the complete set of ti soluaes specially bound in me l.uae 1leso covers Read alma carefully. keep them lit days. nod out anything you want to know and then if yon want to keep them send 52 ig1 then and Su.00 per month until the spettai low price of only 124.50 1s. paid. There is no further obligation 

Learn All 
About Autos 

bon, Ihr e ria h liberal 
otter and barn all the things .you want to 

stow. .us..hee. 

lay nod. Th... 
e.mpl.ts sad 

1. them. on 
er'sd . row 

an. s..' 

SEND NO MONEY 
i Dept. A -at 

1,eat.i 1 .S 

1 

t.. 
Chicago. Iilimia 

1 muid 1.1e 'o. the rem 6 velum. lo 
buds .,howl any wa, M co ., wry 

4 ..ii faawlae a and oiw 
wad tS..injhnhea only ..n8,..,ra!u,, 

gales month 

»rand iwuawa. s... r ,w Amerman T 

Ns 
Street 
City State 
Employer's Name 
Employer's Address 

sari is y 

These books will be sent free Immedlrely upon receipt of coupon with welter's nom 
o) o sad address and that of his empler or us other blne,. an as a reference. 

Be sure to read the announcement on page 516 of this issue which tells the important 
message about the first and second Supplements to the OFFICI:%I. RADIO 
SERVICE \I.\NUAI,e 

PATENTS - TRADE MARKS 
aal attention by 
and booklet free. 

Patent Office and Federal Court Practice 
Lancaster, Allwine & Rommel 

Patent Lan Offices 
475 OURAY BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C. 

MICROPHONES 
For Transmitters - P. A. 
Systems and Recording, 
also cables. accessories and 
repairs. Catalog just out. 

UNIVERSAL MICRO- 
PHONE CO., LTD. 

Inglewood, California 

ToAny Suit. 
Jumble the lifo of your 

nil and rest wit IlirreerlY 
matched pants. 100.000 patterns. 
Every pair hand lolli red to your ulea,u 

no nadyniade=.' Our match sent FREE for 
your 0. R. before pants are male. Fit guar- 
anteed. Send piece of cloth or veld today. 
SUPERIOR MATCH PANTS COMPANY 

115 So. Dearborn Street, Dept. 573 Chicago 

No Wind 
Can 
Blow 
It 
Out 

SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
MysteryCigar Lighter 

up TO $25 A DAY 
Shoaled Oil; Sded ifle \far el to Men. 
New Primel lde of Irnit Irin. %Chat )takes 
It tight i Ne Filet ,- Frletinn. All 

nun mot eed. a i pl Willi Sale: Plan. 2t. . 

Sample (told. \SII -r Violas lien Plated. tt an. .t.. tont:, write 
or 

Prnpn =it ion. 
NEW METHOD MFG. CO. 

Desk SF -3, New Method Bldg., Bradford. Pa, 
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Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade 
The hotels on this and the opposite page are patronized by the Radio Trade. Make them your headquarters. 

Around the corner from the 
Little Church around the Corner 

HOTEL SEVILLE 
MADISON AVENUE 

& 29th Street 
A hotel of distinction and comfort, 
within walking distance of shopping 
and amusement centers. Five minutes 
from Times Square, Pennsylvania Sta- 
tion and Grand Central Terminal. 

Room $ 3.00 Per 
and Bath Day Up 

Convenient to all 
points of interest 

HEADQUARTERS 
FOR 

RADIO MEN 
HOTEL. 

SHE 
DRIVE 
Your Car 
Right into 

Hotel 
Sherman 

/ 

f 

Single Room 
with Both 

(150 o day L and up 
Doubla Room 

with Bath 
MOO 

o 
day 

and up 

I n- 
11,-11/1 / I 

ÌIII j% ON 
1111//I 

I 1 
U"14 qui''ingi 

1:3111.!:1111 

lllllllrllliiii'h'aiii 
111111/ 111111 aaaahaa'anái 

- U/11 / 11111111 
111i111iiiiiiï 

;; / I11111111 

1111.1 nnlnrom:. 
it moms `iiii. 

RANDOLPH CLARKLAKELASALLESTREETS 

11111iii[41.11: 
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"Roll Your Own 
ss 

(Continued from pope .Sit) 

sary only to change the filament resistors 
specified for those which are wade for use 

with the two -volt tubes and whatever bat- 

tery you are using. (.tmperites 631) end 
631 ore designed for the '30 and '31 tubes, 
operating on 6 rolls.) It will be necessary, 
also, to change the grid return of \'4 to 
provide :l volts of negative "C" bias on this 
tube, when it is a '32 type. 

If the filament temperatures of the ILL. 
tubes are automatically regulated, it will 
be necessary to introduce some control of 
oscillation and volume. The 500,01)0 -ohm 
variable resistor, mentioned in the original 
article, should be connected in the plate 
lead common to the primaries of Ia and 
1.3. 

This set was designed for use with an 

aerial, and will give better results than with 
a 11)1)1). 'T'he writer prefers a bakelite sub - 
panel. 

'Phe layout given originally should present 
few difficulties. After you have procured 
the parts, lay them out as they were pic- 
tured in the original article. You may use 
components of different makes and con - 
stunts, and find problems; but tackle them 
systematically, one at a time, and you will 
lind it easier. 

(We hope to have from Mr. Smith an- 
other article on developments which he is 
tanking along the lines of a modern home - 
built set. Ile has received, and answered 
patiently, a great number of letters from 
readers asking questions which were not of 
a nature confined to this particular set. 
Set constructors should not write to an 
author to ask him for information -sap, 
about turns on a standard R.F. Boil, or types 
of tithes -which has appeared often in print 
and which they should get from books, nuug- 
nzines, or manufacturer's booklets, packages 
and advertising.-Editor.) 

Radio -Craft Kinks 
(Continued from pope 5M)) 

shows the method of construction which, 
when finished, is surprisingly stiff. 

(In most parts of the world, the expres- 
sion "screening" is used for what, in the 
United States, is called shielding.- Editor.) 

A NEUTRALIZING TOOL 
By Ralph L. Green 

B\KELITE "screwdrivers," used in ncu- 
tralizing and staking similar ad,just- 

ments, become dull with a few minutes' use 
and must be resharpened. After becoming 

BONE KNITTING NEEDLE, 

4 

a- 

Fig. 4 
.Nothrr tool which the .Service 3lan or c.rperi- 

water may convert from household uses. 

bored with this, I hit upon using an ordi- 
nary hone knitting needle of large size 
(about ,4- inch). After tiling this to a 
screwdriver edge, I found that it held its 
edge fairly well. It will not break readily 
and is long enough to reach into compara- 
tively inaccessible places. 
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Radio Guides Planes 
(('unlinsued fruits pa ye :i31) 

signal light which will flash up when the 
plane reaches the vicinity of the radio 
station. 

'l'he receiver has been so arranged that 
telephone communication and weather broad- 
casts can be received at the saute time that 
the radio compass is being used. 

This new homing system is immune to 
error, even though the plane is bunking or 
in a tailspin. Its range is rated as 2111) 

miles; though it has operated successfully 
at greater di..tances. 

While devclnped primarily for aviation 
purposes, the course finder may be applied 
equally well to the purposes of navigation; 
and will furnish the sea captain approach- 
ing a coast with not one, hut many, hearings 
with which to correct his course. The ex- 
tension of service fr radio beacons and 
compass stations, therefore, need not be as 
costly as hitherto expected; although special 
services will he necessary for the guidance 
of increasing aerial traffic. 

Tests of the System 
With the apparatus illustrated, recent 

tests were made on the airline between 
Los Angeles and San Francisco with one 
of the passenger planes of the Transcon- 
tinental and Western Airs Pacific division. 

Pilot Harlan Hull tuned in on the govern- 
ment radio station at Oakland, immediately 
after taking off froto Los Angeles. Through- 
out the 40I -mile flight, the needle on his 
peter pointed to dead center when he was 
on the proper course, but wavered to one 
side whenever he deviated from his course. 
'When he arrived directly over the radio 
station, the needle vibrated suddenly. (It 
is hoped to extend the operation of the prin- 
ciple shortly to give a correct angle for 
laadiay, even in blind flight.) 

For the supplementary receiver illus- 
trated, (lower right) plug -in coils make pos- 
sible tuning over bands below the long -wave 
beacon signals and the broadcast range 
which falls below it. The lightness of the 
apparatus -some ten pounds -makes it es- 
pecially suitable for airplane service. 

Subsequent tests have been made before 
representatives of the t'. S. Army; and 
negotiations for the cowunnert-ial production 
of instruments of this type are announced. 

The Radio Craftsmen 
(!'unliburif fruit, gs,sgr 5t5) 

W8BXY at Old Forge, N. Y., several times 
in the daytime, and quite loudly. 

The main disadvantage is that I have to 
control the regeneration by putting my fin- 
ger on the variable grid leak; it is very hard 
to regulate, and that is the only reason I 
have not been able to log so many stations 
accurately. 

HOR.\CE Entry, 
Sidney, S. Y. 

(Since the primary of a broadcast coil has 
fewer turns than the secondary, it will tune 
notch lower with the same capacity across 
it; and this produces the effect noticed. The 
hookup, however, ran hardly be as efficient 
as a regular short -wave circuit. -Editor.) 
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Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade 

NEW 

[WHORE NAZI 
145 EAST 23- ST. NewYorhCity 

me/ 
GYMNASIUM 
SWIMMING POOL 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 
SPACIOUS LOUNGES 

SINGLE S O UP ROOMS f 

wait B4111/12 per day 
SPECIAL 

WEEKLY RATES 
SINGLE 7'86)_S" UP 
DOUBLE 16°2 [gyp 

GEO.TURKEL-MGR. 

NEW 
YORK'S 

Smarted- 
700 ROOM- 
/CLUB HOTEL 

for Melt 6 Wumelt 

"SOUTH OF THE 
MASON -DIXON LINE" 

is but another way of saying 
"Hospitality" 

HOTEL LUDY 
South Carolina Avenue at the Boardwaik 

Atlantic City's Newest Centrally Located Fireproof Hotel 
IS South of the Mason -Dixon Line 

Its RATES are as PLEASING as its hospitality 
$5 up Daily - American Plan - $30 up Weekly 

$2.50 up Daily - European Plan 

Fireproof Garage Attached 
R. B. LUDY, M.D. 

SERVICE MEN - DEALERS 
A few minutes of your time NOW. spent in reading the inter- 
esting announcement of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE 
MANUAL which appears on page 553 of this issue, might 
save you hours of time in servicing in the future. Every 
dealer, Service Man and custom set builder should have a 
copy at his disposal. 
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HOTEL DIRECTORY 
of the Radio Trade 

The Home Hotel 
of New York 

Homelike in service, 
appointments and lo- 
cation ... away from 
noise and congestion, 
yet but a few minutes 
from Times Square... 
garage facilities for 
tourists. 

Room and Bath from 
$3 single $4 double 

500 Rooms 

Home folks will 
like this hotel 

HOTEL 

BRETTON HALL. 
BROADWAY at 86th ST. 

NEW YORK 

WELCOME to 
NEW YORK and 

7h,I]OTEL 
GOVERNOR 

(Í INTON 
31" ST a ''o 7' "AVE . 

opposite PENNA. R.R. STATION 

1200 Rooms each 

with Bath, Servi - 

dor and Circulat- 
ing Ice Water, 

also Radio 

Provisions 

I. 

ROOM AND BAT H 3 °° U P 

BACK ISSUES OF 
RADIO -CRAFT can still be had 
at the regular price of 25 cents 

each. If you are in need of any 

copies for reference or servicing 
work, mail your order with remit- 
tance to RADIO- CRAFT, 98 Park 
Place, New York, N. Y. 
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New Uses of Radio Recording 
PERMANENT TELEPHONE RECORDS 

VVHILE the telephone is the medium 
of increasingly long -distant and im- 

portant business deals, now' that inter- 
national talks have been matie possible by 
radio, the late' has looked with suspicion 
for some hundreds of years on agreements 
of any importance, unless the terms were 
written down. 

So the scheme (of a finm in Melbourne, 
.lust radia, recorded in ll'irele.as II'eekly 
(Australia) may find roans imitators in 
these days of electrical recording; though 
such service is not included in American 
telephone tariffs. 

"An ingenious stratagem was adopted by 
a Melbourne limn to obtain a permanent 
record of as eonversaat' conducted recently 
Imetw'ren Melbourne and Birmingham (Eng- 
land). !Seing advised that a call was com- 
ing through frocs Birmingham, the Mel - 
luuurne firm arranged ta have an electrical 
recording instrument tapped in their tele- 
phone circuit during the whole of the 
conversation. 

"The telephone discussion concerned de- 

tailed ligures and specifications, which were 
recorded, und constituted :in a (Tura te state- 
ment of the business which could be dealt 
with when the tiare factor did not involve 
the charge Of £2 ($10) a minute. Verbatim 
reports of the conversation have, it is un- 
derstood, been scut from Mulls write to Bir- 
mingham, and the firma intends tu place this 
and future recorded conversations On the 
office files for reference. 

"'Phis is believed to be the first Occasion 

on which a long -distance call of this rature 
has been electrically recorded. Radio ex- 
perts look forward tu the tinte in the near 
future when such a record will prove in 
business dealings as binding as the written 
contract." 

RECORDING CONVINCES SKEPTICS 
Editor, ItAmo-Ca.srr: 

In E. I.. Smith's objections to the Stenode, 
I notice that he fears the shattering of 
the crystal from! too high a signal strength. 
I take it that he is comparing the small 
power in the I.F. amplifier r of the receiver 
with the immense power handled by a 

transmitter. I have no data on crystals 
inunedi :ately at hand, nor do I have the 
money to afford shattering sane for such a 

test: brut I do not believe the output of 
the strongest LE. amplifier is sufficient to 
shatter a crystal with its natural perhal as 

low as even fifteen hundred kilocycles. How- 
ever, I really can not conceive the idea 
that such a circuit as the Stenudu uses 

could give mil- inluction with the saute f leI- 
it4 as an amplifier with a ten ke. band. 
ilert s hoping, however, that the circuit is 

a success: as it will probably bring about 
the e',tution of cheaper and better crystals. 

A word or two about home recording: I 
think it is the best idea since screen -grid 
tubes. It makes it possible for the 1)X 
hound to ¡wore to his friends that lie got 
that certain station at that certain time. 
I have made several reproductions of code 

stations I have received; I lend these to 
lily friends who are studying code, and 

they find that a phonograph makes a nice 

code -practice machine. 
I have played with short -wave receivers 

quite a hit but I have not had such great 
success. Si far I have had only the follow- 
ing foreign broadcast stations; Nauen, Ger- 

many; Rugby, England; Lundan, England; 
M ufrid, Spain; Melbourne. Australia. I 

lane tried nearly a hundred different eir- 
cuil.. including a superhet similar to the 

new it.C.A., with the inductance and 

capacity reduced. 
I had one shortwaver, a T.R.F. with 

regenerative detector, which I could tune 
by standing three feet away and moving 
my hand. This eras about ten meters. I 

find that as many as five stages of audio 
m :ly be used on a S.W. set with imæh moire 

volume than twit or three will produce and 

with little howl, if the voltages are properly 
batlanecd. At present, I am experimenting 
with tuned audio systems and their appli- 
cation to the short waves. 

MARCUS A. McCoy. 
3213 Blackburn Street, Ilallna, Texas. 

PERMANENT PROGRAM RECORDS 

THE German listener misses very few 
worth -while uttside Iruadcasts, even 

if the programme is one which cannot be 

altered for the inclusion of such at relay. 
Roth Frankfurt and Stuttgart have their 

own recording plants, and if, as it happens, 
they cannot .see their way to give their 
listeners the broadcast of an interesting 
event at the time it is taking place, they 
register the relay on wax and store it for 
future use.- II-irelesos Magazine. 

BIGGER AND BIGGER 

RUMORS 
have it that the Soviet re- 

publics, already possessor of more sta- 
tions and higher power than (other European 
countries, will erect .500 -kw. broadcast trans- 
mitters in Leningrad surd Moscow. Political, 
sas well as radio interference, from these 
gisent voices of the East is feared by neigh - 
boring countries. 

Information Bureau 
(Cunt iu u ed Jrnm roue 552) 

holding the "mike" with the diaphragm in a hori- 
zontal position, in one hand, and striking it gently 
against the other hand. Also. try gently striking 
the edge of the microphone against one hand. Note 
that damage may result if this procedure is fol- 
lowed with the current oar, make certain that the 
microphone is disconnected from the battery circuit 
while undergoing this manipulation. I)u nut strike 
the diaphragm. 

If the "mike" is located in an excessively moist 
place it may Is: advisable to place the unit under 
an electric light bulb. in front of an electric heater 
(at some distance). ur in the rays of strong sun- 
light, to drive out the moisture that has caused the 
packing of the carbon. Most microphones are, after 
assembly. tested and balanced with meters; and they 
should not be opened or tampered with. 

(Q.2) What are the average impedance values. 
of the primary and secondary windings of trans- 
formers designed to match a carbon- button micro- 
phone to a vacuum-tulse grid circuit? 

(:1.2) 'I'he average values arc: Primary, 200 
ohms: secondary, 400,000 ohms. 'these values are 
for the usual I,000-cycle standard. 
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 RADIO'S GREATEST VALUES! 
ALL merchandise listed is BRAND NEW and is shipped in the original, instances, our SALE PRICES ARE LOWER THAN THE ACTUAL MANU., 

factory sealed cartons and carries the same guarantee of ABSOLUTE FACTURER'S COST! 
SATISFACTION! Due to the demand for this seasonable merchandise Join the ever swelling ranks of our 100 per cent SATISFIED CUSTOMERS. 
actually exceeding the available supply. ACT IMMEDIATELY! In moat ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS PAGE TODAY. 

Dry Electrolytic Condensers 
Shunt in any [men Ion! Guaran- 
teed uevtr to blow out! Remark. 
ably r ompaet and very inexiiensive. 
permitting generous use of filter - 
Ing systems. The greater the mfd. 
capacity employed. the less A.C. 
horn remains. 500 alIt peak rating. 
Ideal for all 171.1 - 215 power 
packs -rise two of each rapacity 
des teed for 2511 power packs 11,000 
soit creak thereby assured), 

No, Mfd. Diameter Length 
1801 1 0r in. 
1802 1 in. in. 
1804 4 134 in. 2', in. 
1808 8 17. hl. 464 In. 
1816 It 3 in. 4% in 
1824 21 3 in. 434 In. 
1832 32 3 In. 41¡ In. 

YOUR 
PRICE 
50.28 

.45 
.85 

1.25 
2.12 
2.75 
3.75 

Cavalier Model 159 Console 
With Peerless Speaker 

This beautiful and die- 
_- tiurtiee cabinet is surd 

with the built -ht Peer- 
less Speaker. It Is de- 
signed to provide a 
Maximum cabinet at a 
minimum price. Veneers 
of Figured Walnut with 
nttrartive carving., and 
unusual turnings. Set 
Compartment. 21% In. 
wide x 1064 in. deep X 
8 in. high. height, 3R 
in. Shipping weight 65 
lbs. Packet! in original 

crate. Complete with Speaker. 
No. 159 -YOUR SPECIAL PRICE 

$9.95 

Thordarson Standard Replace- 
ment Power Transformer 

70 WATTS 
T h 1 s transformer 
may be used In 
building un inex- 
pensive chassis: or 
Mr replacement In 
such standard com- 
binations as three 
'21's. two '27's. two 
'71Á'a or two '45's, 
recd an 'R0 rectifier. 
Suitable for the 
home - built rack- 
and-panel pubs le address amplifier. or cab - 
inet -tiro phonograph power amplifier. Just 
the foundation unit for an audio amplifier 
to he used na a standard of comparison. 
\Yell designed. Connections arec, made to 
soldering lugs on the two end plates. »Mien - 
duns: 314 x 31/2 x 1 Inclura. For 110.120 
wits, 50 -60 wiles. Shipping weight 5% lbs. 
List Pelee. $12.50. 75 No. 1405 -YOUR PRICE 

Kolster Magnetic 
Cone Speaker Chassis 

May be connected directly 
In the plate cirait of tie 
'12A tubes; or to higher- 
power tulles through an nut - 

,An deice. In push -pull Or- 
. en:, speaker may be in- 
,ted from plate to plate. 

inch rune' type. Paper - 
taltlr is prevented by a 
pan uel damper: bass notes 
are w' 11 nprmluced due to 
the "free -edge" effect. Its 
small dhneli inns make it 
eligible for use In home- 
constructed in 1 d get seta. 

Comes with G ft. curd. Dimensions: 10 x 
56, x !r., belies. Shipping weight 6'4 lbs. 
List Price. 518.00. @2 -"5 
No. 1500 -YOUR PRICE eeD 

Short -Wave Converter 
Build lld a short -wave con- 
vert, at lowest prier on 
reennl, but with whirl, 
excellent results r 
obtainable nevertheless. 
Tie voltage for the three 
227 tubes used may be 
Attained from an exter- 
nal filament transformer 
nr from a secondary 
winding of 214 volts in 
a power park. Wave- 
length front 30 In 110 

n eters. Nn r-tng -In coils; coil switch Is 
used to rarer wave band. Nagle dial toning, 

n grunting. no hotly capacity. no stmeals. 
Ioeak- condenser modulation. Converter con- 

Bring of all parts (less /Veinent transformer) 
including rxtiurl, Impel. diagram and I -page 
I islructlnn sheet (less tubes). 
No. 1619 -YOUR PRICE a$ 
No. 16I5 -6 -Volt Battery Model, same pries. 

R.C.A. Double Filter ('hokes 
(No. 8336) 

This heavy -duty. extreme. 
b' strong, double filter 
choke can be used for all 
types of Hlttr circuits, 
experimental work. power 
amplifiers. receivers. elfin . 
inatnrs, lamer parks. run. 
verted sets, etc. Known 
RS R. V. 1, repinretnent 
part for aiI Radinla mod- 
els. particularly Nos. 33, 
17 and 18. Each choke 
D.C. rrdstance, 500 ohms, 
Connected In parallel, these 
double filter chokes have It rating of 15 Hen- 
ries at 160 51111s; (unflected In series. GO Hen - 
rlrs at SO Mills. Fully shielded in Ileaey metal 
ase With special insulating eumpeunl. Size 
a¡ x 3% x 2'6. Shipping weight 6 tbs. 

List Price $10.05. 
c 5 YOUR SPECIAL PRICE a 97 a7 

"250" A.C. Power Transformer 

.,'. tl 
2S0 

r 

PUSH-PULL 
ow ER 

PaA-.RMta 

2 

This power transformer 
supplies currents for five 
15 - volt Àrentrus tubes 
drawing 5 Ma. and 54 

amp. Oil fllatllrllts; one 
2.5 V. tube: two 50's. 
aid two 'al's. Two 2 

or 221 Of suitable resist- 

cos 
Is used) and 750 

lts. Full wave 
and 

and 
"t'." ,t line ballast resis- 
tor. such as the Amperite, 
in conjunction with the 

special 85 -volt primary will malntaln even 
voltage over 105 to 125 snits. Entirely shielded 
in metal. 4'1 x -1% x 654 Inches high. 
Weight 15 Ms. For 110 -120 voila. 50 -60 

cycles. List Price. $20.00. $4,75 
No. 1412 -YOUR PRICE 

2.5 Volt Filament Transformer 
60 WATTS 

I las 2 renter - tapped wind- 
ing!. (luth deliver 
volts. One winding givre 
3 amperes: the other. 11 
ampere. Pigtail leads, 
Heavy Iron case, beauti- 
fully finished in brown 
crackle. 110 to 120 volts, 
50 to 6o cycles. uhmn. 
shins: 31/2 x 5 x 464 
Inches. Shipping weight 
n Ms. List Price, $6.00. 
No, 1414 -YOUR PRICE 

$3.45 

Earl Power Transformer 
Multe poney revamp- 70 WATTS 
Mg the old battery 
set. This lamer trans- 
former used In Earl 
Model 22 receiver 
supplies "A " "B" 
and "C" potentials 
for: two 27's 1Or 
screen - grid '224's), 
three '26's. two'71A's 
and une '80 rectifier; 
total current cannot of high-soilage n u ding 
at maximum output (about 200 volts) is SO 

ma. Iligh- voltage secondary, filament wInd- 
ing for '27's, and for '71A 's are enter - 
tapped. May be used In any number of 
combinations. Suitable resistors, a couple of 
4 -mf, filter condensers. two 30 -henry chokes 
and by pars condensers complete fine lamer 
park. Sloe 3% x 3 x 23, Inches. 

16 
long 

leads and full wiring directions. Sidra/leg 
weight 5 led. List Pelee $7.50. $1 ,75 
No. 1410 --YOUR SPECIAL PRICE 1 

Shielded "A" Transformer 
Modernise storage bat- 
tery receivers by replac- 
ing '01 A's with '26's and 

heated by this fila- 
ment transformer. Sup- 
plies 1.5. 2.5. end 5 
volts; 2.1.volt winding 
center-lapped. M e a t s 

three '26',. two '27's, 
and two '12.5's 'r'71.'í s. 
3x3x4 inches. For 110- 
129 volts. 59.60 cyelen. 

Weight 3!4 Ibs. List Pries, $4.50. $1 
1 

,75 
No. 1400 -YOUR PRICE 

A. K. 37 -38 Filter Choke and 
Condenser Block 

Contains two f i l l er 
chokes, a speaker out- 
put choke, two high - 
voltage filter condensers. 
a detector by -pass eon- 

Adenser, and en R.F. - 
.F, by-pass condenser. 

each connecting lead 
being Identified by col- 
ors. To make up emrient 
power pack for a re. 
Meer using a type '7IA 
at,,.//t tube you used only a rectifier tube 

socket. a voltage divider. a lawyer transfor- 
mer. and this filter block. :t16xl%x5 incite,. 
Shipping weight 6 lbs. 
List Price. $7.50. $4.95 
No. 1800. 283 -YOUR PRICE.... 

F R E E 
We have lest Issued our new "RADIO 
SERVICE TREATISE." ft's red bot all 
the way threeeh. 52 new hookups and 
circuit diagrams. 110 illustrations. 
Partial contents: Nhelendxing old radio 

sets. flow tu c battery batte tu Power 
sets. Selection cof tithes. The detector 
tube. The power tube. Changes in 
grid or "C' Alas circuits. Push p1111 
amplifiers. Replacing audio trans- 
formers. Phono. attachments. How to 
choose power transformers. Volt age 
dividers. Watt age of Power trans- 
formers. Selecting and Installing 
replacement parts in radio sets. 
Filter coudersen. Repairing "11" 
eliminane. .tLI. BRAND NEW 
DOPE -NIIT .t REPRINT. t'hnnk 
full of RF :.V. radin information 
all the sway through. Even the 
catalog :,Ilan has dozens of 

lrnnkups -never found anywhere before. 
TODAY. Enc'ose 2 cents for postage. 
Treatise sent by return mall. 

WRITE 

GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS NEONTRON TUBES 
Sold on a 6 MONTHS FREE REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE 
It.Asis, PROVIDING TUBE IJI; 'ITS! All tulles are carefully 
meter- tested before .shipment, and carefully parked. Do not 
confuse these Il IG II (e.m. TV tubes with any other "low 
priced" tubes -nor low prices are possible because we do a VOLUME business! 
Choice of Choice of Choice of Choice of 

226 112A 245 222 
227 200- A -199UX 280 210 
171A 199UV -120 171 250 
201A 224 281 

63c each TOe each 80e each $1.60 each 

Utah Dynamic A.C. Power 
Speaker -Model 33A 

110 -volt. GU.eyclo 
A.C. light socket 
supply fur field 
excitation w i t h 
Westinghouse dry rectifier. 

O ln. high. 954 
hl. wide, 7'4 In. 
d e e p. Speaker 

comes 
packed in 

,den rr at e. 
Weight 10 lbs. It 
Is the of the 
most powerful as t, 
well as hest re- 
produrers in the market. 9 -loco cone, 
List Price $50.00, 
No. 1506 -YOUR SPECIAL PRICE 

$7.50 

Kolster Jumbo 
A.C. Power Transformer 

85 WATTS 
Will supply sufficient 
Current and voltage for 
push -pull '10's. In n 
junction with type '81 
half -wave rectifiers. The 

put"volt secondary out- 
Is just below the 

rated maximum for type 
'24 and '27 tubes: tubes 
will last much langer 
than when heated from 
a higher- voltage trans- 

former. Four secondaries are rated as fol- 
lows: Secondary SI, 7.5 V.. 1.25 A.: 82. 

1.center-tapped, 7.5 V.. 1.23 A.: 143. 1.5 V.. 

25 .5.: SI. 2.25 V.. 1.65 A.: S5. 7.25 
V. 90 Sla. Primary is tapped for low lino 
writage. filas eight feet drilled for mounting 
as base of pack. Generous iron core assures 
cool performance under heavy load. For 
111.120 Volts, 50.60 Cycles. Dimenslons: 
1a4 x 4 t., x 4!4 inches. Shipping weight. 
12 lbs. List Price. $19.50 
No, 4336 -YOUR PRICE $67° 
The SONOLA 1931 A.C. Model 

Midget Receiver 
RCA LICENSED 

This Midget Receiver 
will outperform many 
of its larger brothers. 
1-ses 5 tubes: 3 screen) 
grid, 215 power tube. 
2.10 rroulier. Rolla dy- 
namic. large rapacity 
filter. Perfectly shield- 
ed. Selectivity obtained 
by use of three timed 
stages. high amplitl- 
cation Is assured by 
screen grid Rie. snrcens 

ll gri power detector and 
'45 output. Rata I 1pianl le gives wonderful 
reproduction. So small Solt ran Pot It au'- 
where yet It Is ill tit. There may be cheaper 
midgets on the market. We are fully aware 
of this. That's exactly why you should 
have a SONOLA. There is NO GRIEF with 
this high grade set, For oaa lu Gu eyel,-. 
!L) suits. Dimensions: N z9 x IS inches 
high. Shipping weight 30 lbs. List Price, 

No. 2500 -Your Pries (less tubers $3225 
Genuine Magnavox Microphone 
Do Your Own Home Phonograph Recording 
Made by the world- 

the 
While originally male 
of strap ml ibs bed. 
it le easy to aInese a 
the 

sitie 
onto of 

the side stf. The ride 
place 

are 
rp with Soft bahbr Ai I Place nhe 

microphone at the best s peaking distance nd. 
Thee the mouth. Canes with 6 free of nom - 
The hwith mike bargain in America! pCom- 
plete with stress and heckle to fit around 

Brand new. In orlclnel factory Park - 
Lis. Sleeping weight 1 lb. 
List Price, SI0.75. 
No. 1610 -YOUR SPECIAL PRICE 

$1.65 

"RTC" High -Voltage "Puncture 
Proof" Filter Condenser Units 
We guarantee these eon - 
densen unconditionally. They 
are ideal for general re- 
placement purposes and ran 
be Metalled in any new. 
power -pack. All eontleneers 
are furnished with 8 -Inch 
lengths of tinned ' push- 

600 VOLTS 
Cat. Mid. Your 
No. Capac. Price 

1702 $0.25 
1703 I .30 
1704 2 .40 
1705 4 .60 

800 VOLTS 
Cat. Mfd. Your 
No Capoc. Price 
1706 

1 5045 
1707 2 .75 
1708 4 1.10 

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CAN- 
NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00. 

If C. O. D. shipment is desired. please remit 20% 
remittance, which must accompany all orders; bal- 
ance on delivery. 

If the full cash amount accompanies the order, 
you may deduct 2% discount. Send money order - 
ccrt:5ed chcc:: --U. S. stamp. tans denom :nations.) 

Radio Trading Co. 
25 West Broadway 

New York, N. Y. 

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special 
offers from time to time in this magarine. Get our 
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains 
in the U. S. 

Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post, be 
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for same. 
Any excess will be refunded. 
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SERvicE EN 
At 

di 
the 

d 

dously low prices at 
mechanic 

which 
sh 

the 
ld 

merchandise blf elow 
ith 

is offstock d, 

feutvery rao eaer, service man or ou eyuip himse ure 

use. It is probable that such low prices will not prevail for long. 

KOLSTER 245 POWER AMPLIFIER WITH 
MATCHED DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

An Outfit of 

Proven Superiority 

LIST, $98.00 
Less Tubes 

Our Net Price $24.50 
Les, 'l'uhes 

For radio. rhi,10,1:1p11 Or piddle addle. s I r. omit. with '. -!'illy of tone. 

The amplifier has 2 stages. 11.111E a 227 In Iht first and lu, 21 l'1 lu lea push-pull stage a nit a 260 rectifier. 
For 117. -1011, ti 

l'..sr 
1(4 

I I 

-1e :11 '1111 rut rill. 
'rho IS olter 1!le.'o le speaker .1','. i,SW'1.II I gill cud Imi bided ln the price of this W1111, is AI'CL'It-\'rE1.Y 
II. \'r1 111:11. 

RADIART POWER TRANSFORMER 
All Secondaries are Center -tapped 

SUPPLIES VOLTAGES AS FOLLOWS: 

Primary-110 soli, 50 to 60 es eles ,t,C. 

Secondant -2.5 r'olt, supplies filament 
for Ilse or more Screen -:;rid or :_r -" type tube& 

6.40 
, eraldetY -2.5 yob, supplies filament 
fur Iseo 215 Prover tubes. 

,ondary -5 loll supplies filament for 
one 280 Rectifier. 
Secondary -high Voltage, 375 volts each 

side of tap. supplies sufficient plate cur- 

rent for two 245 Power tubes. 

Our Net Price $3.75 

245 POWER TRANSFORMER 
tier 
1, 
ly 

r jib 

posit-ion. : 

250 filament; :'1¢ rolls If I a1 ps. fort ups to r 
227 tubes. l'enter taps are red and ll Irad- an 

plate. Laminations 

.. 

are hidden except 
. 

Eight -Inch leads merge front the ,rtes, but it 
may be taken off though the 1.otf111 of the t 

by pushing them through the rubber gtt111mo1.. 
eeight, 12 Ills. Overall size: 5a est ream w bit h s - 

high. 

Our Net Price $7.35 
No. 250 POWER TRANSFORMER 

`:nie 
as .ot : r d 

Our Net Price $8.50 

No. 171 POWER TRANSFORMER 
So 

Our Net Price t s $5.50 

245 B SUPPLY CHOKE 
Pm ul choke loi for It tiltnt Ion in 
215 c-Intilts ; 2011 011ms D. e. re- 

cent t h umtt'. alien. tappednrI tao 

fm rs 
eking 

t r nn lrd.. rod 
an 

Venait: lug 
` 

"choke) input" to filter. This method 
lengthens Pro- tiller tube life and fluer 
condenser denser life, set filtration is spien- 

itis did. the black lead goes to the 
reel flier filament center. the red. 
green and yellow leads are nest in 
order. l'aiut it les suggested: black. 
n red 1 odd. : green. $ mfd.' 
ellot. a turd. In shielded polished 

aluminum shipping weight, 4 lbs. 

Our Net Price $3.65 

POWERTONE TONE CONTROL 

PLACE AOADTEIS 
UNDER DOWER 

TUBES 

:\ srientifleulls de, I rio 
ntrol of tunal trua lilt 

gnus :n1.L n br lit :ud 
hear 

itluuttt : 
e m 

o the use 
. 

Our Net Price 

1' :tomcod for the regulation and 
t'1:1Irul /110,11.. great singera, [a- 
tm. 

t > 

s 

l 
r hase always longed to 

Inn i,ily and quickly Installed 
111 LIST PRICE, $3.00. 

$2.55 

EDISON AUDIO 
TRANSFORMER 

Ratio 3'; : I 

Each 85c 
Dozen $9.00 

BARGAINS IN TUBES 
Regular S?IA'Ell SHIELD or 1'AH Vacuum Tubes -100 per 

cent reploremeut within tin's :wont ils provided they still light 

X20 IA 
X226 
Y227 
Y224 
X245 
X280 
XIlIA 
XI I2A 

$0.35 X281 $1.05 
.40 X250 1.25 

.50 X210 1.25 

.75 U X 199 .60 
.50 U V I99 .65 
.75 UX120 .65 
.50 WDII .75 

.50 WD12 .75 

NO LESS THAN TEN TUBES SOLD AT ONE TIME 

COMBINATION "A.B.C." 
POWER PACK 

WIRED READY FOR USE 

Built with high -grade parts. Supplie "\ ¡r.u'.'' Volt- 
ages for 5.22 t 2._ ''s. 2.171A's. 1 -25t'. 

105.120 Volts - 50.60 Cycle 

Deln'ers oser 123 Mills end up to 21111 colts "It" power. 
The Power Transformer i designed to take mire of a 

D.C. C. Dñ 
pack 

NAMI PEAR ER, too connections being pro- 

Price Now $6.75 

ACME 8.7 Mfd. 
REPLACEMENT 

BLOCK 
CONDENSER 

Tapped al 2:; WIN YdII: 
1_s tine 
2.3 3110 " 
1.8 3011 

, 
300 

5" High, 4" Wide. 2,4" Deep. 
]deal for rettlarement, In It" 
} :lbeinatm . Power l':ok+ - 
Or the .via 1:Irntl ., 

Our Net Price 
$1.75 

NATHANIEL BALDWIN 
DYNAMIC D.C. SPEAKER 

Our Net Price 

The ideal ieaher Cr cab- 
inet installation. Bald- 
win Quality - built to 
Ito Id. In high stood:Led:. 
ss HIM harr been respon- 
sible ri r ide leadership-Superior 
tone quality. 'Diameter 
9 inches, depth 7 inches. 
Field resistance of 2,300 
011111 s. This dynandn 
speaker can be untel with 
:\. l'. Receivers I Intl are 
equipped lu supply the 
. II" rnmt to speaker 
Geld, 

$4.95 

Isn't This What Yov've 
Been Wanting? 

AT LAST A REAL NOISE AND 
HUM ELIMINATOR 

Cut down useless sers. 
ice lisle alll tD -' 

this at Ilia 

ti nt w i aker, 
ell 

tor 
umainrity ul 

oar stirs lcr -rails 
d dim to line-u.d u.u. Huss II.. II and material 
:ts been wasted b> 

your Semler, 1>epar- 
meta making sre-i:d 
apparent, to rut duwa 
line nnlaes' Now a 

simple 1 4 111110 1 0o 01 

tar "Maxim Filtered" 
YIP I your troubles are over. works 1111 all current s 

. \upnird Requires no adjustments 'rake udtmltage .f 
till- offer now Special introductory offer for a limited 
time only. Heavy Duty. 

LIST PRICE, $7.50 

Our Net Price $2.65 

R.C.A. MAGNETIC CHASSIS 
This .I'.'. ¡, i the Identical 

. .I 1 the R. C .. A. one 
, dell I "'.III anti 10011 

. Speakr. which list for as 
high as $35. Nate built -in 
Output Transformer - tbl 
enahle. the speaker to Lr 
used nit it voltage applled 
In 11 as high as 0110 volt,, 
without any trace of dis- 
tortion. rattling or blast- 
ing. I:qullpe11 With gen. 

over-aired Magnets 
The 11110k artnature Is se. 
curately centered. Tiro 
sturdy metal frame is lined 
with a special fabric. 

earls I topn.cing the :enus- 
li. ptup '. ertu of this sets- 
sat bmal .peal. -r' Note the 
corrugated surface of the 
cone. an 

exclusive 
feature - 

enhances perfect tonal re- 
production qualities con - 

made: 9" outside diameter, 
4' 6" deep overall. 

Our Net Price $3.25 

MAIL ORDERS 
TO: 

GRENPARK COMPANY 
245 Greenwich St. Dept. RC New York, N. Y. 

TERMS: -20^0 with order. 
balance C. O. D. 2 °í, dis- 
count allowed for full re- 
mittance with order only. 
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ontgLef 

Carries a Fill Line 
of Replacement Parts 

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOGUE 
The Robert Findlay Artistic Radio Consoles 

A REAL 
BUY! 

Lowboy, Model 3 
11' 

depw. I I_ inrhe:. SIdPVIng welght. 

D 

50 pound,. 

LIST PRICE. $32.00 

Our Price, $3.95 

VICTOR 

r 

REPLACEMENT CON- 
DENSER BLOCK 

IO' MFD., 600 VOLTS 

For replacement in All Victor Sets 
'foal ranarlt, 10,4 31 fds., 1;n' 
wirk, ng iullagc. 
II,u,e in metal ran. 

Sire: na¡ In. long. 5 in. high 
and I 'In. wide. 

Cat. No. 2709 

Our Price, $2.25 

Dl':SIGNED expressly for Crosley Jewelbox, Showbox and 
Gembox Receivers, but may be used with others. 
Finished with the beauty of fine, carefully matched veneers, 

with attractive speaker grille. Made entirely of metal. 
Console vibration and other unpreventable causes of distortion 
hay, been eliminated. The baffle construction is the last word ilr true dynamic reproduction. 

Highboy, Model 31 (left) 
111tL1. in, hr.' idth. _ 

g' 
\w 

he.: depth. I I ._' 
\'inh h.,k .hell :n .lunrn. 

LIST PRICE. $50.00 

Our Price, $5.95 

WESTERN 
ELECTRIC 
TYPE CW 930 

HAND 
MICROPHONE 

WITH SWITCH 

Cat. No. 3CO2 

Our Price, $8.50 

Junior Lowboy. Model 3.1 (right) 
Height, dp inch,: 'din,. 23.:i Inches; depth. 11', 
Inches. Shipping weight, :,n pounds. 

LIST PRICE. $30.00 

Our Price, $3.95 

575 

Peerless Courier or Transformer Corporation 
of America DYNAMIC 

SPEAKER CHASSIS 
2500 Ohm O.C. Field 

The latest and hest freeness ',peal 
Center- lapped %Dire 0011 

Equipped with out put t an.former 
9 -I nth diaphragm 

Cat. No. 175 

R.C.A. VICTOR UNCASED CONDENSER 
1000 VOLTS D.C. WORKING VOLTAGE 

1hi. genuine It .4'.. \. Virtar unease,' condenser is 
unitised of the highest grade materials. They 

are "impact and moisture pr,.,f. impregnated In 
speelal heal raie inn' compound. 

100 °6 REPLACEMENT GUARANTEED 

Cat. 
No. Size Each 

2927 ? Mid.. 25c. 

2923 1 Mfd. 35c. 

2929 2 Mfd 50c. 

2930 4 1\ifd. 85e. 

$2.50 doz. 

3.60 doz. 

5.50 doz. 

9.00 doz. 

ROTOR 
SYNCHRONOUS 

MOTOR 

Cat. No. 121 

COMPLETE WITH TURNTABLE 
\ n nbnn, aH porn,,,,' .\.c. ..cent 

e4101 ric phantg raph Motor eiuipl:ed 
s. it li turntable. sturdy : ud e, m ame 

n 
I. 

only l', lihr thick. n Start.. and 
stops at Ili I touch of a finger. 
.\ rin.tann torque a met ly ad r Buoi. minute. regardless of rrdt- 

mthat mat Ian.. .\asu re. : 

llty reprolm.t tin u 1 Inuit Jl tor. 
Truly a perfect s'nrhronuus 

111,.111. motor. LIST. $22.00. 

Our Price, $3.25 

Our Price, $7.50 

CENTRALAB, FROST, CARTER, 
YAXLEY and CLAROSTAT 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
and 

POTENTIOMETERS 
ßrfert Qlde ,ntl, nt 
Standard 1á -in. shaft 

Cat. 
No. Size Description 

3754 20 Ohm C. T. . 

3760 200 Ohm C. T. 
2956 400 Ohm C. T. 
3775 1,000 Ohm Potentiometer 
3762 2,000 Ohm C. T.. _. 
3751 30 -3,800 Ohm Twin 
37760 3,000 Ohm Volume Control 
3777 5,000 Ohm Volume Control 
3502 6,000 Ohm Volume Control 
3778 10,000 Ohm Volume Control 
3779 25,000 Ohm) Potentiometer 
3710 40,000 Ohm Twin 
3750 50.000 Ohm Potentiometer 
3$11 100,000 Ohm Twin 
3764 200.000 Ohm Twin .. 
3751 500.000 Ohtn Volume Control .. 

Net 
Price 
$ .15 

.25 

.45 

.25 

.35 

.40 
.25 
.25 
.25 
.30 
.35 
.90 
.35 
.40 
.25 
.35 

MAIL 
ORDERS TO 

16 Murray Street New York, N. Y. 

TERMS: -20eá with order. 
balance C. O. D. 2 °o dis 
count allowed for full re. 
mittanee with order only. 
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Amazingly Easy Way 
to Learn RADIO TELEVISION 

TALKING PICTURES 
Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, hopeless job! Don't be satisfied to work for a mere 
$20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how to make REAL MONEY IN RADIO -THE FASTEST - 
CROWING, BIGGEST MONEY -MAKING GAME ON EARTH! 

Thousands of Jobs Open Paying $60, $70 to $200 a Week 
Jobs as Designer, Inspector and Tester paying $3,000 to $10,000 a year -as Radio Salesman and in 
Service and Installation Work, at $45 to $100 a week -as Operator or Manager of a Broadcasting 
Station, at $1,800 to $5,000 a year -as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, as a Talking Picture 
or Sound Expert- THOUSANDS OF JOBS PAYING $60, $70 AND ON UP TO $200 A WEEK! 

Learn With o ut Lessons in 60 Days 
ByActual Work -In the Great Coyne Shops 

You learn ALL branches of Radio at Coyne -in 8 
short, pleasant weeks -NOT BY CORRESPON- 
DENCE, but by actual work on actual Radio, Televi- 
sion and Sound equipment. We don't waste time on 
useless theory. We give you just the practical train- 
ing you'll need -in 8 weeks' time. 

No Books -No Lessons 
All Practical Work at Coyne 

Coyne is NOT a Correspondence School. We don't 
teach you from books or lessons. We train you on the 
greatest outlay of Radio, Television and Sound equip- 
ment in any school -on scores of modern Radio Re- 
ceivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, the very latest 
Television apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Re- 
production equipment, Code Practice equipment, etc. 
You don't need advanced education or previous experi- 
ence. We give you -right here in the Coyne Shops - all the actual practice and experience you'll need. 

Television is on the way 
And now Television is on the way! Soon there'll be 
a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION EX- 
PERTS! The man who learns Television NOW can 
make a FORTUNE in this great new field. Get in on 
the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio develop - 
H. C. Lewis. Ares. Radio Division Founded 1899 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 31 -8H Chicago, Ill. 

ment! Learn Television at COYNE on the very latest, 
newest Television equipment. 

Talking Pictures a Great Field 
Talking Pictures and Public Address Systems offer 
thousands of golden opportunities to the Trained Ra- 
dio man. Here is a great new field of Radio that has 
just started to grow! Prepare NOW for these mar- 
velous opportunities! Learn Radio Sound Work at 
Coyne, on actual Talking Picture and Sound Re- 
production equipment. 

COYNE IS 31 YEARS OLD 
Don't worry about a job! Coyne Training settles the 

Hjob 
question for life. You get Free Employment 

elp as long as you live. And if you need part -time 
work while at school to help pay expenses we'll gladly 
help you get it. Coyne is 31 years old! Coyne Train- 
ing is tested- proven beyond all doubt. You can find 
out everything absolutely free. JUST MAIL COU- 
PON FOR MY BIG FREE BOOK. 

H 

R. 

C. LEWIS. PRESIDENT 
I Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 

Soo S. Paulina St., Dept. 31 -8H Chicago, 111. 

Send me your Big Free Radio Book and all details of your 
Special Introductory Offer. This does not obligate me in any 
way. 

Name ........ 

.1 ddress 

(;i y. State. 
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There are Two Ways to go about 
getting yourself A BETTER JOB 

Stick to your job. And work. 
Know theory as well as practice. 
Study the jobs of the man along- 
side you, and the man above. 
Know the how and why. 

Decide that you are up against a 
stone wall. Consider what you 
do best; what you like to do; 
whether it pays well; offers a 
future. Then get ready. 

Opportunity will knock at your door when you are ready 

111101k-- 
With a working knowledge of 

Eriggruhir Tv 

5'Ifv LJ 

a 

A 8 ED SRAT [I 
U Urn tyM, r 

binding, 
paper, Boutl 

ly ill 
tratad Photos, diapra 

valuable tables. 

12 
VOLS. 

Only 

$1.50 
per volume of 
600 to 800 pages 

"' QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS fui 
os- Von TITI! . \l'lEI. WAY. 
ms, I_ 

I and Iogie:dly so as 
at the end of each 

you can find a job in a field that never will be 
overcrowded. For Electricity does most of the 
world's work today; will do more tomorrow. 
There will always he good jobs for good men 
in I {leetrieily . . . and at good pay. The 
work is itterl tins! 'I ll 1ptll your Heart and 

AUDELS NEW ELECTRIC LIBRARY 
ulal 1 -:Ie, rllt lIc :I: easy as : \It(' for begin - 
nurs: ¡Test Mg a, lief ion: engineers earn' in 
pocket tor spare limo reading' and reference: 
qnr- :ion <, answers, di;lcr :uus, calculations, 
tin erI \11t(r's tulle: design, construction, op- 
eration and maintenance of modern electrical 
Innl.liil,es and alglli :cues. FULLY 

VI/. in in twehe handsome, flexiblecov- 
eretl Cohuut s. I Niue ready, three in work.) 
THESE SUBJECTS- Hundreds of Others 

Dynamos. D -C Motors, Armature Winding, Malnte- 
Tests. Batteries, Transformers, Condensers, 

A -c M 
on otors. Al +ng Currant. Meters, Power Station Practice, Wiring, Diagrams, Electric Railways, El Auto and Aero Ignition, Radio, Telephone. Telegraph. Motion Pictures, Talkies, Refrigeration, X -Ray, Welding. Domestic and Farm Appliances. 

I lek. 

AUDELS EASY BOOK -A -MONTH STUDY PLAN 
The newest, easiest \y:1V to stlbl to fin, It IIItrllsr \- Illtt'rt.ctillg. are amazed at ILi 
book a month to read. Every ul,j ,t 111:1111' as 1i% of it :old the speed with whirl) they I t,ttt. 
simple and clear as : \l«'. l ;\rn I,,or tiiIdents What you start thc ilt4Jtf Way you can finish. 

COSTS 6¢ A DAY 
The money cost -the price of one mild cigar per 
diem -is nothing. The prise in time is a few hours 
per week, spent as cuj,n J In reading fiction. 

PLUS NOT TOO MUCH SWEAT 
'l'he ost in effort t thing. No , t. r got 
anywhere without lifting a linger Butt -we have 
been helping men to overcome the handicaps of 
ducat inn for FIFTY VE. \Its. Let us help you! 

MAIL COUPON TODAY 

BUT 

'Radio l ÌO/ioll 
Il l'P rr,t d 

èlephow / 
Men . 

Vol. IX Now Ready 

SEND NO MONEY 
THEO. AUDEL 6 CO., 65 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City 
\htil Vol. 1, Liven-iv Library on 7 lass' free trial. If t 1. K. I will reput st .lo, otherwis renon il. 1 :d.0 r,., li t pou tu mail our bunk each month on 
same tennis. Nu obligation unless I anti satisfied. 

Nana. 

Address 

Occupation 

Employed by R.C. 
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World Famous. Radio 
_ Ré eivé,rs 

r 
Console Quality 
in a Midget Broadcast Receiver 

You Can Place Anywhere 

PILOT MIDGET 
This attractive two -tone walnut miniature 

A. C. receiver has proved the equal of high 

priced consoles in many locations 
throughout the country. Because -it em- 

bodies console features; 2 -224 Screen 

Grid stages, 1-224 Screen Grid Power 

detector, 1 -227 Audio stage, 1.245 
Power Audio output stage and specially 

designed electro dynamic speaker. A super 

powered 280 voltage supply gives trouble - 

free operation from any 110.20 volt house 

current line. 

Pilotron tubes are standard equipment 

because Pilot retailers know none are 

Lmore reliable. 

PRICK 
Complete in 
Modernistic 
Cabinet 

PILOT 
9 leas tubes 

50 

1.11:F.SSEt, 1 SIIEa 
It1.1 PAl'F\'FS 

r 
For World -Wide 

Radio Reception 
Short and Long Waves, 14 to 500 Meters 

PILOT Super Wasp 
Res, J. R. Nilsen, Bolonque, Congo-Belge Africa 
says: "Here in the heart of Africa I have received 
9L0. JB, 2BL, 5SW, AFK, PCJ. WGY (W2XAF), 
R -RNY (W2XA I.) and more station. on loud speaker 
with my Pilot Super -Wasp." 

David R'. J. Jones, Brisbane, Australia sayer "I 
have received on my Super-Wasp all the test trans- 
missions between W2XAF (Schenectady, U. S. A.) 
and VK2ME (Sydney NSW), PCJ Holland 
GS5W Englan.l and Sydney- London phone 
service 

Austin R. Baldwin, St. Raphael (Var.) France. 
says: "I heard from KUKA 25.3 meters, 'We will 
now rebroadcast a concert from London.' Shortly 
after the numb. from London crate in clearly, 
having twice crowned the Atlantic." 

Pilot Koper -Wrap Comer la KIT FORM 
which can be arrembled la a few hours 

BATTERY sri' KIT 

*29..0 
Kit K -1111: The but - 
ter.- opera led Si, lier. 
N asp. Batteries 4110 

Tubes extra. 

A. C. SET KIT 

$345° 
Kit K -11 5: .1 he t.C. Super. 
Ra p. t ....our ,. AMC 
pari. or Pilot hall, spe- 

ei II, designed for the 
Soper-Rasp. Power Peek 
and Tubes 

RADIO 
At Dialer, E$tv'vwlhere or It rite to 

PILOT RADIO air TUBE CORPORATION 
LAWRENCE, MASS. 

Chirac. tali New ).wk Of/ire:.i2j Broadway 
tat S. NAIN Street 11!'!íC ES IN I'KIN1:11'A1. C0t'S'l'KIES OF THE SORI.11 

.o1 F r,.,,r¡ye., api. r: 
12711 Visto" Street 
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